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Went Back To Private Life Former Prison Guard Tells Of Frightful Conditions—The Thursday Night’s Smoker Furnished Real Thrills For 400 Charter Night Exercises Featured By the Brilliant Address of
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
Time Question and Other Matters
Eager and Delighted Spectators
Judge Pinansky of Portland
When Session Ended
The Rockland Gazette was established
In 1848. In 1874 the Courier was estab- i
llshed and consolidated with the Gazette
About 90 of the country's lawmakers
In 1882. The Free Press was established
The second in a series of smokers, vigorous assaults, the latter removed The Waldoboro Lions Club re- of the happy affair should fail to
Averring that responsibility for requested by the Legal Affairs com
In 1855 and In 1891 changed Its name to going home after Wednesday’s ad
the Tribune These papers consolidated
mittee.
given under the auspices of Winslow- his mitts and climbed back through ceived its charter last night and un- receive attention.
journment of Congress were departing the conduct of prisoners at Thomas
March 17, 1897.
With the introduction of the guest
In the interim, however approxi

£ ro*?cs t0„ Privat® life.
der most favorable auspices emfor good. Among those who retire to ton was “a football that was booted mately 35 petitions have been for Holbrook Post, was held at Legion hall tbSmiling
speaker. Judge Pinansky, the audi
Jerry Burrows the Le- i . , .
,. .
. ,
private life are such veterans as Sen from the warden to the Board of warded to the Legislature, bringing Thursday night and it was the con- gions final)ce offlcer told the crowd barked on a career which cannot fail ence arose and gave him a lusty
—
■Commissioners and back again with the total to 1718 signatures in sup [ sensus of opinion on the part of the two funny stories one of which was to make it one of the fraternity's greeting. He spoke about half an
—
Labor to keep alive In your ••• ators Furnifold Simmons of No. Car
hour, and it was a half hour of rare
— breast that little spark of fire -■ olina, dean of the Senate and Freder out results," W. V. Tabbutt, former port of revision. Opponents had nearly 400 present that it was the best to the effect that such occasions cost strongest branches in Eastern Maine
filed objections signed by about 600 entertainment of this character that, money, and that the promoters would Tn
nf hazardous traveling there Pleasure for his listeners, filled with
State
Prison
guard,
urged
that
the
— called conscience.—Washington.
ick Gillett of Massachusetts, and the
'
___ ^'examples of inimitable story telling,
persons, according to a member of [Rockland has known in recent years, appreciate any lift the spectators [
• ••• •«.
chairman of several House commit “frightful” conditions at the State the Legal Affairs committee.
The boxing and wrestling bouts might care to give. A rain of coins was an attendance of nearly 150, the epigram, oratory and a touch of pa
Prison be remedied.
<t * « «
were of a very snappy and business and an occasional bill resulted. This visiting clubs being Rockland, Cam thos as he alluded ever so briefly to
tees.
KNOX MEMORIAL TABLET
| Some are going voluntarily, some by
Tabbutt, who said he was dis
The Public Health committee ’ like calibre, the music was excellent, was supplemented later when it was den-Rockport and Wiscasset. Rock the struggles of his own, the Jewish
charged for reporting that two which heard a number of Maine bar i and while you are at it, boys, take oil found that the rgin was not quite land was represented by a majority people
Will Be Dedicated At the Old High , verdict of voters, some for all time
of its members, and by tacit under
He epitomized Lionism when he
and
others
to
make
comeback
ellorts
prisoners were permitted to sleep un bers argue Tuesday for passage of a your hats to that efficient and hard sufficient to quench the drouth.
Fort In Roxbury On Evacuation
regulating the trade and creat working committee, Carl Nelson, Mil The next bout was between Bud standing they took the initiative in repeated the Lions' toast—“Not above
by and by.
guarded in a shed outside prison bill
Day.
furnishing the evening's entertain
Eight.v-year-old Senator Gillett walls, was one of the proponents of ing a self supporting barber commis ton French. Carl Davis. Clarence Bur- Fisher and his clever protege, Al ment. The importance of the oc you, not beneath you, but with you,"
and told how deeply he appreciate'!
sion reported “ought to pass” on the ' gin. Robert Webster. Austin Day, Au- Freedman, who on next Monday
rounds
out
a
record
of
38
consecutive
a
measure
to
abolish
the
Board
of
Boston will pay belated tribute
bill. The measure calls for the ap gustus Huntley and William Widde- night is to open a boxing school in casion was enhanced by the presence having been made an honorary
years
in
Congress.
Thirty-two
were
;
Prison
Commissioners,
in
a
hearing
March 17 to Maj.-Gen. Henry Knox,
the quarters once occupied by the of District Governor Arthur W Pat member of the Lions Club in Water
pointment of a commission of three ; combe.
a native of the city, who was the first spent in the House where he was I before the State Prison Committee i to examine applicants, register barlate lamented Bachelor’s Club, They terson of Castine, Judge Max L. Pi- ville. There are six honorary mcmMr.
Nelson
acted
as
announcer
and
speaker
for
three
terms
Still
one
of
Other proponents were Repre [ bers, and impose fees from which the
secretary of war, who founded the
nansky of Portland and State Or- bers in Maine,
Mr Widdecombe as referee of the gave two rounds of classy boxing.
J -we are getting more and more
military academy at West Point, and | the most active members, Gillett chose sentative Burkett, Portland, and Os i expenses of the commission are to be boxing bouts, and it is to their credit
Curtis and Dow put on a four- ganizer Gus Tapley Sturtevant.
not
to
run
in
1930.
He
will
be
sucgood Young, Thomaston, another ; paid. A similar measure was prowho was chief of artillery of the
The banquet and charter exercises : American, and nearer and nearer to
round boxing skit which was such a
i
that
the
events
were
presented
so
ceded
by
Marcus
Coolidge
of
Fitch

former prison guard.
continental army.
I posed in the 84th legislature but piomptly and smoothly. A combina- busy affair that nobody suspected the were held in Odd Fellows hall, and God" said Judge Pinansky. and he
Warden Charles E. Linscott said failed of passage.
A tablet, commemorating his ser burg, Democrat.
I tion band furnished enlivening music latter was punching with a broken marching thither from Medomak [ told of receiving an invitation writ
Thirteen
senators
are
concluding
he had had no trouble with the
vice to his country, will be dedicated
hall the Lions and their lady guests ten on a Baptist letter head by a
* * « ♦
thumb.
!
on the outside of the ring.
their
terms.
Beaten
at
the
last
elec

Prison Commissioners and Former
with appropriate exercises, incident
Catholic priest, in Hebrew. He also
Came next the main bout, in which made an impressive showing.
A
former
governor,
Percival
P.
A
pair
of
young
chicks
named
tions
were
Simmons.Democrat,
North
Warden George A. Buker advanced Baxter, had his wish of 14 years long William and’Hastings raised the cur- I Young Sukeforth, hero of many local
to the celebration of Evacuation day,
A chicken pie supper, delicious in expressed with much feeling his ap
Carolina;
Blease.
Democrat,
Soutn
the opinion that "lack of efficiency standing and the State of Maine was tain for the boxing bouts. Witham ' scraps faced the pride of the Coast all its details, was served to the ac- preciation of the manner in which
by Mayor Curley. It will be located
at the old High fort in Roxbury, Carolina; Heflin. Democrat, Alabama; among the workmen in the prison" I the richer by six square miles com- wore a gentle, far away look, and Guard Cutter Kickapoo Bos ns Mate
| Christian people had treated him
McMaster,
Republican,
South
Dakota;
was due to the fact they were not j prising peaks of Mt. Katahdin “for- [was not a physical rival of his oppo- !Hallowell of Spokane, Wash. Hallowhich has been in process of re
. while he was on the Municipal Court
Pine,
Republican,
Oklahoma;
Ransassigned a definite task.
habilitation for a year.
' bench, climaxed by the remarkable
, nent but he got in some good stiff jwcll was a long way from home, geo.
ever
to
be
used
for
public
park
and
dell.
Democrat,
Louisiana,
and
Steck,
Burkett said he “had nothing
MaJ-Gen. Knox was born July 25,
tribute paid to him at the comple| jabs.
graphically speaking, but very much
purposes.”
against" the present Prison Commis j recreational
1750, and led the expedition which Democrat, Iowa.
; tion of his four years' service “It
Then came a hot one with Al iat b°me with the mitts, and if SukeDeed
to
the
mountain
was
profBlease
will
turn
directly
to
criminal
sion, but that in his opinion condi erred by Mr. Baxter and an act to ac Wilson and Jac!; O'Brien as princi- forth had been less ruS&ed °r ’ess
brought much needed cannon to
was a tribute, not to me," he said,
Boston from Fort Ticonderoga, and law, returning to Columbia, South tions would be improved if conduct cept was introduced in the Senate pals and every round was applauded ' willing to stand punishment folks
“but a tribute to the standard of
Carolina,
to
defend
a
man
accused
of
of the prison were placed in the by Senator Page, Somerset, under a to the echo O'Brien was not in the i would J»ave been sending posies to his
which was the principal cause of the
American
manhood and womanhood.
evacuation of Boston by British murder. Heflin, who is by no means hands of the warden and the Gover suspension of the rules. The bill re pink of condition but he had a long I P^ce of abode. It was the best bout
"Lionism
”—returning to his main
satisfied he was fairly beaten by John nor and Council. He asserted that
troops.
subject—“is a great unofficial AmerM. Bankhead, plans to contest the people in the towns surrounding ceived its several readings, went to arm delivery that looked like an un- Rockland has seen in many a long
can
institution
today. You put your
taker's call in the telephone book. ]d:,v- and both fighters were roundly
election and also to help publish a Thomaston were apprehensive be the House, was returned to the upper dei
FROM "CAPTAIN BILL”
shoulders together for what? For
and Wilson had his hands full, applauded as »hev left the ring.
branch
for
passage
to
be
enacted
and
newspaper, The Heflin Herald in Bir cause trusties were permitted to leave
some selfish reason? No! It is the re
Captain Hays of the Kickapoo was
was signed by Governor Gardiner, in | That's what he likes, however, and
Our Late Aviation Manager Finds mingham.
the prison in civilian clothes.
vitalizing spirit of America that your
when the pair left the ring the crowd Iso much elated with Hallowell s
than half an hour.
Voluntarily retiring are Brock, Dem
Many Avid Courier-Gazette Read
Tabbutt painted a picture of less
showing
that
he
immediately
issued
children shall have a happier life.
The area comprises an undivided gave evidence that it had seen two
ocrat, Tennessee, candy manufacturer “Sabotage" and "frightful conditions"
ers In Boston
a
challenge
in
behalf
of
the
latter
to
Service clubs are making the flag
and banker; Williamson, Democrat, at the prison under present manage three-eighths interest in township 3. J mighty smart boys.
—
truly symbolic of those things that
Horace Keizer of Thomaston. any man of his weight in Rockland,
Kentucky, whoesale hardware mer ment of the warden. Board of Prison range 9, Piscataquis county, and in
Boston, March 4.
the
bout
to
be
for
a
purse
of
$100,
we preach, but some of us do not
chant; Goff, Republican, West Vir Commissioners, and Governor and cludes Monument peak, altitude 5267 i garbed in overshoes, a Mexican belt winner to take all.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
j practice.
and Paloma peak, which is 4902 and everyday pantaloons climbed
I still read your paper wherever 1[ ginia; Gould. Republican, Maine; Council. One manufacturer told him. feet
“
I'll
accept
that
challenge!"
,
“The direct search for gold does
through the ropes to face Joseph
feet high.
go and find many others doing the Phipps. Republican, Colorado and Gil he said, of losing $20,000 in one year
| not bring happiness but the tem
Mazzeo of Rockland who also wore shouted Bud Fisher, amid applause.
because of the “willful” destruction
same thing. Attorney Albert T. Gould lett.
Arrangements
for
the
bout
are
in
[
porary exhilaration misunderstood
informal dress. It was an interna
TWAS A PERFECT DAY
of Boston who has a summer home in ; In the House most of those going by prisoners of materials sent to the
! by some as happiness. Country
tional affair which developed lots of the making.
Thomaston stopped me on State street out were first termers who came in prison to be manufactured.
Sailor
Brown
next
entertained
the
'
homes are the background of civili
steam. Some of the Thomaston lad's
Abolishment of the Commission "Uncle Fernando” Philbrick Was clouts brought a perplexed look to crowd with harmonica selections, and i
and handed me a clipping out of your on the Hoover landslide of 1928, but
zation; Maine is the factory where
Given a Surprise at Fales Circle
among the defeated were such veter and centralization of control would
paper.
the young Italian's features, but the iwas obliged to respond to numerous j
they build men for exportation into
Card Party
The newsdealer at Washington and an Republicans as Dempsey, of New better conditions, he said.
good nature for which he is well encores. No Legion program is comother States"
York,
chairman
of
the
Rivers
and
Young
said
the
Commission
Milk streets told me it was very in
‘ known did not desert him.
plete without this feature.______________________ ______
Judge Pinansky's address brought
Col. F. S. Philbrick, known to
teresting to see the same customers Harbors committee; Elliott, of Indi had shown "deplorable lack of knowl
There was now a lull in hostilities
The scene shifted now to WTestline.
an ovation
ana,
chairman
of
the
Public
Buildings
edge"
in
releasing
prisoners
on
many
readers
as
“
Uncle
Fernando"
keep coming for the latest issue. When
| that the crowd might hear Bill !al which Walter Reynolds and jU(jge Max L. Pinansky Whose Adyou stop to buy The Courier-Gazette committee; Cramton and Hudson of parole and that prisoners who had a birthday March 3, but re Vinal’s drive, a quintet, which for Stanley Smith proved very clever, j ^rtss Made Profound Impression
Michigan,
active
drys
and
prominent
worked
the
hardest
were
not
given
The concluding feature of the ex
membrances
began
to
come
in
the
the paper boy starts talking about
peppiness. was after the style of the’The latter won in two falls the first
upon Waldoboro Lions and Their
their freedom because the Commis day before, including cards from Lucky Strike dance orchestra. The j in four minutes and the second in , Guests
ercises at the banquet hall was the
Rockland, trying to tell you about in the House organization.
More than four-score changes oc sion seemed to have the policy of Montana,
Massachusetts,
New Instrumentation was: William Vinal. two and one-quarter minutes. This________________________________ presentation of the charter by Dis
those he knows down there and the
trict Governor Patterson, who talked
different persons who stop for pa cur in the House. Along with those “ridding the prison of those who did Hampshire, and Maine towns and , banjo; Steve Daniels . piano-accor- . bout was refereed by Jack Black, who
transferring to the Senate are more not wish to work."
cities. Presents included handker dion: Vinal Dal", guitar; Vincent ' gained fame as a wrestler while at- j companiment of Lions songs. the at length and with much fervor on
pers.
Judge Benjamin F. Cleaves, secre chiefs, towels, pillow-cases, etc
turning loose of many toy balloons Lionism’s accomplishments in his
D'Agostino mandolin; and Fred Sis- tending Choate School.
I wish you would let those who en than a dozen defeated in the prima
On the evening of the 3d (the real taire, solophone.
This orchestra i Earle McIntosh commander of and the spreading
_
. much confetti. district. The charter was accepted
of
joy the news under "Planes, Pilots and ries and 44 defeated in the November tary of The Associated Industries of
Passengers" know that they have to elections. More than a score are re Maine appearing on an act to regu birthday date) he attended the reg- played "The Stein Song." "When It’s ! Winslow-Holbrook Post asked an ex- l -patchy" Saville of the Rockland 1 by the president A. L. Shorey, whose
late prison labor and convict-made ! ular weekly card party of the Fales Springtime in the Rockies." "Some- pression of opinion as to whether the club acted as song leader and had a speech was a gem of conciseness and
thank Mrs. Alan L. Bird for thp idea, tiring voluntarily.
Representative White of Maine, goes goods, urged that such materials be ; Circle held that night with Mr. and where In Old Wyoming." and sev- fans would like to have more smok- , valuable aid de camp in Ken White, meaning.
as It was she who suggested the de
partment to the writer at a dinner to the Senate as does Dickinson ol used entirely within state institutions, Mrs Greene, Beach street. As usual eral other popular selections. This ! ers. and, .the response was an over- with h.s trumpct Under the guid_ | The housekeepers for the banquet
Iowa, and Hull of Tennessee. Mrs. so that they might not come into ! he went early, arriving before the fiqe drive could be used to advantage whelming affirmative,
ance of this irrepressible pair rest were. Mr. and Mrs. Arthur G. Pratt,
party at her house one night
Pearl Peden Oldfield of Arkansas, re competition with free labor. This crowd. While waiting for the others on many other occasions, and stands
The crowd heard with regret that assured that dull care never got a Miss Lois Hagerman and Albert Ben
(Captaim W. H. Wincapaw.
tired voluntarily.
Mrs Katherine stand was opposed bv Warden Lin- he was entertained by the host and in no danger of losing its popularity. Oliver Hamlin had lost a purse con- look-in on that occasion. QuartPt No. ner. The waiters were Miss Betty
Langley of Kentucky, was defeated. I scott. who said it would not permit hostess with music. Mrs. Green is
The gong summoned another pair j taining $40. The ex-pugilist is a.- 1 of the Rockland Lions Club failed j Stahl,. Miss Lalia Brooks, Mrs. Mad
SPEAKING OF TIDES
' the State to keep its prisoners em- ■ an expert harmonica player and ren of fighters into the ring, this time I ways a willing worker on occasions to materialize but Quartet No. 2 as eline Kane, Miss Dorothy Lovejoy,
nloyed. He stated that prison labor dered old melodies—“Home Sweet Ernest Cayting, a straoper. who gave like Thursdav night s. He is em- sumed the boldness of Gus Tapley •Miss Gertrude Burns. Miss Mildred
APPRECIATE MARKET NEWS
The tides are caused by the gravi
throughout the United States com- Home," "Marching Through Geor one the impression of being disap- ploved at Northeast Harbor,
tational action of the sun and moon
Sturtevant's mouse, and strutted its Brooks, Miss Barbara Benner. Miss
The smoker closed with a family wares nobly. The members of this Cora Holt, Miss Mona Jones and
upon the rotating earth. Theoretically Farmers Find Real Value In This 1 petes with paid labor “less than one- gia," and many old plantation tunes. pointed because his opponent Edgar
Branch Of the Extension Service I quarter of one percent.”
all the stars, planets and satellites in
Then came the people and more Robbins would not furnish a larger affair, a bout between Clarence and courageous group were “Patchy" Sa Mrs. Elsie Swartz.
Work
The warden favored a proposal to [ presents, including a big box of deep meal. Cayting’s eyes proved consid- James Widdecombe refereed by Wil- ville, Tom Keating, "Ham" Bowes
Late as the hour had become many
the universe create separate tides, but
[ pay prisoners from five to fifteen • red carnations, from Edwin Liboy erable larger p.nd tougher than his liam Widdecombe. The principals and Ralph L. Smith The “crying remained for the ball in Medomak
their influence cannot be detected.
E. E. Dunton of Whitefield said he cents per day for their work while in j Relief Corps; a jar of beautiful stomach, however, and at the end of swapped some terrific blows but towels” which were distributed on hall. Postmaster W. C. Flint proved
The moon is nearly two and a quarter
times more potent as a tide producing was willing to pay for the informa j prison.
i double tulips, from Mrs. Helen the third round when Robbins was , seemed to enjoy It as much as the the eve of their selections were not an efficient floor director, and had
• « • »
as aids C B. Staid, Harold Kuhn,
agent than the sun because the tide tion that will be sent him free by the
I Clark, florist. Ruth Mayhew Tent's no longer flinching under Casting’s i spectators.
utilized.
"Local option" as regards daylight present a large jar of handsome tu
generating force of a body depends Extension Service on market condi
There was such an Insistent de Lawrence Weston and Ernest Boggs.
Another farmer William or standard time was suggested as lips was sent to Col. Philbrick's home
not only on its mass but also upon its tions.
mand for Gus to recite "The Shoot Robbins' Orchestra furnished music.
MRS. JENNIE L. MEARS
BILL WAS TOO LATE
Cochaan of North Edgecomb, said the system which should be adopted the day before.
The officers of the new Waldoboro
distance from the earth.
ing of Dan McGrew," that the pop
this information would be a great in Maine by persons who appeared
After an hour of cards the com
ular organizer put on his master Lions Club are:
Jennie
Louise
Mears
died
Tuesday
...
.
,
benefit to the farmer who Is too busy before the judiciary committee in pany was asked into the next room, after a severe and painful illness. Kfipresentative McLoon Au* piece—and never did It better. As
President—A L Shorey.
to look up the various things that he support of a measure introduced by where a table was set for a feast, a borne with great patience and Chris
THE ROCKLAND
First Vice President—W C. Flint.
an encore number he recited “The
Senator McLean. Hancock, to repeal sure surprise for Uncle Fernando,
dresses An Open Letter To Bold Mouse," and sat down amid a Second Vice President, L. T. West
is interested in.
tian
fortitude.
She
was
the
daugh

Spiritualist Society
These are only a few of the favor the so-called Harriman standard who was seated at head of the table ter of Enos C. and Emma M. Bridges.
on.
tumult of applause
Mayor Richardson
able remarks which have been heard time law, now in effect, with amend where he found a birthday cake. She was born in Rockland 46 years
Will Hold Services in
Felicitous remarks were made by Third Vice President—P. G. Cadicu.
at Extension Service meetings which ments.
Secretary—H. R. Smith.
I done in red, white and blue (the col
David Crockett representing the
and lived here nearly all her life.
House of Representatives, Feb 6
Merle J. Harriman. Readfield. for or scheme of the table). The cake- ago
are being held on market conditions,
Treasurer—G. A. Levensaler.
K. P. Hall, Camden
Camden-Rockport
Lions;
Ralph
She
is
survived
by
iwo
sons,
Alvah
by County Agent Wentworth. These mer state senator and author of the all the work of the hostess— was Mears and Dudley Mears; and by two, H"n c- **. Richardson,
Lion Tamer. W. G. Labe.
Nutt, King Lion of the Rockland
meetings cover present business con original Harriman standard time law, heavily frosted in white, the letters sisters. Mrs. John Marshall of War-» Rockland. Maine
Tail Twister—F. E. Shuman.
unday
arch 8
Club; Lawrence Haggett, spokes
ditions as they affect farming in the and Representative Potter, Bangor, "G.A.R.,” being artistically done in ren, and Mrs. Augusta Moon of Rock- Dear Sir:—
Directors—J. T. Gay. Roy Mack,
man for the Wiscasset Club; and
at 2.30 and 7.30 P. M.
two counties. Poultry, dairy and or appeared in opposition. Harriman red. the whole surmounted, and sur land; and by four, brothers. John C
Charles Rowe, president of the Wal S. H. Weston and F. H. Bond.
Concerning
the
proposed
Armory
chard market problems are discussed contended that the intent of the rounded by a row of 12 blue candles, and Enos C. of Rockland. Frank C.
The charter members, not included
Mrs. Margaret Newton
Board of Trade.
and the outlook for the future pre standard time law. as drafted by him ablaze. He was told to extinguish Bridges of Woburn. Mass., and Ralph Bill, you will remember that I stat doboro
in the list of officers: C. B Stahl. H.
A
Lions
’
time
would
not
be
called
of Portland
sented. Following the meeting the was not carried out, but said “there
ed that it was very doubtful if this a success without a demonstration W. Flanders, A. Kyllonen, Dr. T. C.
Bridges of Attleboro, Mass
names of those desiring market in would not be much of a kick against the candles and succeeded with all H.She
Lecturer and Message Bearer
bill could be Introduced nearly two of "roars,” and each club gave a good Ashworth, L. E. Rowe G. C. Boggs. F.
leaves
a
memory
of
esteem
and
but
11
of
them
at
the
first
try.
The
formation are taken down. More daylight saving time if the majority
28-29
(weeks after the time fixed for the account of itself By special request E. Boggs, P. H. Soule and J. H Mil
hostess
pinned
a
beautiful
red
rose
affection
and
was
cherished
by
all
than 50 requests have been made for wanted it. I feel that the 47 munici
who
knew
her.
Courage
in
difficulties,
on
Unci
eFernando's
coat
lapel,
after
the Waldoboro roar was led by Judge ler
final
introduction of bills.
either poultry, dairy or orchard. palities which adopted daylight sav
Early in the session, a joint order Smith.
This information will be sent to the ing time had It not because they which all attended to the wants of loyalty to her loved ones and great
But the toastmaster has been kept
gentleness and consideration for
requiring all public bills
A chorus from the Lesley School,
men through the year by the Ex wanted it but because an active, the inner man and woman. Hot co others,
were among her marked chai■ •
’
'
/
in the background long enough. Cambridge. Mass., will be heard over
coa, several kinds of sandwiches,
tension Service.
zealous minority put it across."
acteristics. The funeral was conduct- to b» filed by Feb. 19. Later the time
Future meetings on marketing will
Representative Plummer, Portland, fancy cookies and cake were served ed Fridav afternoon by Rev. E. O was extended to Feb. 17 and on that Meet E. B. Robertson, erstwhile poli Station WEEI this afternoon at 2
be held as follows: March 6. ApDle- favoring repeal, said there was then the birthday cake was cut by Kenyon at her late residence at In- day a final date of Fpb 20 was set, tician of Somerville, Mass., cousin o'clock. In this chorus, numbering
of former Chief Justice L. B Deasy, about 30 picked voices, is Mis6 Mil
ton Grange hall; March 10. Board of “nothing in the sob-stuff about the guest of honor. To crown all
but it was made necessary to get
Waldoboro dred Demmons of Thomaston.
Trade rooms. Waldoboro; March 11. opening the hay, hoeing the beans a taxi was called and the driver was graham Hill. The interment was in unanimous consent before a bill humorist and orator.
sets a great store by this man's abil
Community Hall, Orffs Corner; and getting the children off to school, charged to deliver Uncle Fer Achorn cemetery.
could be introduced during those last ity and never failing effort to boost
March 12. Jefferson: March 13. Mel which seems to be the chief objection nando safely home with his many
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
Wednesday of next week is the day few days.
Waldoboro—that “sparkling jewel
vin Lawrv's. Friendship; March 14. raised by opponents to daylight sav presents which he did and a perfect
However, I took the matter up with resting among the hills’—that "brain
set
for
the
debate
between
the
college
day was ended.
Union: March 21 , Warren., All ing time."
If I had to live my life again I would
it was planned to give him a grand teams from Bates and Tufts on "Re- the Adjutant General, the Chairman orchard of Lincoln County"—to use have made a rule to read some poetry
meetings will be held at 1.30 p. m.
"Everyone who knows anything
solved
that
the
United
States
should
the
Committee
on
Military
Affairs,
and
listen to some music at least once
his
expression
of
last
night
His
in

about children knows you cannot reception by the members of his recognize the Soviet government ol 'be President of the Senate, the
The loss of these tastes ls a
troduction of the several speakers alossweek.
Grange Thursday evening but the
keep
them
in
bed
in
the
morning
of happiness.—Charles Darwin.
RAINIER LIME RICKEY until thev get old enough to do some big storm prevented. Aunt Hattie Russia." This is to be an open forum Speaker of the House and the floor was apt and his subtle humor had
decision type of debate and should leader of the House in an endeavor everybody a-smile.
A new sparkling Fresh Fruit Bev
TIIF CHAMBERED NAUTILUS
thing. If I .were a betting man. I Buker was not to be balked by the no
prove very interesting. There will to get the bill admitted.
Draped upon the wall behind him
erage—a perfect miser
the ship of pearl, which poets
would bet that, if some power were weather and sent to his home the be n6 admission and a large turn out
It was advised by all that regardless was a dingy and tattered flag which This ls
feign.
Listen in every Friday evening at
to move all clocks in any town ahead lovely birthday cake which she had is urgentlv hoped for. The hour is of the merits of the bill. It would not
Sails
the
unshadowed main6.15 on WBZ and WBZA
one hour, some night next June, not made for the Grange time. Like all 8 o'clock, the High School auditorium be received, as that would open the excited much attention and curi The venturous bark that flings
osity Not many hands were shown On the sweet summer wind Its purpled
Distributed by
one in a hundred would ever notice her handiwork it was perfection.
door for everybody, that numerous when he asked how many knew what
the place.
wings
It."
Rockland Produce Co.
like requests had already been de it represented. And then Mr. Toast In gulfs enchanted, where the Siren
IT'S
A
FAMILY
PAPER
Other
proponents
included
Matson
nied. and the house leader assured master told his audience that it was
sings.
Now on sale at Tillson Avenue
And coral reefs lie bare.
Tinker and H. D. Lakeman. repre
me that he himself had four bills in the first flag of the United American Where
Miniature Golf Course
the cold sea-maids rise to sun
Editor
of
The
Courier-Gazette;
—
senting
the
daylight
saving
commit

146-29
his possession which had been sent
their streaming hair.
The Courier-Gazette seems to be
tee of Portland; Senator McLean,
in late by his constituents and which Colonies.
From Prospect Hill, Somerville, Its webs of living gauze no more unfurl;
and delegations from Lewiston, Au i of particular interest to each mem
he could not introduce.
Wrecked is the ship of pearl!
ber of the family. And one doesn't
burn. Rockland, and other places.
I regret that you were so late in then a part of Charlestown, on Jan.
And every chambered cell.
♦ • * •
have to be very old to be a devotee
preparing this bill, for on account of 1, 1776, this banner called the Grand Wherein Its dreaming life was wont to
Union
Flag,
was
unfurled
in
the
dwell.
The question whether Legislature My little 4'i year old daughter has
my seven years’ connection with the
frail tenant shaped his growing
will legalize amateur Sunday sports become a Junior Puzzle enthusiast.
National Guard and the Spanish- presence of Gen. George Washington. As theshell.
in Maine seems to have resolved it Practically every day she asks if the
American War, I have always re At that time Prospect Hill was one of • Before thee lies revealed —
self into a "mall order" versus "per "Cur-Gazette" comes today and when
tained my Interest in state military the strong redoubts erected by the Its lrlsed ceiling rent, its sunless crypt
unsealed!
it arrives she hastens to open it and
sonal contact" contest.
affairs and would gladly do anything Americans for the siege of Boston
At a hearing on the two Perham look for her puzzle. If she finds
possible for the local Rockland com which was evacuated by the British, Year after year beheld the silent toil
March 17. 1776 The first display, of
That spread his lustrous coil;
bills to legalize Sunday sports, only none she Is as much disappointed as
pany and for the city.
the Grand Union Flag in Boston was
Still, as the spiral grew
six persons evidenced interest in the older members are. She cannot
Sincerely yours,
He
left the past year’s dwelling for the
on that day when it was carried by
passage while the remainder of the do the puzzle herself, but is very
A. C. McLoon
•J There is always something very much
new.
the troops of the colonies.
Stole with soft step its shining archway
audience in hall of the House of anxious that mother read the note
The first foreign salute to an
through.
worth while in the Classified Ad. Depart
Representatives voted overwhelming beneath and connect the numbers to
MORE CONTRIBUTIONS
Built up Its Idle door.
American flag was to this flag, and Stretched
ly against liberalization of the Sun bring desired results.
In his last-found home, and
ment of The Courier-Gazette. Today in
Mrs. Mabel Heald
knew the old no more.
day laws when a show of hands was
The Knox County Red Cross was given by the Dutch governor of
the island of St. Eustatius to the
i
Drouth
Fund
wishes
to
acknowledge
addition to the usual interesting Lost,
for the heavenly message
these
additional
contributions: American brig. Andrea Doria, com Thanks
brought by thee.
Found, For Sale, Etc., is a special feature
[Appleton Willing Workers. $5; Mr. manded by Capt Robinson, on Nov.
Child of the wandering sea.
Cast from her lap. forlorn'
: and Mrs. W. M. Newbert. Appleton, 16. 1776. The Grand Union Flag From
ANOTHER
thv dead lips a clearer note Is born
through which 20 persons will earn
$2; Mr. and Mrs A. O. Pitman. was the flag of the United Colonies Than ever Triton blew from wreathed
HERE'S LINC. JUNIOR
for
a
year
and
a
half.
It
had
13
|
Appleton, $1: Thomaston D.A.R.. $5.
horn!
_
, alternate red
_______
and white,
_____ __
but
While on mine ear it rings.
This is Lincoln A McRae, Jr., of j Thomaston friend $2; Warren Inter- stripes,
Ftockland, couldn't you almost tell it mediate School, $4; Friend. $2: Mrs. the field contained, instead of stars Through the deep caves of thought I
heal a 'oce 118
by that smile? He is 5 years old: Lulu Simmons, $i: Mr. and Mrs. H. as now, the crosses of St. George and
Build thee more stately mansions. O my
WATTS HALL, THOMASTON
later he plans to follow in the steps O. Grant, $3; Educational Club. $3; St. Andrew.
In the course of his remarks Toast. .s°ul
_ ____
of his Dad. our Securities Sales l Vinalhaven A. L.. $10; H F. Cooper.
TUESDAY, MARCH 10
Manager, but just now he is busy j North Haven, $2; Frank Sampson, master Robertson said: “They tell; uaw^thy’mw’-vTuUed past
me over here to see Bill if you want ! Let each new temple, nobler than tile
with his tool chest. The above por- North Haven. $1.
PRIZE NUMBER DANCES
anything done." His reference, of shut
(roni heaven with a dome
trait is published through the cour- j
-----------------BALLOON DANCE BEFORE AND AFTER INTERMISSION
tesy of the Central Maine magazine
Now is the time to have your quilts course was to that former Rockland
more vast.
The Exciter," and the comment ' and blankets washed. Call The Peo- boy, William G. Labe, chairman of Till thou at length art free.
thine out-grown shell by life's
8
KIRKPATRICK’S ORCHESTRA
8
originated with that snappy publl- pie's Laundry, Limerock street, Tel. , charter night committee, and who Leaving
unresting sea!
cation.
; 170 —adv.
25-31 [ worked day and night that no detail
—Oliver Wendell Holme®.
8e,

S

,M

TODAY ONLY
Rockland
A. & P. Stores
POTATOES, 25c peck
POTATOES, 90c bu.
SUGAR, 10 lbs for 50c

ALWAYS
WORTH WHILE

FREE
THEATRE
TICKETS

SPECIAL DANCE

The Courier-Gazette
THRF.E-TIMES-A-WEEK

Rockland. Me.. March 7. 1931.
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddle.
who on oath declares that he Is Press
man In the office of The Courier-Gazette,
and that of the Issue of this paper of
March 5. 1931. there was printed a total
of 6,2611 copies. WALTER H BUTLER.
Notary Public.

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, March 7, 1931
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WITH THE BOWLERS

Andrews
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Forty Club No. 1 won a 96-pin vic
tory over the Kickapoo Wednesday :
night. Bray had high string (110) :
but J .Black carried the banner on':
high total. The summary:
:
Forty Club No. 1—Orff 287, Jack- :
i son 269, Lewis 296, F. Black 289, J. i
Black 320, total 1461.
:
Kickapoo—Bray 300, Mobdy 277, I
Barnes 242, Folan 278, Drinkwater 268,! j
total 1365.
:

Weather Poor But He’s En
joying Himself — Florida,
Seen By Humorist

BURPEE FURNITURE CO.

Rug Bargains in Our |
ANNUAL SALE
(

Safety Harbor. Fla., March 3.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Just a few lines from "The Land
I will say of .the Lord, he is my
refuge and my fortress: my God: in I of Sunshine." This winter has been
* • ♦ •
anything but perpetual sunshine.
him will I trust.—Psalm 91:2.
Central Maine disarmed the Drag- j
We have had extremely bad weather
;We are to continue our Big Sale Until March 17th. ||
ons Wednesday night in a 108-pin vie- ■
tory. Daris. in a class by himself, d
Charles M. Lawry, treasurer of the —more rain, less sunshine, and much
This is one of the many special offers
had high string G34) and high total. ■
Maine State Hand Engine League, cooler, but on the whole we from
The summary:
j
received word Thursday from John F. New England rather enjoy having it
Central Maine—Haywood 292, Max- j ■
Cutter, secretary of the New England cool and having the rain rather than
SB
cy 267. Merrill 280, Elliott 277, Daris :
States Veteran Firemen's League, in snow. But we hear reports of many
328, total 1444.
The Heavy Quality (while they last) ‘
Dragons—Pomeroy 270, Davis 277,1]
regard to the matter of registration suffering with the cold because a
Hinckley 261, Atwood 277, Hastings J
of motor trucks used tc transport large number of the houses and
6x9 ft., reduced to ................................................ $4.98 ==
apartments have no way of heating
251, total 1336.
Hand Engines from Maine to New except by oil or gas stoves, which are
« • • •
7 ft. 6 in. x 9 ft, reduced to................................. 5.98 js
Hampshire
and
Massachusetts. not very satisfactory. Last year gas
Two games in the Cement League li
9 ft. x 9 ft., reduced to........................................... 6.98
Heretofore all trucks carrying hand was brought into Safety Harbor from
at the Star Alleys Monday night saw I i
9 ft x 10 ft. 6 in., reduced to............................... 7.98 g
engines have been required to Clearwater, a distance of about six
Cement Quarry defeat the Repair i
register in these States as well as miles, and we had our bungalows;
Gang by 180 pins and the Machine I;
9x12
ft., reduced to................................................ 8.98 3
busses carrying pumpers. Messrs piped and we find it a big improve- I
Shop defeat the Electricians by 148 ,;
Cutter and Lawry have been in com ment over kerosene for heating and i
pins. Davis was the hero of the first | j
All beautiful patterns. All perfect.
munication with the secretaries of cooking.
•
I
I named game, having a string of 119 ji
Massachusetts and New Hampshire
There does not seem to be as many ;
: and high total. In the second game .;
and are hoping to get a special per tourists here in Florida this year. I
Teel was top-notcher with a string oi •
mit for exemption on said trucks. took a trip over on the east coast I
123 and high total. The summaries: i
Mr. Cutter writes of the death of a few weeks ago and the hotels were
Cement Quarry—Fetterole 418, Da
Mr. Wadleigh. editor of "Among the far from being filled to capacity but
vis 478. Roes 421, Hunt 439, Creigh- ::
Firemen" department of the Boston that is not unusual all over Florida
ton 371. total 2127.
Sunday Globe. The next meeting as times were hard last year. and. as
Repair Gang—Huber 367, Calder- '
of the New England League will be the auctioneers always say at their,
wood 436, Reynolds 400, Kelley 406,
held May 5 when results will be an sales: "Well as you know so many |
Seekins 338, total 1947.
nounced. "Watch out for the Tiger have had to stay at home this year,
Machine Shop—Teel 493, Miller 412,
A Rockland musical organization which is making steady progress under the direction of a talented leader,
Bowlers" says John as a parting shot. and take care of the ragged edges up and which is an enjoyable feature on local programs is Central Maine Power Orchestra, above shown. Seated deft Marshall 424. Newhart 445, W. Shields
"The Tigers” of Newburyport won North, but next year they will be to right): Kenneth White deader), T. Perry, J. Moulaisou, A. Higgs, O. Lawry. R. Newton, Doc. Annis. Standing: 433. total 2207.
from the "Eurekas" of Portsmouth here in full force, so now is the time R. McKinney, C. Gregory, G, Bradbury. Kenneth Messer, M. Whalen, E. Young, E. Hayes and S. Kessel. The pic
Electricians—Luce 453, Andrews
by a score of 1559 to 1496. “Sparky” to buy while property is on the bar ture is loaned to this paper by the Central Maine Power Co.'s magazine, “Thi Exciter."
415, Lord 404, Bunker 394, Fisk 393, life, but so madly and jealously is
Given, anchor man of the Tigers, was gain counter."
Jannings in love with her that he
total 2059.
« • • «
throws aside all thoughts of convenhigh with a single of 139 and a threemho
n
i , j _ , , tion and position and marries her.
string total of 356. The Tigers are to
There are many auction sales
ROCKPORT
ROCKLAND WINS CHAMPIONSHIP
,,o
When his own pupils discover that
be entertained by the Rockland All- every week and are very interesting
Shop 119 pins Thursday night. Rock he is in love with Lola they openly
Stars and the Forty Club bowling to attend, as one gets a good idea of
Rev.
F.
F.
Fowle
and
Rev.
George
well
had
high
single
(119)
and
high
defy his authority in the class room.
teams in a double-header some time real estate value and the money in F
total. The summary:
The contempt of his pupils leads to
next week.
vested here during the boom Then daySS i,” “5“on X: Outclasses Lincoln Academy In Final Game of LeagueRockwell, Jannings' dismissal. But without a
too you might be lucky enough to day Sports bill.
323; Stockford. 257; Clark, 290; Shute, regret in the world, Jannings takes
Girls
’
Slate
Was
Unbroken
get a box of candy or a pound of
300; total, 1,463.
The Epworth League of the M. E.
Recently Stanley Carleton of Chi sugar, or a blanket as they give out
up his new life, a slave to his love for
Rockland ' Body Shop—Frickson, Lola. From this point on, through
cago, and Thomas C. Fales of Bos tickets, which are drawn after the Church will present a 3-act comedy
238;
Harjula,
257;
Johnson,
275;
"Miss Adventure," March 13 at
many unusual and highly dramatic
The Rockland High boys’ basket Bickford rf, Gorham If, Nash c, Er
ton both natives of Thomaston, were sale.
274; E. Nelson, 300; total, sequences which reveal Jannings in a
ball team took the championship of skine sc. Reeves lg, Marr lg, Hiscock Newbert,
As Harry Daniels says in one of his Town hall.
enjoying cruises in the West Indies,
1,344.
vain effort to find true happiness in
Buzzell's Cash market in the Stud- the Knox and Lincoln League from rg. Prior rg. Points scored by Mattson i
the first mentioned on the Holland- letters "some of the hotels and movie ley building was opened for business the Lincoln Academy quintet in the 9 Edna Howard 30, Elsie Howard 2, i
’
I his consuming passion for Lola, there
picture houses in Florida have had
The
Pirates
were
not
so
fortunate
is built a story of compelling interest
American S. S. Statendam. and the to close from lack of patronage." Thursday with a complete line of final game of the season for both Bickford 12, Gorham 2.
in their match with Forty Club No. that culminates in a powerful and
latter on the Swedish-American Mo Yes, that is true, but you ought to Western beef, pork and other meats, teams by a 24 to 15 score, in the local
Referee, Mahan. Time, four 8 s.
3 tlie same night, and lost by 113 convincing climax.—adv.
« • » •
tor Ship Kungsholm. Messrs. Carle see the crowds that attend the fruits and vegetables. Mr Buzzeli gym Thursday evening. The Rock
pins. Daris had high single (119)
ton and Fales are cousins, but their churches. Two morning services are has had considerable experience in land High girls also won with very The Celtics regained their normal and Glendenning had high total. The
this
line.
For
several
years
he
was
in
little
difficulty
by
a
41
to
14
score,
fin........
...
...............
.........
—
8J
,
summarv
.
•ride
at
the
High
School
gymnasium
meetings since early boyhood had conducted in nearly all the churches,
been infrequent, and never of any in St. Pete, each Sunday to accom the employ of Brown's market. Cam ishing their season without a defeat. Friday night and beat the Gym Club] " Forty Club No 3-McLoon 278'
The games were watched by a 28 to 20. Haskell and Dunton divided
length of time. The two ships modate the church goers. . Well: den, severing his connection there to
Glendenning, 312; Marshall, 278;
capacity audience and the spectators honors as to points. The Celtics used Reed, 264; Daris, 306; total, 1.433.
touched at the same ports, but not on Harry might come back at me and open this new place of business.
the same day. The cousins occa say: "Salvation is free, but you have
Mrs. Marian Gray is a patient at were in the air every minute of the all of their subs. The score:
Pirates—Meating, 270; Rockwell, ■
sionally communicated with each to pay to go to the movies, so they Community Hospital where on Wed boys’ game as it was very close
Celtics
273;
Stockford, 252; Clark, 256;
F
other bv wireless. Finally Mr. Fales go to church this year!" However it nesday she underwent an appendici throughout, except in the last two
G
Shute, 269; total, 1,320.
0
left the Kungsholm at Havana, is a good sign of the times to see the tis operation. Her condition is re minutes when the Lincoln defense Mtrriam, rf............ 2
» » • 1
where he planned to spend some crowds that gather for worship, even ported as being very satisfactory.
was very loose. Rockland took the Cannon, If .............. 3
Last
night's
results
at Carr's: Cen
little time. Two days later the if there is an occasional pickpocket
0
“If we encounter a man of rare intellect, we should
Frank McDonnell of the New Eng lead early in the first period when Frohock, If ............ 0
tral Maine 1565, Wholesalers 1456;
Statendam arrived and the two men in the throng.
1
land Tel. & Tel. Co., who is at pres Knowlton opened up the scoring by Haskell, c ................ 5
Central Maine 1532, Wholesalers
ask
him what books he reads."
had an opportunity to spend a day
0
Your representative from Rock ent employed in Bangor, spent dropping in the first counter from the W. Ripley, rg ........ 0
1482; Boiler Makers 1383, Street
together for the first time in 45 land. A. C. McLoon, has introduced Thursday night at
0
_ ___
foul ’ine This was followed by a C. Ripley, rg .......... 0
his_____
home ____
here.
Railway 1300.
years. Through the courtesy of a bill that ought to receive attention
long shot by Flanagan who duplicated Duncan, lg ............. 1
4
after Walt Gay haU B‘CkneU’ lg ............. °
James East, bell captain at The in regard to having highway signs Jane or Bangor were decent gS
0
With only two weeks more to go it
'
another free shot bringing the
Breakers (Palm Beach) Messrs. made at the prison in Thomaston of MrOfand Mrs' B P Wooster
_ looks as though Knox Mill will again
We might also add that it would be good policy to
Carleton and Fales were supplied and installed on the highways
11
total
up
to
six
points
m
the
first
pe

“8 [ win the championship as in several
Miss Marion Weidman who has
with The Courier-Gazette and kept through the State.
Gym Club
That feature been confined to her home /or sev riod for Rockland, while Bates and
ask him what brand of cigars he smokes and, of
years past. “Phil" Grover, anchor j
in touch with Knox County folk.
G
F
would do as much towards advertis eral days from jin attack of grippe Fuller each made long snots for Lin
man, and Walter Calderwood. one of
U
ing the State as good roads, but both was abie to go out Friday for the coln Academy to make the visitors Bisbee, rf ...._............ 1
course, the answer would invariably be—
thc league's leadin'; men, are issuing
Peilicane, rf .....
0
1
score four at the end of the period.
Station WCSH broadcast thc news are essential.
a challenge to roll any two men in
first time.
1
Throughout the entire first half the Dunton, If ............... 5
Camden a 10 string match. Both are
last Saturday, that the Groveton
i The Baptist Ladies' sewing circle
0
a very clean Snowman, c
wdj doid ---------an Easter
at the Rockland team -played
members of the Knox Mill team.
(N H ) High School debating team . Florida nas tne best roads of any
.......
„—supper
— —
Bowden,
lg
O
2 Thev wonder if there are any Rock' j, wnn the state championship stale and every hiShway' cross r°ad' vestry April 1 from 5.30 to 7 o'clock, style of basketball and not a sine;
Hall,
rg
....
0
had won tne -tate cn p
creek and stream plainly marked.
-----—
—
—
a
—
„i
Q
,mr
v
,
q
a
tent
whe0 land bowler: interested.
Members of Mrs. Ballards Sunday player had committed a foul when
when it decisively defeated thc with distances to each point so the
gun went off at half time. The
Laconia High School debating team motorist is not bewildered when he School class held a meeting and the
8
20
Lincoln aggregation had committee
PARK THEATRE
in the finals at Durham. This is the comes to an X. Y, or 4-corner road social Wednesday evening at the several fouls and in the last quartet:
Referee, Freeman. Time, four 8's.
There never has and never will be a better cigar than
first time in four years that Laconia For there he will find perhaps six home of Miss Vera Easton and a of the game two of her most capable
very
pleasant
time
was
enjoyed.
“
Stolen
Heaven"
is
the
title
of
the
has not won the state champion or eight signs pointing to as many
a B. C. M. until Mother Earth produces better to
"Miss Adventure,” a comedy in performers. Haggett. and Fuller, were
new Nancy Carroll starring picture
ship. Saturday evening, the debaters different towns or cities with num
forced
to
leave
the
game
via
the
foul
three
acts,
under
the
auspices
of
the
at the Park Monday and Tuesday.
bacco.
and coach. James Howell, were met ber of miles distant, which of course
It is a vivid story of a great love
at the train by hundreds of the is a big help to the motorist and a Epworth League, will be presented route.
in Town hall next Friday. The cast:
In the second period the Lincoln
that overcomes the insurmountable
townspeople and with a band fur
barriers of an uncompromising life.
nishing music, a torchlight proces good “ad" for the State. I hope Mr. Three young college girls. Sue, Betty team started off strong by scoring two
McLoon
will
succeed
in
his
efforts
and
p
egg
y
t
Loj
S
Eurns,
Ruth
Miller
field goals before the Rockland outfit
In many wavs it is the finest story
sion was formed which terminated
vet given Miss Carroll who, with
at the High School building where and that we will have every road in and Augusta Noyes; Samson, janitor had gathered a point. However, the
Maine
properly
marked.
This
would
at
Miss
p
r
j
m
s
school,
Ernest
CrockRockland team finally found the bas
finesse and skillful interpretive
speeches were made by the victors.
be
a
big
help
to
our
summer
tourists
ett;
Miss
p
r
j
m
w
ho
conducts
a
ket and tied the score at eight all
Dower creates a role that already is
The coach, James Howell, is a for
being acclaimed the best of her
mer Bates College varsity debater and a credit to our progressive State. | schooi for girls, Isabelle Robinson; early in this quarter. They then
Lewis
S.
Burgess
of
North
Haven
Here
is
one
I
had
handed
me
the
Josephine Carter, known as Jo, the forged ahead when Knowlton shot his
career. Playing opposite Miss Carand the husband of a former Rock
sold
land
with
buildings
thereon,
in
other
day
and
I
will
pass
it
on
to
my
tomboy, Beatrice Graffam; Sarah first basket of the evening and this
roll and portraying another excellent
land girl, Marion Judkins Howell.
Vinalhaven,
to
Carl
Burgess
of
Knox County friends:
Ann Haskins, Albert Brown's house act was duplicated again with Flan
role is Phillips Holmes, who scored
"A boost on Florida. Florida is the keeper, Solveig Heistad; Rebecca agan on the scoring end. The shot Vinalhaven.
hits in “The Devil’s Holiday" and
The Abraham Lincoln Fellowship, chin whisker of the United States. Haskins, her daughter, Mary Veazie; made by Flanagan was one of the best
James *H. Miller of Rockport, sold more recently in “The Criminal
which has recently been organized It is 600 miles long. 200 miles wide, Albert Brown, a young farmer. Ro of the evening made by either team. land and buildings in Rockport to Code."
What $5.00 a month saved and invested in ROCKLAND
with W. H. Wharff, a former Maine and three feet high and is bounded land Richards: Cyrus, a bit of rural After a Rockland player had missed a Irving Fields of Rockport.
The story reveals a boy and a girl
LOAN
& BUILDING ASSOCIATION has done in nineteen years
man as president, is composed of per on the North by the Eighteenth romance, Maurice Miller; Mrs. John free throw, Flanagan who was under
N. C. Crawford of Warren sold land who, meeting under strange cir
sons over 75 years of age who knew, Amendment and on the other three Tyle Carter, mother of Josephine. the basket, succeeded in getting his
cumstances, run away together to
in
Union
to
Charles
E.
Starrett
of
In October, 1911, a Rockland woman commenced to deposit $5.00
saw or heard Abraham Lincoln. sides by the three-mile limit.
Gertrude Noyes. This play is filled long arms above thc others and neat Warren.
take one grand fling with the money
per month on five shares of the Association on which she has re
Within the group itself are other
"Florida is inhabited by Indians. with youth, charm, romance and ly tapped the bail into the hoop to
the
boy
has
stolen.
It
shows
them
John S. MacDonald of Warren sold
ceived 5’4% per year, compounded semi-annually/ These shares
more select circles, such as the Lin Americans. White Men, and Feed humor. Everyone will want to see it.
Rockland a commanding lead for land in Warren to Charles E. Star in the smart tvinter resorts partaking
matured in October, 1923, and were worth $1012.59. She then closed
coln-Douglass circle for those who Bag Tourists, sometimes called Tin Tickets are now on sale by members give
of pleasures they never dreamed
the
time
being.
At
the
end
of
the
half
rett
of
Warren.
the account and reinvested the amount in an Advance Payment Cer
heard the Lincoln-Douglass debates, Canners. The Reds live on the Ever of the League; adults 35c, children
existed. It discloses with sympathy
the iocals had gathered eight more
tificate of the Association at 4%. Each month $3.00 from this Cer
Fred A. Thorndike and Gilford B. and understanding the growth of
and the group whose membership glades; the Blacks live on the 15c.
points
to
bring
their
total
up
to
14
tificate have been applied on eight shares of stock which pays 5'i%,
Butler sold land in Warren to Charles their love for each other. And
heard the famous Cooper Union Club Whites, and the Whites live on the
• » • *
.
while
the
only
scoring
that
Lincoln
E. Starrett.
so the Certificate drawing 4% grows less and the shares drawing
speech. To become a vice president Tourists, and the Tin Canners on the
finally,
with
the
money
nearly
=gone,
i
did
was
the
four
points
which
she
Church Notes
514% increase monthly. In October, 1930, her investment stcod as
of the Fellowship one must have Municipal Camping grounds.
Rockland Community and School it reveals the girl in a desperate at
Baptist, George F Currier, Min made early in the second quarter to Improvement Ass'n. sold land in tempt to hold the man, who doesn't
proved that he heard Lincoln delive"
follows: Balance of Advance Payment Certificate $563.30. Value ot
•
»
•
»
make
the
score
14
to
8
at
the
end
of
the famous Gettysburg Address. The
eight shares paid from Certificate $816.30. But. this is not all of it.
ister: Sunday morning service at
Rockland to City of Rockland. (Com want to live after the money is spent;
.
the
first
half.
"Florida's principal sources of in 10.45, Children’s Story, "Being a
Courier-Gazette would like to learn
When her shares matured in 1923she resubscribed for five shares and
munity Park).
her
frantic
efforts
to
devise
a
plan
The two teams played evenly
of Knox County folks who met, saw come are hotels, fruit, alligator skins, Good Scout,” sermon subject, "One
continued her monthly payment of $5.00 and these shares are now
Sarah A. Foster of Thomaston sold to save the man she has learned to
tourists, and the best press agents Controlling Purpose;" evening serv throughout the third period with the land with buildings thereon, in love.—adv.
or heard The Great Emancipator.
worth $510.50, so thc total of her investment at that time was
East of California. But the one ice "Conditions in Salvation;'; Mon Lincoln quintet taking to long shots, Thomaston, also land in Cushing, to
$1887.60. She expects to continue these payments until October,
and it was with this type of offense
1935, when these shares and the eight shares paid from the Advance
Tyler School, Grade Five has two great outstanding feature of Florida day afternoon at 4 o'clock, examina that she matched the locals basket for Wilson R. Foster of Thomaston.
STRAND THEATRE
Payment Certificate will mature (provided dividends continue at
ball teams and is preparing to meet is fruit; orange raising comes first,'of tions of First Aid Class at vestry; basket and at the end of the threeElmira H. Rollins and L. Alice Car514%, the rate for the past 23 years) and they will be worth $2641.86.
all-comers and to win all games. course. Raising oranges in Florida Monday evening the Trytohelp Club quarter mark had lowered the locals’ roll of Camden sold land at Hosmer’s
Emil Jannings return^ to the
She will also have an unexpended balance on the Advance Payment
The lineups follow: First team— is a cinch. All that is required is will enjoy a “poverty supper” at 7; lead to five points.
Pond. Camden to Robert W. Jamie screen at the Strand Monday and
Certificate of $151.30 and her account will then amount to $2793.16.
son.
Joseph Samprone, c, Fred Winchen- money enough to live on while rais Tuesday evening. Scout meeting at
Tuesday in his first English speak
7 .Wednesday, meeting of Ladies'
The fourth and final period proved
She will have saved $5.00 each month or $1440.00 and this will have
bach p. Linwood House, lb, Vernon ing oranges.
ing role. The picture is “The Blue
earned her $1353.16.
“The next Florida fruit is the Aid; Thursday evening prayer serv to be the most thrilling for the spec
Moody 2b, Charles Ray. 3b, Stanley
MRS. EVELYN STUDLEY
Angel,” a torrid, sweeping drama of
Farnham, ss, Milton Clark, Robert grapefruit. A grapefruit is a cross ice followed by choir rehearsal, also tators as both teams had many
love and conflict and serves to intro
514% Compound Interest is a wonderful partner and is waiting to
Hall, fielders, Fred Winchenbach is between a lemon, a dose of quinine, rehearsal of music for the Easter chances to score but missed by inches.
The sudden death of Mrs. Evelyn , duce again that snhinx-like, alluring
At one time in this canto the Lincoln
captain and Woodrow Anderson, and a pumpkin. It has the color and cantata, “Behold! He Liveth."
help
you at
Methodist, Rev. F. F. Fowle, Min- team had come within four points ot N. Studley at her home on Main actress, Marlene Dietrich.
manager.
Second
team Lewis 'disposition of a blond ticket-seller
“The Blue Angel.” is a highly
street
on
Feb.
26
after
an
illness
of
,
ister:
Sunday,
morning
service
at
at
a
moving
picture
show.
It
is
tying
the
score
after
Haggett
and
Black, c. Donald Marriner, p. Ernest
dramatic storv of a stern, methodical
Johnson, lb, Stuart MacAlman, 2b, usually eaten at breakfast, thus com 10.30, Junior choir will sing; Sunday Fuller had each made long shots to only four days came as a great shock German professor (Emil Jannings)
Kingsley Strout, 3b, Clarence Thistle bining the advantages of a meal and School at 11.45: Epworth League at, help out their cause. However, the to her many friends.
Mrs. Studley was born in China, ] who ^dls in love with Lola (Marlene
ss. Douglass Mills and Milton Lawry. morning shower bath at the same 6; evening service at 7 with all parts Rockland team finally put on steam
:h) a cabaret entertainer,
taken by young men, selections by and made several baskets to put the the daughter of William and Sarah :
fielders. Milton Rollins is captain time.
Jones. She received her education Lola, of course, is exceedingly far
“The tangerine is a distant cousin quartet and several instrumental so game on ice.
and Donald Marriner, manager.
in the public schools of Washington,. removed from Jannings’ station in i
of the orange. It (tears a loose and los. subject "The Six S’s in GethseThe Rockland girls played their
careless Mother Hubbard style of mane;" Ladies' Aid Wednesday aft- regular style of basketball with Edna where at an early age she was mar- ’
A postcard from Charles T. Smal wrapper, is much easier to disrobe ernoon; Johnson Society Wednesday Howard being the shooting star of the ried to Frank T. Studley. Shortly (
ley tells of meeting several mem than the orange, but is of a more dry evening at home of Mrs. Ray Easton, evenjng accounting for 30 of Rock- thereafter the couple moved to Rock- i
bers of the Rockland colony in withered and disappointed disposi prayer service Thursday at 7 p m., j land’s points. The locals were never land, and here Mrs. Studley had
Miami. Fla., among them W. O. Ful tion when undressed.
followed by study class.
jn danger in any part of the contest made her home since.
ler and Dr. R. W. Bickford, and of
She was long a member of the
"The Kumquat is one of the things
-----------------,,
I
and they had an easy time in their
having talked by phone with George in Florida that lives up to its name.
Methodist church, a woman of quiet
The furniture sale at the Burpee | victory. The summary:
W. Snow, formerly of this city. He It looks and acts just the way it Furniture
tastes, home loving and interested in
Company, Rockland, will
was the recipient of courtesies from
Rockland High
the activities of her children. She is
continue until March 17th.
This i
the harbor master, a Mr. Cook, for sounds.”
survived by two sons. Virgil F. and
Now all my good home friends has been the most successful sale in
'
G
F
merly of Rockland; and the chief of
Pearl H., both of Rockland; and two
the history’ of this firm Thousands Flanagan, If ............ 4
0
polic1. a Mr. Reeves, formerly of come on down, you will find it in of people have taken advantage of K
daughters, Mrs. F. A. Tirrell, Jr., of
_„ltnn
9
teresting and enjoy yourselves sport
1
Vinalhaven.
the
low
price.
Every
piece
of
merI
c
—
1
Rockland und Mrs. P. M. MacLeod of
ing round with some of your Knox
0
Wollaston, Mass.; also a brother,
County boys, Henry Howard, Seth chandise in their great stock has Gay, lg ....................... 1
r
Does the dark spectre of unem
From Tryon. N. C„ Kennedy Crane Wiatherbee, Vic. Whittier, E. O. been reduced to nearly the factory
Oriman Jones of Worcester, Mass.,
McAlary, rg ............ 0
1
sends us a copy of the smallest daily Teague, Mr. Messer, Dr. Rcbb.nit. cost.—adv.
several nieces and nephews and
ployment ever loom as a threatening
paper issued in the United States. It Will Barrows and others. Once here
grandchildren, of whom she was very
cloud upon your horizon? if so
8
is called the Tryon Daily Bulletin you will want to stay, with a coat of
fond.
make plans now for the silver lining
and has four pages two columns wide tan and your shoes full of sand.
Funeral services were held Sunday
Lincoln Academy
in the form of a Savings Account
and about eight inches, deep. It is
afternoon from the late residence,
Hurry up, the League ball games
G
F
P with Rev. Jesse Kenderdine, pastor
apparently published for advertis start Saturday. March 7. I am still
with our bank. PUT something by
I Fuller, rg ................... 1
0
2 of the Methodist church, officiating.
ing purposes as only one page is de enjoying The Courier-Gazette each
each pay day and the spook of un
1 Witham, rg ............... 0
0
0 The bearers were A. D. Morey, John
voted to reading matter, that being week, especially my home town news
employment will be robbed of al! its
Plummer,
lg
..............
0
0
0
a clipping from the Asheville Citi and thanks to your good Warren
Beaton, I,. E. McRae, Ralph Hanterrors.
] Haskell, c ................. 1
1
3 scom, L. N. Lawrence and C. A. Rose.'
zen.
correspondent..
I Haggett, rf ............... 3
0
6 Interment was made in Achorn cem
R. J. Andrews.
Bates. If ..................... 2
0
4 etery. Among out of town people
A correspondent writes: “Mrs.
Elliott, rf ................... 0
0
0 here for the funeral were Mr. and
Lucia Ames Mead, whose name often
Mrs. P. M. MacLeod, Wollaston and
appears in controversies as to paci
EXPERT
7
1
15 Mrs. F. A. Tirrell, Sr. of Quincy,
fism or militarism. when she a few
at ycur
Summary of the girls’ game: Score, Mass. Mr. Jones was unable to come,
Rockland, Me.
,» years ago addressed the Educational
Rockland 41, Lincoln Academy 14. due to illness.
Club warmly defended the Germans
Rockland lineup: Mattson rf, Elsie
SERVICE
as martyrs in the World War rather
Howard rf, Edna Howard If. Brewer
Let the People’s Laundry, Limerock
than as tbose upon whose shoulders
c, Lawrence sc. Sundstrom sc. Smith street, clean your rugs and carpets.
R. W. TYLER
the chief blame for it should fall, but
lg,Snowman rg. Lincoln Academy: Tel. 170.—adv.
25-31
509-5 1 3 Main St. Tel. "10 Rockland
is recalled as a brilliant speaker."
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Every-Other-Day

TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
March 8 Rt. Rev. Benjamin Brewster
visits St. Peter's parish.
March 9- Shakespeare Society meets
with Mrs. Ella Buftum. Grove street.
March 9—Vinalhaven Town Meeting.
March 9—Hope town meeting.
March 9—Camden town meeting.
March 10—Chapin Class bridge at Mrs.
David Talbot's.
March 11—Bates-Tuft Intercollegiate
debate at High School Auditorium.
March 11— "In the Fountain of Youth”
at Methodist vestry.
March 13—Colby Glee Club at H. S.
Auditorium.
March 16—Telephone girls dance at
Temple hall.
March 16—Union town meeting.
March 17—St. Patrick's Day.
March 18—Monthly meeting of Baptist
Mens League.
March 21 <9.07 a. m.)—Spring begin:,.
March 29—Palm Sunday.
Murch 20—Annual 4-H Leaders’ Con
ference In Waldoboro.
April 1—Rockport—Easter supper at
Baptist church, auspices Ladles' Circle.
April 5- Easter Sunday.

Rt. Reverend Benjamin Brewster,
bishop of Maine, will preach at 7.30
Sunday night at St. Peter’s Church.

IN THE

The Parent-Teacher Association
will meet at the High School Audito
rium Monday evening at 7.30 The
program will be furnished by pupils
of the Crescent Street school.

Changing the usual order of meet
ings, Aurora and Rockland lodges
will hold inspections next week,
Aurora meeting on Tuesday night
with a supper, and Rockland lodge on
Wednesday night.

Minton, Balch & Company, pub
lishers, announce that "The Child
and His Home" by H. W. Hurt, will
be off the press about March 20. !
This is of particular interest as it is
based upon the important contribu
tions to the problem of proper en
vironment for the child which were
submitted in the recent White House
Joseph L. Brewster of Camden has Conference. Dr. Hurt was director of
research for 14 of the committee at
been appointed notary public.
that conference. His book stresses
Gtorgc W. Hall. 2 Pine street, has the necessity of providing every child
a normal and happy home back
had the telephone installed. Call with
ground.
807-W.
i

SERMONETTE

“I know that my Redeemer
liveth”
The Apostle Paul staked hia
ministry and his faith on the res
urrection of the dead. He was a
great reasoner and was enlight
ened by God if ever any man was.
“Some man will say, How are
the dead raised up? and with
what body do they come?” Are
not these the very questions we
of today are asking ourselves?
“Thou fool, that which thou
sowest is not quickened, except it
die; and that which thou sowest,
is pot the body that shall be, but
God giveth it a body as it hath
pleased him; there are celestial
bodies and terrestrial bodies; and
the glory of the celestial is one
and the glory of the terrestrial is
still another; there is the glory of
the sun, another of the moon and
another of the stars, for one star
dLJfereth from another star in
glory. So also is the resurrec
tion of the dead. It is sown a nat
ural body; it is raised a spiritual
body. There is a natural body
and there is a spiritual body, and
as we have borne the image of
the earthy, we shall also bear the
image of the heavenly. Things
which are seen are temporal but
things which are not seen are
eternal. For we know if our
earthly house of this tabernacle
were dissolved, we have a build
ing of God, an house not made
with hands, eternal in the heav
ens. Therefore we are always
confident.”
*
Paul thought things through.
W. A. H.

“An ABC Lesson." The happy
prayer and praise meeting will be
held on Tuesday evening at 7.15
which will begin a series of talks on:
‘On the Road to Calvary and Easter.”

question at the end of them “Which '
of these persons were Christians?"
The question will be asked of the au
dience. The choir will sing “There
Is a Land," from Smieton’s ‘ King
| Arthur.” The young people's orchesj tra, under the direction of Mrs EmAt Pratt Memorial
Methodist ma Harvey, will accompany the eosChurch the pastor will preach at , pel singing and will render a special
the morning service on the text number. The mid-week prayer serv“Thou has made him but little lower i ice will be held Tuesday at 7.15 and
than God.” The choir will sing J the subject will be “Is My Building
Gounod's “The Sands Of Time Are \ Safe.”
Sinking,” and one of the members of ,
-----------------the choir will render Horatius Bo- ] A choice of 35 fine models of stones
nar’s hymn “No, Not Despairingly” j may be seen at the S. K Hart Mon
as a solo, to Miss A. B Spratt tune | ument Shop, 53 Pleasant street.
"Kedron." Sunday School convenes | These models are ready for immediat noon. The Epworth League will ate lettering and delivery when de
meet at 6 p. m. to discuss “Jesus and I sired.—adv.
the Youth of Today,” the first of a
____________
series of studies under the general
WHEN IN PORTLAND—You can buy
title “The Meaning of Jesus for My copies of The Courier-Gazette, with the
Life." At the evening service the home news, at Central News Co.. 66 Con
St.; or Ross News-stand, 381 Con
pastor will tell five stories asking the gress
gress St.

Homer E. Robinson, president of
Several Rockland people attended
the Masonic assembly in Camden ^e Rotary Club, applied the prin
Ciple of service to such effect that he
Thursday evening.
arrived at yesterday's meeting about '
Patrolman C. S. Stetson is on the 10 minutes before closing. He had
invalid list for a few days as the re motored in from Augusta, aiding
several distressed travellers and be
suit of falling on an icy walk.
ing pulled from the ditch twice him- I
The Payson Co. will open the Main self. Meantime Vice President Wot- '
Street Peed & Seed store at 600 Main ton had carried on and with his com- j
street Saturday from 1 to 5 for in mittee F. W. Fuller, Roy Toner, W. j
A. Glover and R. E. Eaton, presented
spection and business.
an excellent idea of what is meant j
A deputy collector of Internal by classification Col. E. A. Rob-1
Revenue will be at the Postoffice, bins of Camden was a visiting RoRockland, March 9 to 14, to assist tarian and George Avery was a guest.
taxpayers with their income tax re
turns.
Circle supper will be served at the
Methodist Church Wednesday night
John Anderson of Matinicus who at 6 with Mrs. Edith Tweedie as
was in the city Thursday received chairman. At 7.30 the Ladies’ Aid of
unwelcome news that the high tide the Littlefield Memorial Church will
and storm had carried away his fish present the comedy "In the Fountain
Wharf and fish house.
of Youth" which they recently gave
with success in their own church. In
Bids for nine State highway thc cast are: Mrs. Eelellah Mosher,
The Rockland Spiritualist Associaprojects were opened bv the State Miss Berla Lord. Mrs. Annie Thurs- ] tio‘n‘"aiiio’unces meetings in Camden
Highway Commission. These include ten, Miss Sarah Hall, Miss Helen | Sunday at 230 and 7.30 in the
a stretch of gravel road. 2.76 miles, Yeager, Miss Sybil Jones, Mrs. Hattie [ Pythian hall Mrs. Margaret Newbetween Washington and Union.
Lord, Mrs. Nellie Higgins, Mrs. Mae tJn will officiate in lecture and
Gray, Mrs. Hattie Kenney and firs. messages at both services.
The supper and entertainment to Mattie Barter. The Silverton Quar
. . « »
have been held Thursday night at tet consists of Miss Mabel Seavey,
Revival meetings are being held
Penobscot View Grange hall will be Mrs. Sadie Gray, Mrs. Annie Thurs dally at the Pentecostal Mission at
held March 12. Members will take ton and Mrs. Mae Gray.
299 Main street with meetings at 2.30
articles solicited for dast week.
-------iand 7.30 Sundays, (every week night
The W.C.T.U. met in regular ses- at 7.30), Rev. B. L. Marshall of
In response to a correspondent’s
Friday afternoon at the home of Haverhill, Mass., is the speaker. Mr.
inquiry it may be stated that the sion
Lena Stevens, Rockland street, j Marshall has been a Nazarene
Rockland High School "Kippi Ki Yi” Mrs.
the absence of the president, Mrs. j preacher for about 20 years.
yell was written by Frederick Allen In
Hope Brewster, who has not fully re» « » »
Shepherd, who graduated from the covered from her recent illness. Miss
At the Congregational Church toschool in 1900.
Alena Young presided. A well pre- \ morrow morning Mr. Rounds will
pared program upon the Life of Lil- i preach on the subject “Living For a
The Legion Auxiliary sewing circle lian
M. N. Stevens, and The Value , Purpose.’’ or “The Challenge of
meets Monday afternoon, each mem of the
Union Signal was conducted j Christ To the Youth of Today."
ber being asked to take material for by Miss Florence Hastings. Sketches The Sunday School will convene at
aprons to be in the Easter sale. The on the life of Mrs. Stevens were the noon hour. The Comrades of the
usual Auxiliary meeting will take read by those present. Facts were Way will meet in the vestry at 6
place in the evening at 7.30.
brought out to show how the Union o'clock.
the weekly publication of the
The manager of the Rockland High Signal,
can be used to advantage 1 At First Church of Christ, ScienSchool second girls’ team replies to W.C.T.U.,
gaining a general knowledge of tist, corner of Cedar and Brewster
Mr. Perry’s inquiry bv saying that in
the work of the organization and in streets. Sunday service will be held
her sextet is ready to play Waldoboro keeping
posted on the latest wet and at 10.30, subject of lesson sermon,
at any time and would like games dry issues.
furnishes material for \ “Man.” Sunday Sqhool meets at
with any girls' class or second team. all programsIt and
department work. 11.45 and Wednesday evening testiYoung reported that petitions mony meeting is at 7.30 The readThere will be a special communica Mlss
tion of Aurora Lodge Tuesday eve on the World Court had been signed i ing room is located at 400 Main street
ning. Note change of day of week. and sent to the Maine congressmen, j and is open from 2 until 5 p. m.
Official visit of D.D.G.M. Ralph U.
Salvation Army services for the j
Clark. Work on E. A. degree. SupSome men achieve greatness and i weekend. Ensign and Mrs. Fox in
per will be served at 6 by ladies of some have it thrust upon them. In charge, will be Saturday, 8 p. m„ free
O. E. S.
_
the latter class falls Willis I. Ayer and easy meeting with lots of sing- ’
who was yesterday elected president ing and testimony, no preaching; j
The meeting of the Past Presi of the Rockland Community and Sunday, 10 a. m., Sunday School and :
dent's Association scheduled for School Improvement Association.
Thursday evening was postponed on This is the corporation which re Bible classes; 11, holiness meeting,
account of the severe weather. It cently presented the city ‘with Com subject, "Why is Holiness neces- ■
will take place, however, next Thurs munity Park, the $15,000 athletic sary?" 6.30 Young Peoples Legion.;
day evening in the G.A.R. parlors at field on Broadway. Before thc new- subject, “The Scales of the Soul;” 8|
7 o'clock.
lv elected president took office the p. m„ salvation meeting, subject, j
directors decided it best to dispose of “Gospel Surprises." If you do not
All those who wish to make reser- . the sole remaining asset of the cor- attend any church you are especially j
vations for cards for the St. Patrick's poration so the final $60 was vofed invited.
• * ♦ *
party to be given by Miriam Rebekah for a decorative sign bearing the
At St. Peter’s Church (Episcopal)
Lodge Tuesday evening. March 17, legend “Community Park, dedicated
are asked to do so with Miss Ruth to the Boys and Girls of Rockland. Rev. E. O. Kenyon, rector, the servRogers. Amesbury street,- at the Presented by the Rockland Com , ices for tomorrow will be appropriate
earliest possible moment.
munity and School Improvement ; for the third Sunday in Lent: Holy
Association. 1931.” President Ayer - Communion at 7.30; church school at
Employment of a minor brought a will have the privilege of being one 9.30; matins at 10.15; choral euchar__
Rockland business man into Munici of the commission directing the use 1st and sermon at 10.30. First etenpal Court Thursdav on complaint of of the plant. Alvra W. Gregory is , song at St. John s Church at 4.30 ;
Edward Sawyer of the Department associated with him as vice president ! when the Rt. Rev., the bishop, will
of Labor. County Attorney Otis ap and Donald C. Leach is secretary, i by the preacher; ^second evensong at j
peared for the presecution and E. W. W. H. Rhodes was made treasurer in St. Peter’s at 7.30. The bishop will
Pike for the respondent.
case there should ever be more funds. administer confirmation and preach, j
President Aver is being literally over- Wednesday, Holy Communion at
It is reported that the U.S.S. whelmed with congratulatory hand- 7.30 a. m. Friday, evensong and serHamilton, a first line torpedo boat shakes, letters and collect telegrams, mon at 7.30 p. m. Saturday, even____________
■ song at 7.30.
destroyer, will arrive here next week
remaining until the 21st on a series
The furniture sale at the Burpee
George H Welch wil] have as
of experimental tests; also that the Furniture Company will be con- thg tQpic Q{ his
at the uniship will come to the Rockland
tinuec until March 17th. Thu has yersalist Church at io.3O "The Two
course again in May.
been the most successful sale in the gides of tbe Door •• The quartet will i
-/---history
this old firm. Their en'gs anthems ..Seek Ye the Lord. ” I
Miss Mary A. Browne has this pa tire stock has been marked down to j pg
and ,<Sweetly Breathe the
per’s thanks for a copy of the nearly the factory cost. Thousands .
* Abov „ chopin-Shelley. KinThomaston Recorder of March 8. of people have taken advantage of de
ten meets at 10.30; Knicker1838. containing the correspondence the low prices. Shipments of goods , bocker c]ass a{ u 45. Church Sehooi
which preceded the Cilley-Graves have been made to all parts ol
nQOn; junior y.p.C.U. at 4 p. m„
duel and an obituary on Mr. Cilley
George Huntley as leader, and senior
following the tragic result of that Maine.—adv.
---------~----at 6 p. m. The week’s activities inencounter.
DIEP .. „ . t
! elude the Chapin Class bridge at Mrs.
c A°C™“o? OeSrge a Crockett, aged David Talbot’s Tuesday evening and
The annual meeting of the Ladies'
84' years, to months. 28 days. Funeral the Mission Circle Wednesday at tne
Aid of Littlefield Memorial Church
Sunday at 1 p. m. at A D. Davis' par- I bome of jjrs. Emma Frohock.
lore.
• • • •
was held in the vestry March 4 and
these officers were elected: President,
—---------------i "Enemies of the Cross" will be the
Mrs. Eelellah Mosher; vice presidents.
in MEMORIAM
1 subject of the morning sermon at the
Mrs. Katherine Gregory, Mrs. Mae
We“ ‘Littlefield Memorial Churclr The
Gray and Mrs. L. G. Perry; secretary, Nothing but sad memories since that. choir will sing the anthem, Gobo
Mrs. Mattie Barter; treasurer, Mrs.
sad day,
j ioved the world,” Shawker. and Miss
Whet, the one we loved was called a»a> gybjI jQnes
sjng
Junipr
Hattie B. Lord.
Gone Is the lace we loved so dear
church service comes at 10.30 for
Silent Is the voice we loved to hear
silence he suffered.
children from five to eleven years of
Big novelty dance of last Tuesday In
In patience he bore.
age. Miss Olive Bragg leader; Sun
at Thomaston is to be repeated next Sincere and true In heart and mini
day School at 11.45 with classes for
A beautiful memory he left behind.
Tuesday. March 10 —adv.
Our
Darltng
Son
and
Brother.
all ages and B.Y.P.U. at 6.15, leaders,
------------------- ,
Arlene Gray and Frances Hammond,
A showing of the better and th»
subject, "What is the Church?" The
unusual wall papers, domestic and
subject of the evening sermon will be
IN MEMORIAM
imported, will be made at Gonia’s
In loving memory of Frank E. Wells . "Remember.” The choir will sing,
next week. These patterns are of who passed away March 8. 1930.
j “Since I gave myself to Jesus,”
truly exceptional charm and beauty. One lonely year has passed away.
Thompson. There will also be spe
Because of the inclement weather the Since our great sorrow fell.
cial music. The Lord’s Supper will
Yet In our hearts we mourn our loss
special sale 13 cent and 19 cent values Of
be observed at the close of the servhim we loved so well.
will be continued another week.—
Gone but not forgotten by hts father I jce Praver meeting on Tuesday eve
adv.
and sister.
Edward Wells and Mrs. Marguerite ning at 7.30.
Why suffer tortures from Rheu
matism, Sciatica, Neuritis, Muscu
lar Lamsnest, Sprains and Bruises
when

METHYL BALM
will bring almost instant relief?

A scientifically compounded ex
ternal application that should be
in every home. Sold only at

Johnston’* DrugStore

73 PARK ST.
ROCKLAND
Sent Poet Paid on receipt of price
76 cents
Mtf

Bisbee.

Page Three

The Family Center,” is to be the
subject of the sermon at the First
CARD OF THANKS
Church Marston
on Sunday
I wish to express my sincere
sincere thanks
thanks!, Baptist
Rathleen
winmorning,
be the
and gratitude to friends and neigh
bors
and relatives for their kind soloist. A growing chiTrch school
thoughts and deeds during the Illness will meet at the noon hour. Mrs
and death of my wife; also for the beau
Evelyn McKusic will be the leader
tiful flowers.
Oscar W. Carroll.
of the Christian Endeavor meeting
Rockville.
: at 6 o’clock. The people’s evening
I service at 7.15 will open with a song- |
spiration service, and the special
1855
1931
music will be furnished by a double
E. A. GLIDDEN & CO.
j mixed quartet and a male quartet.
Waldoboro and Rockland
The question to be answered during
Highlands
the Question Period" will be: “Are
Unitarians Christians?" The subject
Artistic Memorials tn Stone
122S-tf i of Mr. MacDonald's sermon will be:

ASK US ABOUT

NO SLATE COAL
We are agents for the exclusive sale of

LEGITT’S CREEK NOSLATE Coal in this territory, and offer it at
the same price as ordinary hard coal

M. B. 6 C. O. PERRY
ROCKLAND

519 MAIN STREET

TELEPHONE 487

Legitt’s Creek is called America’s Best Hard Coal. Worth 65c per ton more on
a heat unit basis. Costs you no more!

PERRY’S MARKET

THE FOODLAND OF MAINE
STOCK YOUR SHELVES
Marvelous

COFFEE
With 97% of the
Caffein Removed

lb can 55c

Made to Make

ORDER BY THE DOZEN

428 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND, ME.

The

MONEY SAVING SALE ON GENERAL FOOD
PRODUCTS FOR ONE WEEK ONLY
MARCH 9 TO 14
MAXWELL HOUSE COFFEE WILL BE SERVED
FREE ON FRIDAY AND SATURDAY

We Also Have the Sets
$1.29

GOOD
CAKES

Wake-up Food

Delicious

post
Toasty

fSfn

23c
One Can

A Certainty

Log Cabin
SYRUP

Pkg. 29c

One Pkg.
PANCAKE
FLOUR

Cake Plate Free

39c

BAKER’S

COCOA

Good To the
Last Drop

The choice of a
Nation for more
than 150 years

TRY IT!

SPECIALS

% lb Can

35c lb.

2 for 32c MACARONI AND SPAGHETTI, 10 pounds for

SEEDED RAISINS, a very low price,
CERTO
Made from fruits.
For jelly and jam.
Never fails. Saves
time.

WALNUTS

BAKER’S
COCOANUT
Southern Style
Moist, Fresh

Packed in Cans

2 cans

25c

GRAPE NUTS
For Quick Energy
Heallh and
Body Building

32c

2 for

INSTANT
POSTUM

If you can't drink
coffee, try I’ostum

23c & 35c

Odorless
Co'orkss
lasteless

2 for 25c
BAKER’S

COCOANUT
SHREDDED

2 pkgs. 23c

The Most Popular
Bran Cereal

2 for 25c

25c

large can

21c

NATIVE SQUASH,

2 cans

25c

MINUTE

CORNED PIG’S KNUCKLES,

Pound

10c

TAPIOCA

Can

18c

Pound

15c

Can

39c

Large Bottle

17c

GEM NUT OLEO,

Pound

15c

EXTRACTS,

Bottle

29c

CORNED BEEF,

Pound

12c

CARNATION MILK,

3 Cans

22c

PIG LIVER,

Pound

10c

One Pound Roll

29c

Pound

17c

EAGLE MILK,
CHUCK ROAST,

One Package

10c
Heilman’s

ROYAL BAKING POWDER,
TOMATO KETCHUP,

DIXIE BACON,

SALT PORK

lb 10c

Blue Ribbon

Mayonnaise

Jniffn

17c - 35c
Drink

Postum
For Health

21c
BAKER’S PREMIUM

CHOCOLATE

Selected For Quality and Celo Wrapped

SMOKED SHOULDERS,

TABLE SALT,
MINUTE
GELATINE

So Effective
So Good To Eat

3 for

BUTTER,
INSTANT
POSTUM

21c

lb 25c

MEAL IN PACKAGES,
SLICED PINEAPPLE,

33c bottle

3 pkgs.

69c

CORNED SPARERIBS,

NORMAN R FLOUR
AMMONIA,

LARGE LUX,

Pound

15c

3 Piickages

25c

Pound

11c

bag 6•5c
Large Bottle

19c

P'ackage

21c

Our Whole Store is Brim Full of Nice Things To Eat Priced
Lower Than Ever Before
You Can Trade With Your Native Store Keepers Without
Sacrificing Anything

1-2 pound bar 20c
America's
Most Famous
Dessert
Flavored with
Fresh Ripe
Fruit

Every-Other-Day
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STATE OF MAINE
ment piers. The municipal pier at
Probate Notices
STATE OF MAINE
County of Knox. SS.
Chicago is approximately 20 acres in
February
28.
1931.
STATE OF MAINE
extent. The world's largest theatre
Taken this twenty-eighth day of Feb : To all persons interested In either of
Which Have Been Erected In of modem times is the Paris Opera
ruary. 1931. on execution dated Feb- . estftt<£ hereinafter named:
■ ~
~
House which covers three and a half
°
12. 1931. Issued on a judgment
A
Probate Court held at Rockland,
AERONAUTICS AND RADIO CONTROL ruary
America and Other Parts acres.
rendered by the Superior Court for the Jn and for the County of Knox, on the
County of Knox in the term thereof be- |
d 0( pebruary. In the year of our
Since the coming of the railway ! Radio Control will give a public hearing gun on the first Tuesday of February. t orfi onp thousand nine hundred and
of the \\ orld
little more than a century ago the , m its rooms at the State House in Au- 1931. on the seventh day of February In thirty-one and by adjournment from
favor of Fidelity Trust Company a cor- ^‘"Vday from the 17th day of said
terminal
needs for passengers in , gusta. on
What is the world's largest build
j great cities have brought about the j
march io, I93i,’ imp. m.
ing?
of some of the world's largs p 275 L. D. 251.’—Act authorizing
Announcement that Chicago's pro !I erection
at Poland m 5"?*nafter indicated it is hereby Orest structures. In some cases great : cities, towns and counties to acquire and andn plaaee of
jected Postofficc will contain two size is accounted for by the station i ^crate .airport, and landing fields.-H the County of Cumberland and State, a
.
... thereof be Riven to all
P. 766 L. D 270. Act providing for the aforesaid, and against Herbert H. Stover j np™at„ n?n‘£rel?ed[ by causing a copy
million square feet of floor space.
....
,
.
py
and the publishing at the same time buildings Jn others by adjoining con disposition of monies collected from tax and Alden A. Stover, both of Rockland, of this order to be published three wee■Its
gasoline used in aeroplan engines or in the countv
County oi
of Knox aim
and aiaie
State oi
of succea.<veiv in The Courier-Gazette,
of preliminary plans for a new War courses' and m others by huge traln on
purchased for such purposes.--H. P. 721. Maine, co-partners doing business under newspaper published
_ ,bllshed at
Rockland. ln
at Rockland,
and Navy building in Washington of sheds, making comparison difficult. L. D. 252. Act creating a temporary the firm name and style of H. H Stover said County that they may appear at a
commission to study the needs and re & Co , for $15,612.64 debt or damage Probate Court to be held at said Rock
approximately the same magnitude Tlie station at Leipzig. Germany, quirements
of aviation and Its develop and $15 81 costs of suit, and will be sold ,
on the 17th day of March. A. D.
focuses attention on the rivalry be with a building occupying four acres ment and initiate a state system of at public auction in the office of the' land.
1931. at nine o'clock in the forenoon,
tween communities and countries to and a train shed covering 16 acres, weather observation service and making Sheriff for the County of Knox at the and
be
heard thereon if they see cause.
is
probably
the
world's
largest,
but
an appropriation therefor.—S. P. 292 Court House in said Rockland to the
possess the world's greatest building
late of
bidder on the fourth day of? ESTATE CORA B
_ MILLAY,
,
“lva.
lhe state Avl‘V,1™ highest
A bulletin from the Washington. D its size is approached by stations in ! 2"
Field at Augusta.
27-29 April 1931 at eleven o’clock in the < Camden, deceased. Petition for Admlnlsforenoon.
the
following
described
real
,
tratlon.
asking
that
Charles
A.
Perry,
C.. headquarters of the National Buenos Aires, New York, London and
WAVS A BRIDGES
estate and all the right, title and in- of Camden, or some other suitable perGeographic Society deals with some Tokvo.
The
Committee
on
Ways
&
Bridges
terest
which
the
said
Alden
A.
Stover
!
son
be
appointed
Admr.
with
bond.
"Among the public buildings of the will give a public hearing in its rooms at
of the greatest structures raised
has and had in and to the same on the
DICKEY, late of
ESTATE MARY
world, first place must go to the great the State House, in Augusta, on
third day of October. 1929 at 1 hour. Thome.ston, deceased. Petition for Adthrough the ages
TUESDAY, MARCH 10. at 2 P ,M.
25
minutes
ln
the
afternoon,
the
time
ministration
d.b.n.ct.a.
asking that RodBig Structures of 35 Centuries Ago circular Legislative Hall
, . . of_India
, , in
H P. 918 L D 371. An Act relating
the same was attached on the ney I Thompson of Rockland, or some
The urge to build bigger and bet- |
, to tax on gasoline. H P 1119. L D 695 when
writ
in
the
same
suit,
to
wit:
other
suitable
person
be appointed
j ter* is not a driving force called into building, which provides meeting An Act relating to the distribution of
First: Beginning at the Northerly side1 Admr. d.b.n.c.t.a. with bond,
halls
for
a
Lower
House,
an
Upper
j
Gasoline Tax.
being by modern Babbitry,” says the Uni.t. and a Hnnsp nt Princes Is half ! The following Resolves: H. P 428. In of a road leading from the shore road i DELESTON M. YOUNG, late of Union,
Main street to the late Amariah1 deceased. Will and Petition for Probate
bulletin. "On the contrary magni House, ana a House oi princes, is nan faVor of the town of Washington. H. P now
in circumference. It covers ' mo in favor of the city of Rockland Kelloch’s lot to stake and stones on the thereof, asking that same may be proved
tude as a sort of goal in itself seems aandmile
Northern
of said road 33 feet West and allowed and that letters testamen
incloses nearly 13 acres.
Other i H. p 882. in favor of the town of North erly from side
McIntosh road; thence S. 81 tary Issue to Quincy E. Young of Union.
to have lured man on from the time
nnhiic
hiiildinas
are
the
Houses
Haven
H p 683H. In
favor
of
the
town
laige
public
Buildings
are
tne
Mouses
of
vinalhaven
P
376
In
favor
of
deg.
W.
by
said
road 60 feet to stake and tHe executor named ln said will without
he learned to build. The great
Parliament m London, 8 acres; , the town of owls Head, h p 377 in stones; thence N. 4 deg W. 80 feet trf Dond.
Temple of Karnak, whose ruins in of
stake
and
stones
by said McIntosh land
rhp new Department of Commerce favor of the town of Cushing. H. P. 636.
ESTATE: MARY C. TYLER, late of
Egypt draw thousands of t0Urlsts Building in Washington. 7.6 acres: ,
“iT'fSvoWtKwh » ^et%VdS1.“clito"h<'iand to’sawi
,‘CCSS* T'2
annually, was erected approximate the Palais de Justice in Brussells. 6 Of Thomaston.
for
allowance
Alden vvre
L. Tyler and
road at first mentioned bounds, wit.i
Tvin, by
D^nriaii
ly 3500 years ago. and is at the same acres; London County Hall, 5 acres;
28-29 buildings thereon, excepting therefrom. 1x51,186 M- Tyler Randall. Exrs.
Governor John Kammill of Iowa (left) and Walter Ferrell, executive secretary of the Iowa chapter of the
however, the lot conveyed bv James A
ESTATE: MARY C. TYLER, late of
time one of the oldest great buildings Nebraska State Capitol, 4.4 acres;
SEA & SHORE FISHERIES
to Carrie A Stover by deed dated Rockland, deceased. Petition for instrlAmerican Automobile Association (extreme right), congratulating the Davis brothers on the establishment of
in existence, and one of the largest. and the British Museum, 4.3 acres. I The Committee on Sea &_ Shore Fisher- Stover
April 10. 1899 and recorded in Knox Reg- , button, filed by Alden L. Tyler and
a new world's non-motor, non-wheel stop automobile endurance record.
But the form of this early 'biggest The nmnrtsed Chicatto Postofficp les wil1 gve a Publlc hearing In its tstry of Deeds ln Book 116. Page 507
' Louise M Tyler Randall Exrs.
proposed enicago rostoince . rooms at the state House, in Augusta
building' emphasizes the difficulty of The
The above lot Is located ln said RockESTATE: MERTIE L. SIMPSON, of
OWA state officials and civic leaders witnessed the than 2,335 hours the American non-stop endurance rec
will
cover
nearly
7
acres;
and
sev!
on
land.
j Rockland. Petition for License to sell
fairly comparing the world's great
establishment of a new world's non-motor, non ord which, theretofore officially recognized, was made
Second Beginning at the S W cor- Real Estate situated In Rockland and
eral
of
the
new
government
buildings
march 10, 130 p M
structures. The Temple of Karnak in Washington will have about equal tt “e Rn
^‘“eV"8 W C'°se ner of land formerly of James Stover 1 fUny described In said Petition, filed by
wheel stop automobile endurance record recently, by a much heavier car under almost ideal conditions
was a relatively low building consist
on the Northerly side of Holmes Street. Elisha W Pike of Rockland. Guardian.
ground
areas.
|
H.
P
1025
L.
D
553.
An Act to close IJ;en,Ce.,HWefS?™U1vy ^ld
when Ralph and Rolland Davis, brothers, brought on the Indianapolis speedway. In the course of the
n,
FRANK E. LEVENSELLER. late of
ing of a series of connected halls in
"Modern
business
buildings
are
in
ce
jjain
flats
to
digging
endurance
run,
the
car,
known
as
“
The
City
of
Des
Nnih^iJ hv
Rocklund. deceased. Will and Petition
their Model A Ford to a halt at the east entrance of
closing open courts. It inclosed 9'i a field apart because of their rela- to tne “«pplng •
hv
'
f<?r
pl'5l)ate
thereof,
Moines.” coverel practically the entire state of Iowa.
the state capitol in Des Moines after 2,775 hours and
acres of ground but covered much
to land formerly occupied by I'or;
provec
j and asking
anOwed that
and same
that
small ground area and great j clams beyond the limits of the State feet
Hovey; thence Easterly by said line 60 letters testamentary issue to Eva LevenEngineers who examined the Ford at the conclusion
46 minutes of continuous driving.
less. Competing with this open type tlvelv
height.
They
can
best
be
compared
during close time.
feet
to
said
Stover
land;
thence
South

hern of Rockland, the executrix
When Governor Hammill, standing with Walter of the run asserted that neither engine nor chassis
of building are. on the one hand, rn bases of volume and the total '
P' '623
b. Dselling
551. and
An Act
regulat- erly by said Stover land 80 feet to the seilcr
oa.es oi volume ana tne total ln the
buylng
transporting
first mentioned bound, with buildings named in said vill without bond.
other low buildings that consist cf on
Ferrell of the American Automobile Association, gave showed evidence of the gruelling strains to which
area
of
their
many
floors.
The
new
;
of
clams
HATTIE
M KALLOCH. late of Rock
being same premises conveyed !
solid blocks of masonry; and. on the Chicago Postoffice Will cover about I S. P. 429. L. D 535. An Act to license thereon,
the signal to stop, the Ford had traveled a total of they were subjected during tile 116 days of continuous
to J S. Durgin by Mary R. Kimball. Oct land. deceased. Will and Petition for
ether
hand,
structures
that
cover
Probate
thereof,
asking that same may
all
fishermen
who
catch
fish
for
sale
driving.
Both
apparently,
according
to
the
engineers,
47,138.3 miles over all sorts of roads in all sorts of
9. 1882. recorded in Knox Registry of (
the same ground area as the Com
be proved and allowed and that letters
S. P. 428. L. D. 534. All Act relating Deeds. Book 63. Page 148
little ground but attain great volume merce Department Building in
v.eather and had exceeded by 33,680 miles and more would have been good for another 5o,000 miles or more.
to
time
limit
on
notices
ln
re
Hearings
The above lot is located in said Rock-, testamentary be issue to Ovtrnesa Sarby soaring high into the air—the Washington, but because of its ten on Licenses for Wharves and Fish Weirs. land
--------- 1--------------------------------------------------------------------1 keslan. of Rockland the executor named
modern 'skyscrapers.'
H. P. 993. L. D. 436. An Act relating
Third: A certain lot or parcel of land in said will without bond.
stories
the
former
will
have
a
floor
' must be borne by the Treasury
"THE SPREE OF SPENDING”
to
smelt
fishing
“
The
low
rambling
type
of
buildtoeether
with
the
buildings
thereon
sit
L W. SEAVEY. late of St. George, de
SPRUCE HEAD
area of approximately 46 acres, about
P 400. L. D. 474 An Act relating viated in said Rockland, bounded and ceased, Will and Petition for Probate
through its current financing. In
in? with inclosed courts was em 15 acres more than the latter. On toS.returns
made
by
Lobster
fishermen
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Wilbur
Allen
and
son
described
as
follows:
thereof, asking that same may be proved
Washington Post Editor Says “Morn- other words, it becomes an addition
for temples
and palaces in
P. 427. L. D. 533. An Act to legal
Beginning on the West side of State H and allowed and that letters testamenbasis of volume the Chicago Mer lzeS.terms
ing After" Headache Will Soon Be- to the public debt. To obtain an ac- of Clark Island visited Mrs. L. C. El- •I ployed
earl^times.
held by the Sea & Shore Fish Street at an iron bolt at John Longley’s ’ tary be issue to Albert B. Seavey of St.
early times, ‘ not
not only
only in Egypt but the
chandise
Mart
probably
leads
all
erles Commission since the expiration South East corner; thence 41 feet South, George, the executor named ln will
gin To Hurt.
curate picture of the expenditures weU lasl Saturday.
aalso
iso in
in Babvlonla
Babylonia and
and Assyria. The
allowed by the expiring Congress the
Mr and Mrs. Francis Russell and j tendency to {oiiow this type was not Other modern buildings. It has a of terms for which they were appointed. along said street to James A Stover’9j without bond
AARON M. ANDREWS, late of Rocktotal
floor
area
of
94
acres
and
a
to render
make North East .corner; thence West by an
cost of veterans' loans should be dan
r.ighters hate returned^ to _thei’’
marked in Greece where relatively
(Washington Post)
e
,
.....
, .
valid any findings that they may
angle of 102 deg. 39 min.. 56 7 feet by
deceased. Petition for Probate of
29-lt
When Congress adjourns today it added to the $10,000,000,000 total
home in Winslow's Mills after spend- j smal| temples were built with Deaked volume of nearly 40 million cubic a5 a rcsult of same.
said Stover’s land to an iron bolt; port,
Will and Administration c.t.a. asking
thence North by an angle of 94 deg. 56 that
'"‘-7 with Mr. and Mrs. L. iI roofs
roofs covering
POV.rin. the
th. ’entire
ntirp area.
„ p Un _ feet.
LEGAL AFFAIRS
will leave an unprecedented record
Were it not for the generous allow- ing the winter
William A. Fogler of Jenkintown.
35 3 feet by
said Stover s land
to I
‘1 Of Some OLI1LT
othcr suitable
But in spite of man's advances in
The Committee on Legal Affairs will min..
tho Nnrth
Pfirnor
bUILaoiL
for peace time expenditures. During ances for relief of the unemployed C. Elwell
der Roman civilization, great palaces
North East corner
of Stover's vtahlr
stable rennSJlVaniB
give a public hearing ln its rooms at the the
person be appointed Admr. c.t.a. with
its three sessions the Seventy-first this orgy of spending would be
to
the
land
of
said
Longlcy;
thence
East

Miss Elizabeth Sprowl and Ray- and baths again used the old pattern building and the records he has State
House,
in
Augusta,
on
bond.
•
Congress has appropriated about harshly condemned. In the circun- mond Glennon of Rockland were en- wiuri open courts; and this same form broken In thrusting his edifices WEDNESDAY. MARCH 11th at 1.30 P. M erly along Longley’s line 69 feet to the
MARY C HALL, late of Rockland, dementioned bounds
S P 421 L. D. 528 Act relating to the first
$10 000.000.000 to finance the Govern- stances the public will probably postrtained last Saturday by Miss was bmploved later for the palaces of farther and farther into the air, he
Exceptlng from the above described^ ceased Will and Petition for Probate
of neglected and abandoned ani premises
___ i___
_ ___ ____________ i ___ Ihnennf
thereof, oclrmtr
asking tViof
that coma
same mov
may be VlMVArl
proved
ment during the current and the pone its criticism until the pinch of Gertrude Simmons at the home of Eastern rulers, and for the huge has never yet equalled a record for care
a
well
situated
on
the
South
and allowed and that letters testamen
volume construction that was es male.
corner of the premises.
next fiscal years. More than one-half higher taxes is felt. A day of reck- ier grandparents Mr. and Mrs. Mer- rova] establishments of Europe,
THURSDAY, MARCH 12th, at 1.30 P. M. East
tary
be
issue
to
Henry
Chatto,
of
Rock
Fourth
:
A
certain
lot
or
parcel
of
tablished more than 6000 years ago
H P 828 Act relating to the charter land situated at Pleasant Beach . so- land. the executor named in will with
of this vast sum was appropriated at oning must come. While Congress ill Simffions.
The size of the Great Pyramid of of the City of Belfast.
■.Irs. Cassie McLeod was in town
Greatest Palace Was In India
the short session which closed Wed- has been spending more than it ever
called. ln South Thomaston in spid bond.
28-30 County of Knox and bounded and de
nesday.
did before in peace time, the Federal Sunday for a short stay. Mrs. MeESTATE MYRTLE L. THOMPSON, of
"Of the palace buildings of this Cheops at Gizeh, near Cairo has
INLAND FISHERIES AND GAME
scribed as follows:
Friendship, second and final account
Economy has been sidetracked for revenue has been radically diminish- ieod has been employed at the homp classical type, the greatest of which never been even closely approached
Beginning
at
the
South
Easterly
cor-filed
for allowance by Sherman T.
Ind?,nclhearing
>, Fi’herl,ln
e6 ner of lot No 4 on plan of McLoon and Jameson.
relief legislation. Vast sums have ing. A deficit of $500000.000 is in af Harry Small. Holmes street, for there is authentic record was the bv any
. • .other edifice
. , . raised, bv the i! and Game will give°n
a „publlc
Conservator.
been made available for construction prospect for the current year Pay- he winter and is leaving Tuesday : palace of Shah Jahan erected in hands of man. And in marked con- : its rooms at the State House, in Au- Anderson's land made by O H Tripp in
BENJAMIN C. PERRY, late
1395; thence running by the Northerly of ESTATE
of public buildings, improvement of ments on the public debt have had nornin? for Quincy, Mass., where Delhi. India, about the beginning of trast to the low, open-court palaces gusta on
Rockland,
deceased, first and final
line of Anderson Avenue so called 50 account filed for
ednesday^ march 11, 2 p. m.
allowance by Morris B.
rivers and harbors, flood control, and to be suspended and it is probable he will make her daughters a visit the seventeenth century. A D. The and the great modern buildings with 1 S.WP.
375. L. D. 479. Act to Establish feet; thence Northerly about 110 f°et Perry. Admr.
dozens of other projects. Congress that the debt will be increased this before opening her cottage for the walls of this tremendous palace, heir cells of wall and space, the , Duck Sanctuaries ln Knox County.
to the N. line of land conveyed to Silas
ESTATE
CLIFFORD
CLARK BRA
W. McLoon and James Anderson by
25-30
has made a heroic effort to relieve year.
summer.
which formed courts by meeting Great Pyramid Is almost solid ma- ’
Cyrus Rackliffe; thence by said line ZIER. late of Thomaston, deceased, first
the unemployed. It remains to be
A rapid increase in revenue can not
E. V. Shea was in town last Satur- various wings of the structure, in sonry. It covers more than 13 acres
Easterly
43.44
feet
to
the
Northeasterly
nnd
final
account
filed
for
allowance by
VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND
seen how much actual relief will be be anticipated. The business do- lay calling on friends.
corner of lot No. 2, thence by line of Rodney E. Brazier. Admr.
closed more than 100 acres. The of ground and has a volume of ap- j
STEAMBOAT
CO.
said lot (being westerly line of lot No.
ESTATE CLARA E. SMITH, late of
afforded by this acceleration of presssion has cut heavily into laree
Clifford Elwell of the U.S.C.G. is building proper and its interior Droximately 88.500.000 cubic feet. It 1
2 109 04 feet to the first mentioned Vinalhaven. deceased, first and final ac
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
public works.
incomes. It will take a long time to home on a 10 day leave of absence.
courts covered and inclosed approx- thus has a volume more than twice
bounds being the Easterly part of lot No. count filed for allowance by Ora Ingerthat
nf
the
p'reate
’
it.
modern
buildI
*
Steamer
Iea\es
Swan
s
Island
at
5.3C
Drouth relief required appropria- build Federal revenue up again to its
Rav Carroll of The Highlands was imately 53 acres of ground. The that oi tne greatest moaern DUiia A M Stonington 6.25. North Haven 7.25 4 on said plan; together with a right of son. Admx.
tions amounting to $65,000,000. The former volume. An Increase in taxes a Sundav guest of Mr. and Mrs. harem wing of the palace alone cov- ing.”
Vinalhaven 8.15, due to arrive at Rock- way upon and along the avenues laid
ESTATE NATHAN M LEACH, late of
down on said plan, and from said prem Warren, deceased, first and final account
______________
land about 9.30.
Farm Board was allowed an addi- next winter appears to be certain,
Stanlev Simmons.
ered close to 20 acres.
ises to the town road
filed
for allowance by Loring J. Orff.
tional $150,000,000. Congress approCongress must devise ways of raisW. O. Mann has returned here
"Most of this greatest of palaces BURKETTV1LLE CENTER Vinalhaven 2.45, North Haven 3.30. StouFifth: A certain lot or parcel of land Admr.
situated in said Rockland on the west
priated nothing to finance the billion ing funds to meet an enormous defi- after a visit of several weeks with was destroyed by the British during
ESTATE EMMA A. WILSON, late of
Washington High School presented
ooUp
&rrlVe
Swa“’‘ side of State Street with a well of watei:
dollar loan allowed to veterans of cit. The spree of spending is over, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Cleveland in the Indian Mutiny. Only a few frag- Blundering
and bounded on said street coming to Beverly. Mass., final account filed for
Billy” at Burkettville :
b. h. STINSON, General Agent.
allowance by Arthur K. Story. Exr.
' remain,
. .including the magni Grange hall last
the World War. The cost of ad- and the "morning-after" headache Camden.
ments
a
point
on
the
South
on
Holmes
Street.,
week.
|_________ _ _________________ 143-ti on the west by land of James A StoverESTATE CLARA E. SMITH, late of
ministering that piece of legislation will soon begin to hurt.
ficent private audience chamber
Mrs. F. J. Hatch and daughter |-----and on the North by I T. Hovey land Vinalhaven. deceased. Petition to De
THF WINTERS OF YESTERYEAR
with its famous inscription around Ruth were visitors Sunday at Mrs.
and is the same land deeded Catharine termine Inheritance Tax filed by Ora C.
I For The Courier-Gazette |
by T. B McIntosh. W C Ingerson. Admx.
the roof: Tf there is a heaven on Cora Maddock's.
WHEN IN BOSTON—You can buy C. Patterson
the 16th day of January A D.
I remember way back ln the eighties—
ESTATE ATHELENE B. FORBES, late
earth it is this, it is this.’ Near this
copies of The Courier-Gazette, with the McIntosh,
Mrs.
Crystal
Potter
of
Waldoboro
FLORIDA
1854. entered with the records for Deeds
Then I was just a child.
Haverhill. Mass., deceased. Petition to
smaller room was the Great Audi spent Sunday with Mrs. Mae Turner. I ^Xy.^htnU^Sulex?’™ £ Eastern District for the County of Lin of
And like all other children
Determine Inheritance Tax filed by
MIAMI’S
ence Chamber in which stood the
now Knox County. Vol. 22, Page Haverhill Trust Company of Haverhill,
With the first snow I went wild.
Miss Marion Mitchell of Washing- 1 Church; also at M. Andelman's, 284 Tre- coln,
166. to which deed and record reference Mass.. Exr.
Before the ground was covered
celebrated 'Peacock Throne,' en ton visited her sister Mrs. Maynard ■ mont stIdeal Resort Ho tel
W’e would dash for the barns and
may be had lor a further description of
ESTATE DOROTHY M. FEENEY of
crusted with prescious stones.
Sukeforth
recently.
__
said
land.
sheds.
Rockland. Petition for Reduction of
Convenient to all points of interest—Modem in every way
And soon vou would see us coming
"Of the palaces of antiquity, prob
Sixth: A certain lot or parcel of land, Guardian
Perley
Hatch
of
Waldoboro
spent
|
_______
Bond, filed by Martha P.
An enjoyable view from our spacious ground-floor porches, which
With the things that we called sleds. ably the largest was that of Sargon
together with the buildings thereon, sit Feeney, Guardian
of said Ward.
the weekend with his parents Mr.
uated on the south side of Holmes
surround the hotel Many rooms with private balconies.
at Khorsobad, Assyria, which cov and Mrs. F. J. Hatch
Witness. MELZER T. CRAWFORD. Es
Mine was not a grand affair—
Street in said Rockland, bounded and
quire. Judge of Probate Court for Knox
Today I might call it a fright;
described as follows:
ered and inclosed 18 acres. It was
HOTEL
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Miller, Ber
POULTRYMEN
With paint or nail minus here or there. erected in the eighth century before
Beginning at an iron pin at the north County. Rockland. Maine.
tha and George Miller, Jr. were in
Attes*: CHARLES L. VEAZIE. Register.
But to me it looked just right.
west
corner
of
the
Berry
Tract,
and
Christ.
ATTENTION!
26-S-32
We took our sleds and started out.
Rockland last week.
running thence South 24 deg. 58 min.
And very soon we found
along the west line of the said
"Greek and Roman palaces were AMERICAN EQUITABLE ASSURANCE
We Want Your
Corner Second St. and 1st Ave. S, E.
The sled just made a little track
Berry
tract.
173.7
feet
to
an
iron
pin:
not nearly so extensive as those of
COMPANY
And scraped right on the ground.
thence turning at right angles, south
Notices of Appointment
LIVE POULTRY
RATES: I European)
of New York
Booklet
the great Eastern potentates. The
65 deg. 02 min. west, passing 50 feet
Gone
to
And Will Pay Highest Market
ASSETS
31, 1930
Single $2.50 to $7.00 daily
I. Charles L. Veazie. Register
of Proon
October)
To bed we went unhappily.
distant
from
the
southerly
end
of
the
_
residence of King Minos of Crete Stocks and BondsDEC.
............... $13,018,664 42
Price
homestead barn on said premises. 523 7
. e County of Knox, in tne
But snow fell in the night.
Double $5.00 to $12.00 daily
Hotel
Application
covered about five acres. None of Cash ln Office and Bank ..... 1.203.296 55
feet to an iron pin: thence turning at; State of Maine, hereby certify that in
So
we
arose
very
early
—
Call
or
write
and
trucks
will
call.
the dwellings of the Greek rulers of Agents’ Balances ................... 934.226 45
right angles, north 24 deg. 58 min. west, i the following estates the persons were
It had hardly come daylight;
,H H. Mass Dining Room Service Unsurpassed Maselynn
COHEN BROS.
Receivable ........
33.746 72
passing 10 feet distant from the west- appointed Administrators. Executors and
The snow we found in plenty
later times was as large as this. Bills
Interest and Rents ............... 21.928 99
And soon we were gathered all.
erly
side of the ware house on said ! Guardians on the dates hereinafter
Care CHARLES McKELLAR
I Some of the Roman palaces were All other Assets .................... 718.068 41
There were surely fifteen or twenty
premises. 191.4 feet to an iron pin on ! indicated.
WARREN,
ME.
larger,
notably
that
of
Diocletian
at
In front of the old town hall.
the south line of Holmes Street; thence : ESTATE: LOIS I ROSS, late of Rock
Gross Assets ...................... $15,929,831 54
Telephone W’arren 2-3
north 67 deg. east along the south line land. deceased, February 3rd. 1931 Mil
j Spalato which is fairly well preserved Deduct
Items not admitted 3.339.806 08
The boys were there with bob-sleds.
of Holmes Street. 524 3 feet to the place | dred F Ross of Rockland was appointed
Reference: Any poultry raiser
today.
With
its
courts
it
covers
and
One belonged to Frankie Carlin;
of
beginning, containing 2.195 acres, i Admx. and qualified by filing bond on
109-tf
Admitted ............................$12,590,025 46
incloses eight acres.
How mad he got when we would say
more or less.
same date.
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1930
He was a red headed darling.
Being
a portion of the land conveyed
Enrope's Greatest Palace Was
FRANK B MILLER, late of Rockland,
Net Unpaid Losses .............$ 892.496 40
Then .John Thomas came up the hill
to
said
Alden
A
Stover
by
Martha
A
deceased. February 7th. 1931. Frank A.
Paris
Unearned Premiums ........... 6.471.446 34
And brought his bob to slide.
J Harden and others by deed of war- < Cnite of Cushing was appointed Exr
All
other
Liabilities
.............
1.226.082
72
We d even take chance for a spill
ranty dated July 23. 1905. and recorded t wi.hm,» bond
"The palaces and castles of medi Cash Capital .......................... 2,000.000 00
If only he'd let us ride.
in Knox Registry of Deeds in Book 141,
wna.
eval Europe were of no great size. Surplus over all Liabilities .... 2,000.000 00
Page 180.
ALP RED A. BRIGGS, of Rockland.
John's bob was always in the lead.
After the discovery of America
Also the following described real es- , February 10th. 1931. Joseph Dondls of
$12,590,025 46
The rest behind would follow:
buildings of great size again wcr» Total liabilities EandC surplus
► EMBALMING X tate and all the right, title and interest i Rockland was appointed Guardian, and
MORAN <k CO.,

GREAT STRUCTURES

Legislative Notices

I

GRALYNN

HilllM SERVICt

And away we would go down Shields' bujlt iR Europ{,

NOW OPEN—Tlie

New

HOTEL
EDISON
**A
hotel trorthy of ile nnme'''

47th St~, just west of Broadway, New York
In the center of the city’s business,shopping and theatre
districts, HOTEL EDISON establishes a new high
standard of accommodations, so moderately priced as to
make this hotel your outstanding choice in New York.

To meet the present-day demand for luxury as well
as economy, we have built lavishly large rooms, fur
nished them beautifully and installed every modern
convenience, such as radio, private hath and shower,
circulating ice waUr, full length mirrors, two large
closets, etc.

IOOO ROOMS

I OOO BATHS
RADIO in every room

SINGLE from *2.50
DOUBLE from *4.00

SUITES from *7.00
Special rates for
permanent guests
For banquets a beautiful
ballroom seating up to
1200 persona is available

On down to old Deep Hollow.
Another boy then in that crowd—
You remember him, Frank Small?
The larger boys would bother him
And he would sit and bawl.
Soon after that he got so mad
He flew right off the handle.
But surely found his match when he
Met up with Delbert Crandall.

,,

When Dell and Blanche would disagree
He showed much pep and powrer;
But Blanche would say she was older
than he
|
By almost half an hour.
Now I’ll mention some of those old sleds.
;
Especially those of the girls.
The pest one on the school-house hill
Was that old blunderbus of Pearl's. :

Escurial jn

Spain, built about 1563. and still
standing, was a palace, church and
monastery within the same walls
The buildings and their courts occupy
about eight acres. The closest ap
proach to Shah Jahan’s great
structure came into existence in Paris
when in the seventeenth century the
,,
f th
w*i15 01

Louvrp and th T
Louvre ana me lull

cries were brougiit together. This
magnificent palace group covered
and inclosed 45 acres of ground.
During the Commune in 1871 the
Tuileries was razed. What is left of
the Louvre now covers only about
seven acres.
Sure Doc Fitz would be right there
To get his share of fun;
“One of the world's greatest
He wouldn’t look at the other girls—
palaces is practically unknown—the
Georgia was the only one.
Potala. residence of the Dalai Lama
There was Maine and Charley Lynch.
A nice big bob he had.
theocratic ruler of Tibet, and thou
He made Marne sit way behind
sands of monks. The Potala is i
While he sat next to Cad.
tremendous pile of connected audiYou'll remember Jean with frozen curls. I ence Chambers, halls, chapels, and
Minnie Brown from the Sands you | apartments, which covers the top and
know;
BUI Shields who lived on Schoolhouse slopes of a small mountain that
Hill.
rises above the forbidden city of
And Henry Raymond from Peanut Lhasa.
Relatively few Westerners
Row.
have seen the great structure, and its
Each night the big boys all came out.
The big girls got such thrills;
dimensions have never been made
One they called Tug Wilson.
public. It is estimated to contain
And one was Arthur Mills.
10.000 chambers.
And there was Chlniky Mandell.
Billy Hilgrove joined the throng.
Temples Relatively Small
Also big Herb Calderwood.
And Gene Vlnal from across the pond. ) “Compared with the palaces, the
' temples of the world have not been
Oh. yes there was Hite Ingerson,
of vast proportions. Many of them
And his cousin Ella too.
have consisted of concentric courts
Millie Byard and Nora Curtis.
And Maria Montllleu;
with relatively small houses of
Lil Hamilton and also Ethie—
worship or shrines in the center. For
They were surely one good pair;
i area actually covered, the Temple of
Quite a match for Frank and David.
As soon they were aware.
' Karnak, built at the dawn of history,
: probably leads all the rest. The
When we called poor Emma, flapper.
greatest of the Mosques is in Mecca.
How she would start to bawl.
Wh’.le the name of flapper nowaday
Much of it Is an open court, but the
We wouldn't mind at all.
entire inclosure comprises about
Andy King was always there.
five acres. The largest of the Chris
Pat Carver right there too;
tian churches. St. Peter's in Rome,
Dime Vinal and Jimmy Lowe.
Addle T and Bill Merrlthew.
covers a little less than four acres.
“The Romans built vast structures
There were Lida C. and Vernv G.
Laura Mitchell and May Grant',
' for amusement.
Their circuses,
Fatty Sprague and Lenora M..
colosseums and theatres were open,
But to think of more I can't.
and can hardly be compared with
In fancy I can see them all—
ordinary buildings. In the Roman
Of our winters I’ve tried to tell;
No more we’ll ever hear the call.
baths, however, large areas were
Or the sound of the teacher’s bell.
' actually covered by buildings. The
This takes me back to long ago.
baths of Diocletian, probably the
To the days we can't forget;
Meet the boys and girls we used to know! most extensive, covered approximateThrough The Xrga^e^M^Coombs. j
acres Of modern pleasure
vinalhaven
I structures, the vastest are amuse-

Agents.
29-S-35
NORWICH UNION INDEMNITY CO.
New York, New York
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1930
Stocks and Bonds -..............$3,845,748 50
Cash in Office and Bank
315.351 04
Agents' Balances .............. .
735.554 12
Interest and Rents ............... 48.216 27
All other Assets ...............
56.744 64

Gross Assets ........................$5,001,614 57
Deduct items not admitted
90.680 68

Admitted ............................. $4,910,933
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1930
Net Unpaid Losses .............. $2,026,184
Unearned Premiums ........... 1,414,601
All other Liabilities ............. 265.896
Cash Capital
..... ............. 500.00°
Surplus over all Liabilities .. 704.251

MOTOR AMBUIANCi
Since 1840 this firm has faithfully
served the families of Knox County
LADY ATTENDANT
Day Tel. 450
781-1

BURPEE’S
ROCKLAND, ME.

89

16
41
90

oo [
42 (
-------------Total liabilities and surplus $4,910,933 89 1
___________________________ 29-S-35 |
ORIENT INSURANCE COMPANY
of Hartford, Conn.
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1930
Real Estate .............................$ 493.642
Stocks and Bonds ................ 6.282,184
Cash in Office and Bank ...... 485.557
Agents’ Balances .................. 550.553
Interest and Rents ..............
45.786
All other Assets ....................
7.020

47
70
04
64
11
45

Gross Assets ....................... $7,864,744 41
Deduct items not admitted
489.141 11

Admitted ......... ................... $7,375,603 30
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1930
Net Unpaid Losses ................$ 349.285 00
Unearned Premiums ............. 3.038.694 99
All other Liabilities ............ 278.801 95
Cash Capital ......................... 1,000.000 00
Surplus over all Liabilities .. 2,708.821 36

TO LET

pjne Suite of Offices, newly painted,
papered ana thnrnnchlv
tnorougniy cleanser!
Cleansed,
ceilings whitened and floors refinished.
over Huston-Tuttle Book Co. Terms
very reasonable. L. F. CHASE, 45
Middle Street. Tel. 1185-W
22tf

DR. E. L. SCARLOTT
Osteopathic Physician
35 LIMEROCK ST. ROCKLAND
PHONE 136

DR. MARY E. REUTER
Osteopathic Physician

Total liabilities and surplus $7,375,603 30
Graduate American School of
EDWARD W. BERRY. Agent.
40 Broad Street.
Osteopathy
Rockland. Maine.
400 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND TEL. 1233
29-S-35
28tf
CENTRAL SURETY AND INSURANCE
CORPORATION
Kansas City, Missouri
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1930
DR. ETHEL CRIE
Mortgage Loans ....................$ 908.491 50'
Stocks and Bonds ................ 2.268.418 02
Osteopathic
Physician
Cash In Office and Bank ...... 260.970 04 MAIN STREET.
THOMASTON
Agents’ Balances .................. 509.791 05
Office Phone 136—Residence 83
Bills Receivable ............
21.857 59
Interest and Rents ........
49.427 07 Free Children’s Clinic 9.00 to 10.00
All other Assets ..............
31.750 91
Every Saturday Morning

23-tf

Gross Assets .................... $4,050,776 18
Deduct items not admitted
108.462 31
Admitted .............................$3,942,313
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1930
Net Unpaid Losses ................ $ 774.594
Unearned Premiums ........... 937.409
All other Liabilities ............. 307.675
Cash Capital ........................ 1.000,000
Surplus over all Liabilities .. 922,634

87
54
58
60
00
15

Total liabilities and surplus $3,942,313 87
23-S-29

CHICHESTER S PILLS
THE DIAMOND BRAND.

DraecUU

A

Ask for CIII-CIft^.TER B
DLAMOND BRAND PILLS, for
year* known as Best, Safest, Always Reliably

tft

SOLD BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE

which the said Herbert H Stover has qualified by filing bond on same date
and had ln and to the same on the third
ESTATE NINA P. FEYLER. late of
day of October. 1929. at 1 hour, 25 min Rockland, deceased. February 10th, 1931.
utes in the afternoon, the time when Oscar Duncan of Rockland was ap
the same was attached on the writ in pointed Admr. and qualified by filing
the same suit, to wit:
bond on same date.
Seventh: A certain lot or parcel of
ELLIE F RICH, late of Thomaston de
land situated in said Rockland, bounded ceased.
February 17th. 1931. Effie Rich
and described as follows:
Richards
of Thomaston was appointed
Beginning at the Northerly side of a Exx. without
bond.
road leading from the shore road now
ALICE S. GENN. late of Rockland, de
Main Street to the late Amariah Kelceased.
February
17th, 1931. Celia M.
loch's lot to stake and stones on the
Northern side of said road 33 feet West Hapworth of Rockland, was appointed
Exx.
without
bond.
erly from McIntosh road; thence S. 81
deg. W by said road 60 feet to stake
ROSALTHA E. ROKES. late of Appleand stones; thence N 4 deg W 80 feet ton. deceased. February 17th. 1931. And
to stake and stones by said McIntosh rew J. Rokes of Appleton was appointed
land to stake and stone-; thence S. 4 Exr. and qualified by filing bond on the
deg. W. 80 feet by said McIntosh land same date.
to ,said .road at first.. mentioned bounds
ESTATE: ELISHA S. ROBERTS, late
wlth
buildings
thereon.
excepting
Vinalhaven. deceased. February 17th
therefrom, however, tlie lot conveved by of
1931. Allston P. Roberts of Vinalhaven,
James A. Stover to Carrie A Stover by was
appointed Admr. without bond.
deed dated April 10. 1899 and recorded in
ESTATE ADDIE L. ROBERTS, late of
Knox Registry of Deeds in Book 116.
Vinalhaven. deceased. February 17. 1931.
Page 507.
Subject, however, to a mortgage given Allston P. Roberts of Vinalhaven. was
by said Herbert H Stover to Fidelity appointed Admr. without bond.
Trust Company on August 11. 1928. and
ESTATE: ANNETTE DENIG JONHS,
recorded ln Knox Registry of Deeds in late of St. George, deceased. February
Book 220. Page 79.
17th. 1931. Kate Denig Tower, of St.
Eighth: A certain lot or parcel of George, was appointed Admx. c.t.a.
land situated in said Rockland, bounded without bond.
and described as follows:
MARY C. TYLER, late of Rockland,
Beginning at the S. W.xorner of land
February 17th. 1931. Alden L.
formerly of James Stover on the North deceased.
Tyler
and Louise M Tyler Randall, both
erly side of Holmes Street; thence West of Rockland,
were appointed Exrs. and
erly by said Street 60 feet to land for qualified by filing
bond on same date.
merly of Joseph Burns; thence North
ESTATE: GRACE E. STARRETT. late
erly by said Burns line 80 feet to land
of
Union,
deceased.
Pebruary 17th. 1931.
formerly occupied by Ivory Hovey;
thence Easterly by said line 60 feet to Isaac L Starrett of Warren, was ap
pointed
Admr.
and
qualified by filing
said Stover land; thence Southerly by
said Stover land 80 feet to the first bond on same date.
mentioned bound, with buildings there
ESTATE: ALMEDA A. CREIGHTON,
on. being same premises conveyed to J. late of Union deceased. February 17th.
S. Durgin by Mary R. Kimball. Oct. 9. 1931. Frank G. Creighton of Union, was
1882. recorded in Knox Registry of appointed Admr. without bond.
Deeds, Book 63. Page 148.
ESTATE ELIZA F. CROCKETT, late
Subject, however, to a mortgage given
by said Herbert H Stover to Fidelity of North Haven, deceased. February 24th.
Trust Company on August 11. 1929 and 1931, Jennie W. Stone of North Haven,
recorded in Knox Registry of Deeds in was appointed Admx. and qualified by
filing bond on same date.
Book 220. Page 79.
Ninth: A certain lot or parcel of land
ESTATE OSCAR D COOMBS, late of
situated on the west side of State Street Galena Township. Indiana, deceased.
in said Rockland with a well of water, February 24th. 1931. Alan L. Bird of
bounded on said street coining to a Rockland was appointed Admr. and
point on the South on Holmes Street; qualified by filing bond on same date.
on the west by land of James A Stover, Attest: CHARLES L. VEAZIE. Register.
and on the north by I. T Hovey land
is the same land deeded Catharine G.
WHEN IN BOSTON—You can buy
Patterson by T. B McIntosh. W. C.. copies of The Courier-Gazette, with the
McIntosh, the 16th day of January. A. D. home news, at the Old South News
1854. entered with the records for Deens Agency. Washington St., next Old South
Eastern District for the county of Lin Church; also at M. Andelman’s, 284 Tre
coln now Knox County Vol. 22. Page mont St
166, to which deed and record refer
ence may be had for a further desci lp- which it extends 80 feet more or less
tion of said land.
to land of Eliza J. Spear; thence by land
Tenth: A certain lot or parcel cf of Eliza J. Spear to Laurel Street 28
land, together with the buildings there feet more or less; thence by said Laurel
on, situated in said Rockland, on Main Street on the south as said street runs
Street at the corner of Laurel Street, 93 feet, more or less, to the corner of
bounded as follows:
said Laurel Street with Main Street
On the West by Main Street on which Dated at Rockland. Me.. Feb. 28. 1931.
it extends 62 feet more or less; on the
C. EARLE LUDWICK.
north by land of Elvira P. Newman on
26-S-32
Deputy Sheriff.
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HORIZONTAL
1-Shape
5-A bivalve mollusk
9- Lodge of North
American Indians
10- Pertaining to the
kidneys
12- Egyptian sun-god
13- Fervent
15-Concerning
17-Mimic
19-Tumults
20- Vapor
21- Ensnares
23- Female deer
24- Certain
25- A crystalline mix
ture of quartz and
mica
27- To set again
28- Peruse
29- Having depth
30- A faint trace of
added color
32-lmpairing
35- The blackthorn
(Scot.)
36- lnterdict

lb

Ws 20

2b

Mb

1

15

W 19
21

HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
37- A mark resulting
from past injury
38- Sick
39- Press out of shape
41-Time period
42- Runic (abbr.)
43- Hesitates
45- Printer's measure
46- Chase
48-Solemn or religious
ceremonies
50- Divine
51- Observed
VERTICAL
1- Pronoun
2- Open (poet.)
3- A character of
Shakespeare
4- Ridiculed
5- A Grecian island
6- Smaller
7- lnsect
8- Mother
9- A small candle
11-Longest river in
France

34

41

44

45

49

VERTICAL (Cont.)
12-Reverbcratcd
14-Mid-day
16-Torment
18-lmmortal
20-Patronage
22-Beleaguerment
24-Percolates
2o-So (Scot.)
27-Fabric with
corded surface
29- Hazards
30-Title of former
Russian rulers
31- Ancient Troy
32- Sodium chloride
33- The nostrils
34- Measure of weight
36-A ruffian
39- Supreme male
divinity (Syro
Phenician)
40- A large lake
43- Away from
44- Female saint
(abbr.)
47-lnterjection
49-Half an em

(Solution to Previous Puzzle)
WHAT IS COMPANIONATE MAR
RIAGE?
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Big Three" in Theatrical World
Name Prize Beauties For 1931
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Girls Who Eat and Sleep
Well Preferred By
Big Producers of
1931 Shows

The three perfect show-girie of 1931 do not fast or go in for silly
dieting. They eat well and they eleep well. Therefore, they work
well, and are beautiful. Left to right; Faith Bacon, Joanna Allen,
Jean Ackerman.
,

“So, without the slightest com
punction,” Jean says, “I decided it
was not worth the price, and that
By Mabel Love
day I ate a pound of candy. I was
so hungry I could have eaten a
ERE we have the three perfect horse.”
Earl Carroll, who boasts above
show-girls of 1931, represent
ing the selections of three nationhis
 stage door that “Through These
ally recognized pickers of pulchri Portals Pass the Most Beautiful
tude—Florenz Ziegfeld, Earl Car- Girls in the World." selects Faith
roll and George White. All three Bacon from his galaxy of beauties
girls are vibrant with beauty and as th? one who represents his high
health, with a full quota of normal est standards.
Mr. Carroll insists that all of his
feminine curves. Girls whose sil
houette photographs would re girls get plenty of refreshing sleep
semble elongated clothes-pins have and good nourishing food, knowing
no chance in the theatrical world that their work on the stage re
today—no chance at all. Further quires overflowing health and vital
more, the moguls of musical com ity.
Must Be Well-Fed
edy have decreed that the ladies of
the ensemble must eat heartily;
“The long weeks of rehearsal
but sensibly, of course, in order prior to the opening of a show de
to safe-guard their health and main termine beyond a doubt the girl's
tain the energy that is essential for health standard,” says Mr. Carroll.
their swift terpsichorean paces.
"She requires plenty of stamina
let me tell you, to withstand the
Dieting Ruled Out
heartbreaking grind of rehearsal
Florenz Ziegfeld. whose “glori after rehearsal, with little time off
fied girls” have charmed millions for rest and no time at all for
of theatre-goers, offers Jean Acker recreation, until she has been
man as the queen of his beauty trained for her part.
court. Jean is exquisitely propor "So. the first thing we do when
tioned with very positive ideas she is engaged is look carefully
about keeping fit. Once she re after her creature comforts. Con
ceived an alluring offer to take an trary to public opinion, beautiful
important role in a movie, provided stage girls do not all wear costly
she would take off a few pounds. furs and precious jewels. We have
It seems that the movie camera al had girls successfully pass rigid
ways registers the figure in en requirements, who admitted to
larged proportions. tJean set out to being broke. Sometimes they are
do a little fasting, but soon discov actually undernourished. So, the
ered that, “tiny lines were appear first thing then is to see that they
ing in my face and that I was grow are properly fed. An undernour
ing haggard in appearance.” Along ished girl always looks and feels
with pounds she lost "pep.”
• below par.” For this reason, Mr.

H

Carroll is opposed to silly reducing
fads. He rarely engages a girl
who weighs less than her heighl
demands by acknowledged health
standards.
*
Joanna Likes Sweets
Joanna Allen is regarded by
George White as a practically per
feet type of girl, and she is his
1931 offering. She is a true blonde
with a well rounded form and
proud of her 121 pounds. “I would
not lose an ounce for the world.'
she told me recently. "With the
tremendous amount of energy wr
use in our daily chore of dancing,
we find more and more the need
for a physical reserve of strength.”
Joanna is fond of sweets, and eats
lots of them. Here, whether she
knows it or not, she is in accord
with recent findings of scientists
who have found that sugar and
sweet foods in general are among
the best sources of the quick-en
ergy needed by those who. like
Joanna, lead strenuously active
lives.
George White, who is recognized
the world over as an authority on
feminine beauty, insists that his
girls possess stamina as well as
physical perfection. He encourages
them to take up golf and other
athletic sports. There is an ud
written law in his companies
against drastic reducing and the
girls are told to avoid ill balanced
diets. “We prefer the well-rounded
form," says Mr. White, "for there
is little beauty in the too slender
form. For this reason* our girls
are warned to keep away frem
silly reducing fads which deplete a
girl's vitality and mar her beauty.”

The following statement from the
writings of Judge Ben Lindsey defines
the companionate marriage as advo
cated by him: “A companionate mar; riage is not a trial marriage, which
involves no ceremony. It is a union,
childless, until compatibility is proved.
Should the couple mutually desire a
divorce, they may obtain it on a sim
ple declaration." In othcr words, the
companionate marriage may be sol
emnized by accredited clergymen or
magistrates and is in effect a legal
marriage entered into by young people
THE RANGE SHELTER
with the deliberate intention of navAnd How It Was Put To New Use By ing no children for an indefinite
period during which time neither as
A Poiiltrvman — Economical
sumes any financial responsibility in
Build
respect to the other.—The PathR. L. Nutter, of Woodlawn Poultrj’ f*n^er
Farm, Corinna, in a recent radio ad
DO ROCKS GROW?
dress said he had found a new use
for the range shelter which is com
Stones and rocks ordinarily do not
monly used by Maine poultrymen.
"Last year.” he said, "I put these get larger. Usually they are worn
summer houses to a new use. I smaller. But certain kinds of rocks
moved the yearling hens into them sometimes get larger by accretion;
after the piillets were through with that is, they get larger because of the
HOPE POULTRY MAN OPTIMIS
them. I tried an early hatch of
APPLETON
TIC
chicks hatched the latter part ot addition of material from without. Of
January. They were brooded in the course stones and rocks do not grow,
Town meeting Monday.
Clifton Robbins of Hope believes
usual way on my farm; three weeks because they are not alive according
Mrs. Fred Demuth is caring for
in the batteries, 9 weeks in colony to accepted definitions of life and Mrs. Mitchell who has been very 111. j in the saying that the early bird
houses and then put out on the range they could not grow in the biological
Albert Sherman has started saw catches the worm. He figures that
May 1. They grew fast and matured sense.
ing long lumber.
! his early chicks will make profitable
early, being moved into laying quar
An Independent Pentecostal Cor
ters as soon as they started to lay,
poration has bought the Keller lot pullets for him next fall. Recently
which was July 1.
OUR JUNIOR PUZZLE ' and foundation. The local Assembly j he bought 800 R. I .Red chicks and
“The range houses were then idle
has orders to put up suitable quar at the end of the first two weeks had
so I moved them on to new grass
ters for services as soon as weather lost only 17 of them. These chicks
Jl
iS
ground, wired off a new big range,
.'5
i permits.
were from accredited source and he is
4
and moved the hens out there. They
raising them according to methods
to
soon showed results. These veterans
"Check your bag. mister?”
recommended by the Extension Serv
of a year's heavy egg production were
“Yes— and put it on ice.”
ice in the Grow Good Pullet Cam
11
• 13
not a very prettv sight. A great
paign. As soon as the pullets are
many were bald headed and minus
23
Teacher: "What is meant by tlie old enough to get along without heat
a few feathers here and there that
yellow peril?”
. they will be transferred to the range
they hadn’t had time to grow out
( Johnny: "A banana skin left on the in open air shelters This will probIL
again. I expected an immediate drop
! pavement.”
lably be about the middle of May.
in egg production and probably a
molt, but not so.
"The nests were placed inside the
WHAT’S WRONG AND WHERE?
shelters, plenty of mash and grain
in the hoppers, and cool running wa
ter was before them all the time.
HERBCXl
They surprised me by increasing egg
•«-7
Rupees
production and holding to it until
late fall, besides gaining in weight
and storing up vitamins for winter.
| PEgsatieTie»s|
I shall manage them this way every
year and believe many poultrymen
will make a practice of this, once
they give it a try.
"As these range shelters are so eco
nomical to build, the cost of material
HARCeu
amounting to about $15 to $20, are so
WAVING
convenient to handle and can be put
to so many uses, both regularly and
in case of emergency, I think every
poultry raiser should have a few.”
Complete directions for making the
range shelter are available from the
College of Agriculture, Orono. Ask
for Circular 101.

Q□Q
□

PILES

GUARANTEED
TO YIELD TO
CHINESE HERB

If vou suffer from itching, blind,
irotrudlng or bleeding Piles you aro
ikely to be amazed at the soothing,
healing power of tlie rare, imported
Chinese Ilerb, which fortifies I)r.
Nixons Chinaroid, It's the newest
and fastest acting treatment out.
Bi ings ease and comfort in a few
niinutes so that you can work a-id
enjoy life while it continues its
soothing, healing action. Don’t delav. Act in time to avoid a danger
ous and costly operation. Try Dr.
Nixon's Chinaroid under our guar
antee to satisfy completely and be
■worth 100 times the small cost or
your money back.

T

C. II. Moor & Co.. Rockland

ONE FOR YOU AND ONE
FOR ME!
“Oh, dear me, what is that? Is
it for me?” cries Susie to Charlie.
“Yes, one for you and one for
me, I hope!” says Charlie. “How
did you guess it? It is for you 1”
says Susie. Now, if you want to
sec what was in each envelope,
take a pencil and join alf-'the
numbered dots together, starting
with dot number one and ending
with dot number twenty-eight.

The Most Popular Cough Medicine
An

Old

Family Standby of Thousands for Years

Doctor’* Favorite
Prescription.

Ballard’s Golden Oil
Better than ever. Penetrates, loos
ens, clears and heals. Children take
It readily. No poisons or alcohol
A standard household remedy. Low
priced. Sold Everywhere.

SOUTH WALDOBORO

WEST ROCKPORT

ICOURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORDPUZZLE'
2
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THERC ARE 12 MISTAKES IN THIS PldVOBK
How good are you at finding mistakes? The artltt has Intentionally
made several obvious ones in drawing the above picture. Some of them
are easily discovered, others may be hard. See how long it will take
YOU to find them.

WALDOBORO
Dudley Hovey of Newtonville,
Mass., spent the weekend in town
with his parents Mr. and Mrs F. A
Hovey.
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Storer are
spending the week in Boston.
Announcement has been made of
the marriage of Miss Hazel Hatch,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
Hatch to Maynard Nash. Saturday.
Feb. 28, by Rev. George W. Collins.
Miss Elizabeth F. Genthner went
‘ to Somerville, Mass.. Monday, where
she will be guest of her sister Mrs.
Herbert F. Hastings.
Rev. Alexander Stewart and Fred
W. Scott were in Wiscasset Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Elwell of
Portland and Mr. and Mrs. Howard
Rackliff of Rockland have been
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Earl Spear.
F. A. McHughes of Portland has
been acting as agent of M.C.R.R.
station during the absence of Chas.
Rowe who has been confined to the
house on account of sickness.
Miss Carrie B. Stahl and Mrs. Irv
ing N. Horne of Portland have been
visiting their parents. Capt. and Mrs.
A. F. Stahl.
Waldoboro High School competed
with Warren High in a prize speak
ing contest Friday evening in War
ren with the winners as follows:
First prize, Marguerite Haskell, War
ren High; second prize, Kenneth
Cousins, Warren High; third prize,
Albert Hoffses, Waldoboro High.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Morse were in
Belfast recently.
Men’s Bridge Club met with
George Boggs Tuesday evening.
The members of the Susannah
Wesley Society were entertained at
the home of Mrs. Ella Achorn. Main
street Monday evening.
Mrs. John H. Miller is receiving
treatment at Knox Hospital, Rock
land.
Mrs. Virgil Wallace and son May
nard have been spending a few days
with relatives in Bath.
Mrs. Eudora Miller was in Damari
scotta Tuesday.
Mrs. William H. Crowell was a re
cent visitor in Gardiner.
Foster Jameson took first Maine
prize for his pen of birds in the poul
try contest at Highmoor Farm. His
birds stand fifth of all the States in
the contest.
Miss Evelyn Waltz, teacher in the
schools of Rockville. Conn., returned
to her duties Saturday, after spend
ing the week with her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Alden Waltz.

Worst snow storm of the season—
is the judgment passed on the storm
of Wednesday and Thursday.
Bernard Jones of Worcester. Mass.,
spent the weekend with his brother
Harold Jones and family. He was
called here by the death of his aunt.
Mrs. Evelyn Studley of Rockland.
Mrs. Bert Andrews is ill at her
home. Her mother, Mrs Rapley of
Walpole has been with her the past
week.
Charles Fernald lias had the tele
phone installed.
Miss Myrtle Fiske of Damariscot
ta made a short call Wednesday with
her cousin Mrs. A. A. Clark.
Mrs. Ida Barrows and Mr. and
Mrs. Roy Hunter of Rockville were
guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. Le
man Oxton.
Miss Abbie Sanderson of Swatow.
China, spoke at the church here to
a large and interested audience last
Sunday afternoon Miss Sanderson
is a Baptist missionary having as her
work the teaching of English and
music in a mission school in Swatow.
She related some very interesting in
cidents in her work, of perplexities
met with in learning the most diffi
cult dialect of the most difficult lan
guage. and in the construction of a
new church building Arthur Page,
a former Rockport boy, is a mission
ary on the same field. Pictures of
groups of students and teachers,
banners presented just before her
departure and other interesting ma
terial were shown. The dress she
wore was made from Chinese silk
presented to her by two of the native
teachers and under their supervision
made into a Chinese dress, and was
not unlike those worn rather re
cently by American women There
was a large delegation from the
Rockport Baptist Church, as they
were not privileged to have her speak
at their own church because of other
engagements. The monthly union
service took place in the evening
with visitors from Rockport also
present.

ROCKVILLE
Arthur Carroll and family, Prof
I. Murray Carroll and family of
Lewiston, and Mrs. Harry Vose of
Waterbury, Conn., were called here
the first cf the week by the death of
Mrs. Oscar W. Carroll. Mrs. Vose
remained until Wednesday when she
returned to Waterbury.
AUcn Gardner and Vesper Hall
spent Monday in Augusta on busi
ness. While there they called on Mr.
and Mrs. Bertram Gardner.
E. H. Perry was in Lewiston over
the weekend.
Miss Lottie Ewell who has been
■perding several days in Portland,
the guest of relatives has returned
home.
« ♦ » «
Mrs. Lizzie A. Carroll
Lizzie A., wife of Oscar W. Carroll,
died last Saturday morning after a
serious illness covering a period of
many months, but which she bore
with marked patience and fortitude.
Mrs. Carroll had been a semi-invalid
for several years, yet ever retained
the hope of regaining her health.
Every possible means was afforded
for her comfort and alleviation of
suffering. She was born in Union
Ian. 28. 1870. the daughter of Albert
and Tilla iStone) Vose. In Janu
ary. 1898, jhe was married to Oscar
W. Carroll of Razorville and they re
tided in Rockville the past eleven
vears. Her life was centered in the
interest of her home and she en
deared herself to friends and neigh
bors by her sweetness of disposition
and kindly thoughts for others,
which made an indelible impression
upon all who came in contact with
her.
Services were held from the Rock
ville church Monday afternoon, Rev.
J. Charles MacDonald of Rockland
officiating. The love and esteem in
which Mrs. Carroll was held was
shown by the gathering of old and
new friends and by the beautiful
floral tributes. Tlie body was placed
in the tomb at Union awaiting inter
ment in the spring.

When Adam in bliss.
Asked Eve for a kiss.
She puckered her lips with a coo
With looks quite ecstatic,
She answered emphatic
"I don’t care, Adam if I do."
Nilo’s Repair Shop, Spring street, i
will be open Saturday nights here- j
8-tf 1
after.—adv.

ting it mildly. Refreshments were
served, and in a few remarks Miss
Berry was presented with what the
speaker called "a hearty welcome to
the community and fellowship with
us, and cordial greetings." The eve1 ning passed most pleasantly with
sociability and story telling inter
spersed with piano solos by Miss
Berry.
,

What proved to be a complete sur
prise was in the form of a party given
by the ladies of the community to
Miss Louise Berry, who with her
brother, recently came to make their
home here. Rev. and Mrs. T. H.
Fernald called to spend the evening,
and later, on answering a knock at
A certain man left his money to
the door, there appeared a large com pay for a stone to his memory. She
pany of neighbors and friends. To carried out the letter of the bequest
say it was a surprise to both is put by buying a diamond.

I

Suicide? Murder?
Miracle?
1 1

ARALYZED from that hor

Prible accident 1 Never to walk
again—I atill burned with love for

Olge—my tweet, young wife. And
yet I wat unable to appease that
glow of hope in her eyes—hope that
blaz.ed with detire—the day the
met Del Raignon—unscrupulous
matinee idol.
Helpless, I watched him play on
her loving, innocent nature—hiding
his time till Olga no longer could
resist him. How I suffered — prayed
for her—raged with jealousy—and
dropped to the dregs of despair.

To ike Ltoltsen-in on Ike
TRUE STORY Radio Hour
The follnwint stories from lhe April
issue of TRUK STORY Milniac will
be broadcast thia month in the TRUB
STORY Hour which <oea on the air
each Friday night at 9 o’clock Eastern
Time; H o'clock Central Time.

Because I Loved My
Wife
Why I Always Mind My
Own Business
She Wanted to Be
Beautiful
Her Son’s Father
The April TRUE STORY ia now on the
newsitini^ and by getting your copy at
once and reading in advance the stories
to be broadcast, your enjoyment of the
hour will be greatly increased.

IN APRIL

rue

That night—my revolver. “Good
bye, angel-heart,” I whispered and
—THEN ! Out on the lawn—I saw
Raignon — take ner — my wife —in
his arms. “I can’t let her live in
that disgrace,” I cried. Slowly I
raised my revolver—carefully I took
aim — and . . .
What did John do? In that awful
climax, did he kill Olga to save her
from disgrace with Raignon? Or did
he murder that cad — an act which
would blacken him forever in the
eyes of his wife — of society — of
God?
What almighty miracle could have
come to solve this pitiful tangle of
helpless human destinies? You must
read for yourself BECAUSE I
LOVED MY WIFE — the true,
heart-rending story of a man who
wheeled his way through hell in an
invalid’s chair—and what he finally
found at the very brink of oblivion.
Read BECAUSE I LOVED
MY WIFE and nearly a score of
other astounding real-life stories,
including titles such as “HIS
FAMILY LOVE,” “I MARRIED
FOR MY FAMILY’S SAKE”
and “IT’S SO EASY TO BELIBVE EVIL”—all in April TRUE
STORY MAGAZINE. Get your
copy—read it today!

4^

.

OUT TODAY WHKRFVKM MAGAZINKS AKB SOI.D

REGULAR I | PAINS

MtWE VJoNAn
W -Tries -To
W-f CtiARS IS IN
A’ClASH’ BY

HER SELF

. 1

‘Relieved
by this NEW
//

External Principle
There is no need to tolerate the trying pains of tramps since
FEM-PAC was scientifically made for its specific purpose.

MICKIE SAYS—
IF I GOT AMTTHIWG TO OO
ABOUT IT, THE RESERVED
SEATS IU HEAVEU WILL GO
TO TH'GOOD OL' STEADY
SUBSCRIBERS WHO COME
IU VJHEM THEIR. TIMES UP
A14D PLAkJK DOWU FER A
NEAR IU APVAMCE, WITHOUT
WAITIU' FER US -TO
SEUD 'EM STATEMEMT5

This new feminine necessity acts in a wonderful way to
soothe and help relieve the pains, by a new principle and
through external treatment. No drugs or medicines.

FEM-PAC is simple and safe to use. It is applied exter
nally direct to the affected area. In a few moments, you can
feel its action and delightful, soothing warmth.
No bulk—PEM-PAC is body shaped and designed to lay
flat and smooth always. And best of all, it can not be
detected under even the lightest garments. No need to be
confined to home. Wear it any
time, anywhere you go.
r
3
When the pains are gone, FEMPAC is removed easily and quickly
without the slightest pull. Does
not stain the skin or soil clothes.

I'em-hic

ON SALE AT ALL STORES—50C EACH

]Fem-]L

I
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Billions Move Through New York Streets
As City Bank Farmers Opens New Home

BIG MARKET FOR
CORN OPENED UP

4*

In Everybody’s Column

♦

The Baptist Mission Circle will
meet in the vestry next Tuesday for
an all-day session, with box lunch
•>
•>
at noon.
g.»;«»;«»j«♦♦♦ »;«»j. «g»
«$»
Russell Davis with Philip Newbert
.♦W‘
as assistant, motored Thursday to
Advertisements In th’s column not tc
Pittsfield and .returned with the body
three lines Inserted once for 25
Lifting Restrictions on Use exceed
cents. 3 times for 50 cents. Additional
of the late Mrs. Lucy A. Crockett, 84,
lines 5 cants each for one time, 10 cents
widow of George A. Crockett. Mrs.
of Dextrose Solves Sur
for three times. Six words make a line.
Crockett died March 4 surviving her
husband only a short time, his death
plus Crop Problem.
••• P*
j* ••• ••• •
»
having occurred Feb. 20. Funeral serv
ices will be held Sunday at 1 p. m.
New York.—That decidedly larg
at A. D. Davis & Son's parlors, Rev.
er quantities of refined corn sugar
Jesse Kenderdine of Rockland offi
will be produced and that many
ciating.
more millions of bushels of corn
DARK BONE RIM GLASSES between
will consequently be used In 1031 Strand Theatre and Rankin Block—
The ladies of the Episcopal Guild
probablv
evening Finder no
than in any previous year in the tify MRS.Thursday
met in the vestry Tuesday afternoon
A. E. CROCKETT. 19 Oak St.
history of the refined corn sugar ________________________________ 29*31
for work, with supper at 6 followed
trade Is the prediction of experts
by a Lenten service led by Rev. E. O.
BLACK AND TAN rabbit hound, ansas a result of Secretary of Agri swers to name of “Tracer.'' Finder no
Kenyon rector.
tify
ROCKPORT ICE CO. Tel. Camden
culture Hyde's recent ruling in
Mrs. J. Walter Ellfout has just
1 476.
27-29
which
he
placed
a
new
administra

completed sewing together her first
tion Interpretation on the federal
braided rug. It is seldom that a
food definition which for 25 years
woman of today undertakes that dif
have restricted the uses of refined
ficult feat.
corn sugar as an Ingredient in the
The Men's Community Brother
preparation and packing of food $R ■«. .«.
•*. •«.
hood will meet in the Congregational j
products.
vestry next Tuesday evening, with
BOYS
TO
SELL
Saturday
Evening
Of the total annual corn crop of
Ladies’ Home Journal. Country
supper at 6 o'clock and address by
approximately 2,750,000.090 bush | Post.
Gentleman. Apply to WILLIS ANDER
Howard Wood, subject "Katahdin."
els. about 275.000,000 bushels, repre SON. JR.. 9 Warren St. Tel. 1202.
senting 10 per cent, goes to the pri j_________________________________ 29-31
The storm of Thursday added a ,
mary or “cash" market. Thus the
holiday to the lopg list in the school
LAMBS—Need a few small lambs.
curriculum.
No session whistle
price of corn Is based not on the State price. JOHN MORRIS. Long Cove.
Tel.
11-21. Tenant’s Harbor.__
29*31
whole crop but on the small per
sounded loud and clear.
LADIES I will give to you $10 worth j
centage
that
finds
i|s
way
to
Imme

The birthday anniversary of a son
of beautiful hosiery or dainty lingerie
diate cash channels.
or daughter is always a marked oc- :
. for merely forming a “Freshie Hosiery
Club" among your friends. Write MAN
casion since it records the progress
Better Prices for Corn.
AGER P. O. Box 35. Rockland. ___ 27*29
towards young manhood or woman
Under Mr. Hyde's ruling, almost
POULTRV wanted, large or small lots.
hood. Mr. and Mrs. William T.
immediately this “cash corn" will PETER EDWARDS. 271 Limerock St..
Smith recognized this when on Wed
Above—Loading one of the giant
be increased according to the most Rockland.__ Tel. 806-J.____________ 27-29
nesday evening they entertained a
safes containing cash and se
conservative estimates by 20,000,itkl
ORDERS TAKEN for home-cooked
group of young people at their pleas
curities valued at more than
bushels. It can readily be seen food, all kinds. MRS. ERNEST MUNRO,
Tel
415-J._______________________ 27-29
five billion dollars on trucks
ant home on Main street, in celebra
that this increased demand for
for home cooking wanted.
under the protection of a corps
tion of the birthday of their son Wil
corn by industry will result in bet 209ORDERS
MAIN ST. Tel. 144-J_________ 27-29
of police and private guards.
liam T. Smith. Jr. Games and mu
ter prices for “cash corn" and will
18
QUARRYMEN
are wanted at once
sic were carried on for entertain
be reflected In better prices for j to buy 18 pairs of white
rubber leather
ment and a late lunch was served.
corn
for
all
purposes.
It
is
also
tops
at
$2
98.
Less
than
half price. McIn Oval — James H. Perkins,
LAIN
SHOE
STORE.
432
Main
St.. Rock
The decorations were green and
further
pointed
out
that
with
the
President of City Bank Farmers
In the cut depicted above ate a number of well known
white, with favors in the same colors.
stigma officially removed from tlie land. _____ __ ___________________ 27-29
Trust Company.
with $50,000 to take
Interest
A birthday cake decorated with can
uses of refined corn sugar (dex- ■ inPARTY
new invention; a combination of two
trade marks. To the first 20 persons presenting cor
dles and a bouquet of sweet peas
trose) In the manufacture of con small necessities that have been in dally
At Right—The new fifty-four
made a pretty centerpiece for the
fections, preserves, and the Innu j use by millions of people for many years.
rect
lists at The Courier-Gazette office, Free Tickets
story skyscraper at 22 William
It is practical, convenient and econo
table. The whole affair will linger
merable canned products, the de- mical;
a tremendous demand is antici
Street, New York, rising on the
long in the memories of the guests.
will be presented through courtesy of Park I heatre.
mund for industrial purposes may pated. Said party to Join inventor in
site occupied by the company
Barbara Lindsey, Elizabeth Henry.
grow to the extent that the United 1 forming corporation for promoting
since 1866 prior to its affiliation
to the Wed.-Thurs. feature, "It Pays To Advertise.
Amy Miller, Dorothy Harrington,
States will no longer have a sur , same. Address BOX 235, Thomaston. Me
with The National City Bank of
Richard Spear, Ralph Davis and
plus corn crop, and the problems of
New York.
export will solve tlteuiselves.
Charles Spear.
IP ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ■
••• •••
••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• •••
.«■ 4«.
• «.
r
♦
The average number of bushels * ■ |.
Federated Church Sunday services:
Below
—
Ceremonies
at
the
“
Cut
f com which have gone directly i
I
Morning service at 11, subject, "The
in” of the world's largest private
into the manufacture of refined
$
4
Choice of the Cross." Evening serv
telephone
exchange
which
has
•••
•••
•••••**♦•
tg
••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• W
sugar for the past several years
ice at 7 o'clock, topic. "The Inward
••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• •••
been installed in the new build
Is estimated at 5,050,099 bushels.
ness of Character.” Sunday School
GAS RANGE.
Chamber’s fireless
FURNISHED APARTMENT on Grove
ing. The board has a capacity
135 ACRE I ARM. stock and equipment street, all modern. COBB-DAVIS. INC.
This lias been converted Into 130,cooker. $10. Also two cover Glenwood
meets at 9.45 a. m.
-f 5,000 extension lines.
for
sale,
estimated
3.000
cords
wood.
29-31 coal stove, good for men's camp. $5. Ap
W.000 pounds of dextrose, l4.1er MORTON A. SPROWL. 16 South St
William Lenfest left this morning
ply 32 SCHOOL ST Tel. 1013-M
29-31
the new decision, com products Rockland.
27-32
ALL MODERN 5-room tenement, cen
for New Bedford where he has em
PLENTY of worms for the early trout
officials
declare,
the
demand
for
tral
location.
Beech
Street.
Garage.
L.
FARMS
large
and
small,
for
sale
in
ployment as sailmaker.
fisherman now on hand. MAINE MUSIC
refined corn sugar may be in Union. Hope. West Appleton, Waren A THURSTON. Tel. 1159. Rockland
29-31 STORE.__________________________ 29-31
At the Morse boat shop work was
creased 400 per cent, anil that the and West Rockport; aLso shore property
QUARTERED OAK dining room set.
suspended Wednesday on account of
will be held Saturday at 1 o'clock and next year may see the production on Crawford Pond. Seventree Pond and
LARGE FRONT ROOM with bath, to TELEPHONE 1155. Rockland.
CAMDEN
28-30
WARREN
Pond. M. R. MILLER. East
Sunny, good location. 7 PLEASANT
interment will be at Appleton. The of 520.009.000 pounds. Accordingly, Lermond
the storm.
Union. Tel. 18-32. Union.________ 25*29 let.
PATCHWORK—Dress Percale Clip
ST.
27-29
deceased
is
survived
by
three
sisters.
Friday afternoon as Capt. Arthur J.
as a means of relief to the farm
pings 7 lbs $1; Ginghams, sizes up to *4
FOR SAT
Modern house. 6 rooms
Wednesday's high wind and storm
Town meeting Monday.
Polls
APARTMENT, heated. 3 or 4 rooms, at J Vri . 5 lbs $1. Postpaid Or pav postman.
Elliot and one of his employes were brought in a very high tide, said to be open at 9 o'clock. There are 48 arti- Mrs. Anne Boynton and Miss Mary ers throughout tlie corn belt, Mr. and bath, ku.age. A. B. HIGGS. 140 Tal
the_Frost
apts.
on
Su
mme
r
street.
Apply
j
plus postage. LAWSON TEXTILE CO.. 9
McIver
of
Camden
and
Mrs.
A.
G.
bot
Ave.
Tel.
711.
___
____________
27-tf
Hyde's action will be far-reaching
jacking up a small scow, one of the the highest in 50 years.
cles in the warrant.
THE LITTLE FLOWER SHOP. Tel. 1 Aster Street. Providence. R._I. __ 29*31
Crowell of Springfield, Mass '
FOR SALE—Six room house, garage, 318-W.
in its effects.
strews slipped and the handle flying
FINEST DAIRY FARM In Knox
Eugene Tolman, son of Mr and Mrs.
Harold Hansen is a surgical patient
electric lights and water, uouoie iov u$ ;
Mrs. Arthur Larner who has been
back struck Capt. Elliot over the eye.
Enlarge Production Facilities.
FIVE-ROOM bungalow, lights and' County. Just off State road, 100 acres
land. Pleasant Gardens, for sale on
inflicting a bad wound. He was ta Clarence Tolman, who has had an in- at the Camden Communitv Hospital, a medical patient at the Camden
water.
Rent
reasonable.
Apply
28
ELM
I
equally
divided in pasture, tillage and
rent
pian.
$1500
$15
month.
V.
F
Shortly after the announcement STUDLEY. 69 Park St. Tel. 1080. 27-tf
The Camden-Rockport Lions Club Communitv Hospital returns to h6t
STREET Tel. 1293.
27*29
J°??^,COrdsJIYd
ken to Knox Hospital. It was stated fected hand is now much better and
of
tlie
removal
of
the
restriction,
--------------------------------------------------------|
wood.
100
maoles. Fine buildings. Water
the
hand
practically
healed.
will
broadcast
over
WLBZ
at
Bangor
home on Pearl street Tuesday.
FOR SALE- Fifty houses of all descrip
Friday evening that the ball of the
NICE
FRONT
ROOMS.
Apply
at
28
lfi
house
and
barn.
Owner
Includes 15
officiate
of
the
larger
refineries
Regular meeting of the Ladies of
tions in Rockland. A large list of sum ELM STREET.
At the weekly meeting of Warren March 25.
27*29, cows and heifers; also farming tools•ineye was thought not to be injured.
took steps toward planning tlie en mer cottages. In fact all kinds of real --------------------------------------------------------I quire “F“ 440 Main St____________
Mrs Herbert w. Currier will enter- the G.A.R. Friday evening.
At the Baptist Church Sunday, Grange Tuesday evening it was
largement of the productive facili estate. Come and talk over mv list 1J
UPPER FLAT of three furnished rooms 1 CASH PRICE this weea oiue
« « 4 »
tu o
von wish to buv. ROBERT U. COLLINS electric lights and bath. 17 CRESCENT
Bible school will meet at 9.45: at 11, gratifying to see a better attendance tain the Bethany class at her home
ties. This entails new building 375
Main. St. Tel. 77.
27-tf ST. Tel. 1213-M.
27*29 dairy ation. $180; mixed feed $1.50.
morning worship, topic, “Double- than previously. The program was on Cross street next Tuesday eve
Camden Town Meeting
plans
over
a
period
of
time,
the
HUGH W. LITTLE. 360 Broadway. TeL
FOR SALE Penobscot Bay farms anc
mindedness;’’ 7.15 p. m., topic Are particularly good and refreshments ning.
TWO ROOM APARTMENT at FOSS 532______________________________ 9*-3<>
With only 48 articles in the war extension of equipment and addi cottages for sale and rent, attractive
of ice cream and cake were served.
77 Park St.
27-29
we all alone in life's battles?"
SEINE BOAT. 40 ft. long, in good conThe ladies of Megunticook Grange rant and none of unusual importance tional employment, thus bringing prices, ideal loactlons, tea houses, and HOUSE.______________________________
at a bargain. E. V. SHEA,
D.D.G.M. Ralph U. Clark of Rock will serve a public dinner at Grange Camden voters may look for a short prosperity of a substantial charac shore lots. ORRIN J. DICKEY. Belfast
Mr. and Mrs Kenneth Roes went to
TO LET—5-room fiat, all modern. 23 condition.
The
Lauriette, Rockland. Tel. 1269.
i.
Maine.
27-tf
land
will
inspect
St.
George
Lodge
ot
Portland Friday.
Fulton St. Inquire ROSE PRESCOTT _________________________________
hall on Monday, town meeting day, session next Monday. The polls are ter to the districts in which the
28-30
240 Broadway.
27^tf
Hazen Spear is detained at home Masons in Warren next Monday eve from 11.30 until 1 o'clock.
open from 9.15 a. m. to 1.15 p. m. The j refineries are located.
5-TUBE Radio (battery set) also port
•••
•••
•••
•••
•••
•••
•••
•••
•••
(p
*
Limerock
St.
SIX-ROOM
HOUSE.
146
ning.
by illness.
The governors of seven states in » •
able victrola. Inquire of TEDDY’S SHOP
TEL. 819-W.
27-tf Rockport.
Regular meeting of Seaside Chap Republicans have nominated for
27*29
Harold Marshall who came from
Several smelt stands have been built
the corn belt have already signilectmen;
Robert
W. Jamiesor
ter.
O.E.S..
Monday
evening.
FURNISHED
2-ROOM
APARTMENT;
Boston to attend the funeral of along the banks of the river below the
REELS, will be sold at fraction
Thomas W. McKav. Millard D. I.o:.e. fi«l Hieir commendation of Secrealso furnished single rooms for light cf DRESS
•
•
cost.
Ideal
for
ladles
wear
shop.
Rea
Charles C. Cogan has relumed home. dam the past week.
Camden Commandery, K. T.. meets Zelma M. Dwinal and Frank J. tarv Hyde’s ruling in officially reJp .«. .«.
.«. .«. .«.
.«. p housekeeping, modern conveniences, free son for selling, remodelling our de
Mrs. Cora Currier and granddaugh
lights and water. Apply 2 WILLOW ST. partment. SENTER-CRANE COMPANY.
Mrs. Sidney Wyllie was hostess at Tuesday evening with work in the Wiley. while the Democrats have moving the stigma* which has been
TYPEWRITERS and business equip
_______________________________ 25*29
ter Virginia Smith are ill with influ a covered dish dinner Wednesday and , Red Cross and Malta degrees,
27-29
named Marcus P. Chandler. Warren placed on refined com sugar and ment-new or used, for safe; also rentals !
TO LET—Modern rent in brick house
and
repairs
solicited.
Cash
or
terms.
!
enza.
thereby
permitting
corn
farmers
a
POWER BOAT (28 ft.) strongly built,
ten guests were present although the
At the regular meeting of Amity B. Conant. J. xlrosby Hobbs. W. a
at
157
Talbot
Ave.,
vacated
by
Supt
PHONE
740.
29*31
motor and paint. Com
The funeral
of Charles C. Cogan.
just assistance in times of tempo
OVERNESS SARKESIAN. Tel new Hubbard
u ... TU
Qt day was stormy. Cards furnished ten- Lodge. F.&A.M., Friday evening, Richards and R. W. Johnson.
accessories $220. Bargain.
SID
PARISIAN BEAUTY SALON. Regular Toner
568-W.___________________________ 27-tf plete
6b. was held Thursday afternoon at tertainment in the afternoon.
there was work in the Entered ApThe candidates for the other elec rary depression. They are Gov. Monday
THOMPSON. Spruce Head.________ 27*29
and
Tuesdav
specials,
shampoo
the home on Green street, Rev.
Henry
i>.
Caulfield
of
Missouri,
TO
LET
—
Five
room
house,
modern,
on
tive offices were the choice oi
n
fWl waves $1. PHONE 898j*
29-3-tf 1
Mrs Marie Snow has been in Rock- prentice degree,
BLOOD WORMS and minnows for
Court St. Apply ERNEST C. DAVIS, at sale.
Father OGara officiating. There was
Gov. Clyde M. Reed of Konsas, Gov.
NYE’S GARAGE, 515 Main St.. Tel.
THE ROCKLAND COMMERCIAL COL Fuller-Cobb-Davis.
in her capacity as nurse car*ng
Maiden Cliff Rebekah Lodge meets caucuses and are: Moderator, Adin : Harry _G. Leslie of Indiana, Gov. LEGE
27-tf 585_____________________________
27-29
a large attendance of relatives and land
offers
a
complete
training
in
all
'
L. Hopkins; town clerk and auditor,!
TO
LET
—
On
Warren
St..
6
room
tene

branches
of
business
science.
Fit
your

f:,ends. with many floral tributes. for the late Mr. Abbott, whose death Wednesday evening.
Arthur
.1,
Weaver
of
Nebraska,
NEW
ELECTRICALLY recorded phon
John L Tewksbury; tax collector,
occurred
Sunday.
ment.
$22;
gas
and
electricity.
Very
self
for
a
better
position.
Enroll
now
records, fox trots, waltzes, stand
The bearers were John Hanley, Ed
A. D. Coose is confined to his home Frank P. Alexander; treasurer. J. Gov. Louis I.. Emmerson of Illinois, TEL. 9*?4 990-M.________________ 23-33 pleasantly located in good neighborhood ograph
and popular songs. Thousands to
At the O.E.S. card party in Union
ward Keating, Elmer Studley and
Gov. John G. Richards of South
Apply at 12 WARREN ST. Tel. 577. 27-tf ard
Kale
Hodgman;
member
of
schcol
.
choose
from. 35 cents each, 3 for $1.
NOTICL
Gn
and
after
this
date.
I
William Hastings. Interment was in Friday of last week the first prize
Carolina and Gov. John Hammlll of will r.f •
27-29
TO LET—Unfurnished 5 room tenemen, MAINE MUSIC STORE.
The funeral of Miss Etta Maclver i committee, Alice K. French.
re ;• >D lble for any bills
St. James cemetery. He is survived went to A. T. Norwood.
Iowa.
other than those contracted for by my- 1 and garage North Main St. ROBERT U
SPECIAL BARGAINS in green enamel
COLLINS.
375
Main
St.
Tel.
__
77
27tf
l self or on mv written authorization.
ware—two price ranges 1 lot 25 cents,
by his widow, a son Gleason Cogan ot
Word has been received from Rev.
HAROLD BUZZELL. March 3. 1931.
TO LET—Tenement at 38 Mechanic St the other 98 cents. Look them over.
Lewiston; two brothers. John of War- H. M. Purrington, and friends here
28*30 MRS W S. KENNISTON. 176 Main St CRIE HARDWARE CO.. 408 Main Street.
Forger Operates in Cell;
ten and William of Thomaston; will be pleased to know that he was
27-tf ________________27-29
ALL PERSONS are fobidden buy Tel. 874-W
nieces, Mrs. Isadore DeWinter ot discharged from the hospital March 3
Suspend Prison Guards ing any cow. or heifer of Samuel Davis. I ’ TO LET—Five room furnished apart
REMARKABLE wall paper bargains
under penaltv of the law. MRS. LIZ-’ All
t
Thomaston, Mrs. Harold Drewett and and is much improved in health.
modern improvements. Inquire at are offered at the C. M Blake Wall Pa
Thomaston, Maine.—Three guards ZIE DAVIS. Port Clyde
27*29 12 ELM ST.
per
Store—10 rolls and 20 yards of bor
27-tf
Miss Cogan of Warren; nephews. Earl
Recent guests of Mr and Mrs. Harry
in the state prison here have been
der for $1. Think it over—5 rooms pa
MARCELLING AND SHAMPOOING by
Cogan of Thomaston and Robert Co Beane were Frank Beane and two
suspended as a result of the dis appointment. MRS. E. K. SMALL. 18
pered
forORE
$5. C M. BLAKE WALL PA............ ... ... .................. p pER
----- TOgf
— “ ' Tej 1061 Rockland.
gan of Warren.
grandchildren and Mrs. Charles
covery that Joseph Multais, noted Gay ST Tel. 737-M._______________ 27-29
27-29
forger of New Hampshire, who is
Beane ahd daughter Helen of Wis
DO MORE EGGS and milk at less
YOUNC. HOLSTEIN COW. new milch,
Nurse Association Report
doing a four-year term for forgery, cost appeal to you? Then feed Elmore’s (
casset.
for sale by JOHN KEINANEN, Warren
and dairy feeds. Full line of
has been conducting n wholesale poultry
The annual meeting of the Thom
R F D. 1, Box 102.____________
26-31
Lee Butler of Manchester, N. H.. has
fecdstuffs. Local and long distance de
forgery business while behind the liveries ECONOMY FLOUR «Sc FEED CO..
aston Town Nurse Association was been visiting relatives in town a few
FOR SALE—Dry cord wood, til). Junks,
bars. Maltais flooded seaboard Holmes St., at R. R. tracks and adjoin
held Friday evening in the select days.
$12; wood fitted and under cover. $14. O.
a.:port. Wholesale and retail. Phone
H CRIE. Thomaston. Tel. 122-2. 27-tf
cities with letters ordering goods ing
men's room. Mrs. Grace E. Strout pre1201.
25*26-29
The play "Professor Pepp" is postto be delivered to the prison. A
FOR SALE—Dry wood under cover,
ssu s
m r«™
w ,Be
WATCH
&
CLOCK
repairing.
Work
long. $10; fitted. $14; Junks. $12; limbs,
Philadelphia firm, Stearns & called for and delivered in city. Tel.
$10
T. J CARROLL. Tel. 263-21 27-tf
accepted. These officers were elected: bad traveling this week.
Co,, delivered some rugs and 1158-W. S. A. MACOMBER. 23 Amsbury
FOR SALE—Fox and rabbit hounds,
20*32
chairs to an astounded fellow con St.. Rockland. Me
President, Mrs. J. Walter Strout; vice | Burleigh Mank, son of Mr. and Mrs.
also some nice hound pups. Now ls the
vict of Maltais on one of >Ialtais’
MARCEL WAVING. 50c. MADELYN
president. Mrs. Frank D. Elliot; sec- Burleigh Mank, who has been ill with
time to get yours. R. W. JEWELL. Glen20 Oak St. Tel. 191. Just a
cove. Me. Tel. 256-4_______________ 27-tf
clever orders. The guards say they McCABE.
retary-treasurer, Miss Mary E. Me- pneumonia is making good recovery.
few steps from Main St.
14 25ti
have been innocent dupes. They
3-BURNER OIL STOVE; llat top desk
Phail; members of executive commit-1 Harry Beane is able to return to his
LET
E.
A.
KNOWLTON
file
your
sawt
with 9 drawers; plow; prison pung; cul
have relayed Multais' letters along. and repair votir furniture at 216 LIME
tee for three years, Henry E. McDon- WOrk after an absence of a tew weeks
tivator;
contractor wagon, prison made.
The police say that during his ROCK ST. Tel. 1010.
27-tf
aid, Mrs Allyne Peabody; for one on account of illness.
BABY CHIX. Wyllle's S.C. Reds. Bred I pTIE M. CLARK. 32 Oliver St. Tel.
career,
"inside
and
outside,''
Mal

for
eggs,
tvpe
and
color.
State
accred329-R.
25*26-29
7 LADIES—Reliable stock ot hair goods
year, Charles M. Starrett. The treasLewis Robinson is visiting his
tais lias collected $30,000 on forged at the Rockland Hair Store. 24 Elm St lted for white diarrhoea^ $18 a 100 postCOMPLETE line of grain, flour and
urer's report showed cash balance on , Krandnarents, Mr. and Mrs. Lewis
Mall orders solicited. H. C. RHODES paid for April 21 and 28; May $16 for, feeds. Highest quality at lowest prices.
orders.
hand March 1, 1931, $285.89. The j young
Tel. 519-J.______
72-tf 500. $1 and 1000 $2 less ^100. Safe ar- Truck load deliveries within 25 miles of
complete report follows: Balance on
'
k
PRUNING, grafting, trees taken down; rival guaranteed. F. H. WYLLIE & SON Rockland. Distributors of Elmore’s Fahand at close of business March 1,1 “r,,a d
N
27-tf, nious Dairy & Poultry Feeds. Wholeagent Chase Bros, nurseries.
A. J Thomaston. Me., Route 1.
Rare Fpods Now Being
1930. $249.81; receipts from town ap- and Ml; and ,Mrs; H® b
HENRY. Thomaston. Tel. 32-3. 25*26-38
TO LET YOU KNOW how to get more; 5*1* a™i retail. Local deliveries. ECONFeed Elmore's quality 1 OMY FLOUR & FEED CO., Holmes St.,
propriation, $1000; from individual returned Monday to their respective
Sent to Sweden by Air
INSIDE
Painting
and
Ceilings eggs and& milk.
Dairy Feeds. Our full line I R R Tracks, opp. Airport. Phone 1201.
whitened; also out'iJe painting at rea Poultry
fees $990.75; Metropolitan Life Insur- homes the former at Somerville and
is
quality
first
and
at lowest prices. Bag I ___________________
25*26-29
Malmoe, Sweden.—Culinary deli sonable
prices. A E. MORTON, 497 Old lots delivered anywhere
ance Co.. $37.50: gifts, $42; from en- i the !atter at Belmont,
in city limits ,
— — ——
cacies now trail by air to and from County Road. Cltv. T.?l. 122.
25*29 Truck-loads to nearby towns.
ECON

|P
*••
•••
•••
•••
•«.
.*.
•>.
tertainment, $32.50; card parties, j Mrs. Bert Heath is now able to be
Sweden, instead of by rail and boat
OMY FLOUR & FEED CO Holmes St at j t
$84.80; total. $2078.64. Expenditures j out again and apparently nearly reR. R. Tracks. Rockland, Me. Adjoining j
as before. Thus grapes from the
Airport. Tel. 1201._____________25*26-29 j
for year: Salary of nurse. $1600; sub-! covered from the fall she sustained
ltbone valley and oysters from the
CHICKS—Canfield's quality chicks—Di- ‘
stitute nurse, $15.38; medical sup- some weeks ago.
coast of Brittany are sent via air
When you feel
... ... ...
...
rect from the hatchery—100% delivery |
plies, $1.35; office supplies, $11.41; j Friends remembered Mrs. Mary
express from Paris on the Amsterguaranteed. All breeds, all colors $15
nervous,
tired,
worried
or
despondent
it
is
a
1930 FORD SEDAN for sale. Small
transportation, $1.50: expense of auto, Montgomery Thursday with a shower
dam-Malmoe line and the next day
per
hundred.
Leghorns.
$14.
Mixed
$13.1
6ign you need MOTT’S NERVERINE Cash with order or C O D . by parcel i 2pAvfpwe^r AnTr-i?
ent condition,
001^1 °n’ pr ce no42-»n
$162.11; cash on hand March 1, 1931, of birthday cards, and she also was
delight the palates of gourmands in sure
'
28-30
• They renew the normal vigor and post, charges prepaid. Book your orders SEAVIEW GARAGE.
Stockholm or Gothenburg. Swedish PILLS.
$285.89; total. $2078.64.
the recipient of a beautiful birthday
make life worth living. Be sure and ask for now at these low prices for quality
EXTRA
GOOD
1928
standard six, 4specialties, such as crawfish, are
The report of the nurse shows her cake. She is now able to be up and
FOR SALE BY DEALERS GENERALLY
j chicks delivered right to your door. door Bulck sedan. LEWISTON BUICK
Mott’s Nerverine Pills
ECONOMY FLOUR & FEED CO.. Holmes CO.. Park St.
also frequently shipped abroad in
27-29
to be a busy official. Nursing visits; ! around again after a severe illness.
At R. R. tracks, opp. airport. All |
tlie same manner.
WILLIAMS MFC. CO. Props., Clevel.od, O. ; St.,
Babies under cne year. 85; pre-school.
DON'T THROW AWAY your old batchicks shipped direct from hatchery . tertes.
try Nil Life, It makes them
40; school children, 6; prenatal, 22;
I Tel. 1201.
25*26-29 good asJust
REAR 456 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.
PHONE 226-M
new. I will take orders at any
SOUTH THOMASTON
obstetrical. 13; post partem, 66: exer
S.C R I. Red Chlckr for sale. Bred for, time.
Call 522-R.
Cltv.
Batteries
Branch at Portland Rendering Co.. Mfrs.. Portland
cises, 35; medical, 1177; demonstra- i
-------production, color and type. State tested ' charged while you wait. PERCY LLOYD,
for Pullorum disease and accredited i Rockland.
27-29
tion visits, babies under one year, 161; | There will be a business meeting
Prices for May and June 100 to 500 $35;
pre-school, 44; school children, 89; 1 immediately following the church
HALF TON Delivery Truck for sale.
500 to 1,000. $14.; 1.000 and over $13 per
home visits to school children, 37;: service next Sunday evening. All
hundred. M. M. KINNEY, Thomaston. NYE'S GARAGE. 515 Main St. Tel. 585.
MILE-A-MINUTE MARTY
—by—
Sea View Garage, Inc., 689 Main Street
27-29
St. George Road.
24*30',
social welfare. 37; prenatal. 20; com- *’ho are interested in the church wel^ElLO/ HELLO/- iSTrtis
FOR SALE-R. I. Red Chicks. State1
municable. 9: miscellaneous, 67; chil- fare and Sunday School, are urged
WELL.- ITOOK
WELL, WHEN YOU
accredited $18 per 100. W L. MERRIAM I
POLl-Y-ANNe OUT FOR A
dren taken to Dr. Conley, 9; to Dr.
be present.
Union, Maine. Telephone 8-3.
21 -tf
READft*
SOLO ME THIS
Ellingwood, 8; to physician, 4; to hosMr- and Mrs- Zebedee Simmons reDRIVE IN IT LAST
S. C. R. I. REDS—Baby chicks from
CAR YOU TOLO ME night/ - I DROVE OVER
pital, 10: total. 1939'. Children oper- tumeci home last Wednesday, It is
standard utility stock. Maine accredited
They make healthy, productive hens
IT WAS JUST THE EVERY LONELY ROAD
ated on for T. and A.. 10; glasses se the first summer home to be opened
Price per 100. $20; 500. $19; 1000 and up.
cured, 5; one dental clinic held, five this year, and all are pleased to have
THING TO TAKE
$18. Hatching eggs. Write or phone. E
attending; one pre-school clinic, 34 them come so early and hope oth
MY GIRL DRIVING. INTHE COUNTY- ANO ,
C. TEAGUE. Warren, Me. Tel. 13-42
THE OuRN CAR WOULD NT
Warren.
11-tf, LIVE BROILERS, FOWL
attending. The nurse also assisted ers will soon follow.
Mrs. W. P. Sleeper, who is residdOral i nw re!
the school physician with school ex
THIS IS MARTY
YOU?
CHICKENS
MILES SPEAfclHGr amination in September; and school ing with her family at 13 Orange
••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• •«.
children were weight 1 and InsPccted |
e?
DRESSED POULTRY
AN'I’M COMING.
yC
tertained the following friends at
DOWN TO REGISTER &
Wanted—also Hennery Eggs. Ex
every month.
luncheon last Wednesdav: Mrs. Mer
A SlC KICK ON
cellent salesmanship, prompt re
rill Bartlett. Mrs. Charles Peterson,
THE USED
$$ ••• ••• ••• ••• *•• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• •••
turns, financial responsibility ha
Mrs. C. L. Sleeper. Mrs. Emily Watts,
CAR
WANTED—Position as chef or ail- i assured our shippers for 20 yeari
GLOBE LAUNDRY Mrs. Charles Watts.
I round cook. Best of references. Can, i guarantee of satisfaction. Testi
Mrs. J. A. Lester has been the
Portland, Maine
start any time. HORACE T. PERRY. 5. monia's, quotations and tags ser
Wadsworth St., Thomaston.
7-tf ( on request. Reference: Federi
Quality Work,
Family Washings cuest of her daughter Mrs. James
! Mitchell the past week. Mrs. Lester
WANTED—Reliable party to handle National Bank.
Called For and Delivered
Watkins
Products
in
Rockland.
Custo

is a past matron of Forget-Me-Not
Parcel Delivery Service
W. F. WYMAN & CO.
mers established. Excellent opportunity
We attribute a large measure of success to our ironclad guarantee of satisfaction
Chapter, O. E. S. She was present
for right man. Write at once. C. WOR- j 4 Faneuil Hall Mkt. Boston, Mas
LEY. 231 Johnson Ave., Newark, New Jer- |
Walter Dorgan, Tei. 106R | at the past matrons' and past pa
26tf
sey.
17*-S-23
trons' meeting last Monday night.

HOW TO GET FREE
THEATRE TICKETS

! LOST AND FOUND ;
••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• $$

WANTED

IP

♦

FOR SALE

TO LET

REAL ESTATE

MISCELLANEOUS *

Don’t lalce
Chances?

; EGGS AND CHICKS

• • ••• ••• ••• ••• • • ••• • • ••• • •
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PORTIA

ORGANIC

AUTOMOBILES

FERTILIZE
ROCKLAND TALLOW CO.
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:
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:

Every-Other-Day
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Society
In addition to personal notes regard
The ladies committee of the Con
ing departures and arrivals, this depart
ment especially desires Information of gregational Church was entertained '
social happenings, parties, musicals, etc. by Mrs. Rounds Thursday evening.
Notes sent by mall or telephone will be Sewing, music by Mrs. Maryon Ben
gladly received.

TELEPHONE ...................... 770 or 794-W ner and Mrs. Dora Bird and readings
by Mr. Rounds were followed by a
The engagemei^ has been an short business meeting at which re
ports were read from the January I
nounced of Miss Delia Parsons of and February committees which
Boston (formerly of Rockland) to were very satisfactory. Delicious re
Osborne Byberg of Boston. Miss freshments were served by the host
Parsons is a graduate of Rockland ess and a most delightful evening
High School and the Massachusetts was enjoyed.
Memorial Hospital Training School.
Mr. Byberg is a graduate of Uxbridge
The Progressive Literary Club will
High School and Worcester Business
meet with Mrs. Frances Norton,
College.
Tuesday afternoon at 2.30.
Re-1
sponse to the roll call will be selec
Mr. and Mrs. Albert P. Blaisdell tions on the subject of “Spring, I
announce the engagement of their Beautiful Spring."
Readings of
daughter Dorothy Elizabeth to C. Shakespeare's "The Winter’s Tale”
Bernard Stiles of Swedesboro, N. J.
will include all of Act 2. Miss Eve
line Burbank will act as leader.
Miss Ruth Rogers was hostess to
the N. and S. Club at dinner and
Mr. and Mrs. Henry E. Edwards
bridge Thursday evening. The deco
rations and table appointments were of Jackson, Mich., are in the city
in keeping with St. Patrick's Dev for a few days, called by the death
Prizes were won by Miss Martha of Mrs. Edwards' brother, the late
Burkett, Mrs. Lawrence Leach and W. O. Abbott.
Mrs. Lewis Coltart.
Mrs. Lena Sargent, Mr. and Mrs.
The home of Mrs. David Talbot i Newton Strickland and Miss Gretch
will be opened Tuesday evening for en Fletcher are spending the week
a bridge party under the auspices of end in Bangor.
Chapin Class. The committee con
Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Tirrell, Jr., left
sists of Mrs. George Palmer, general
chairman, Mrs. C. A. Palmer, Miss Thursday for Boston accompanied
Gladys Blethen, Mrs. E. R. Veazie, by Mrs. F. A. Tirrell, Sr., returning to
Mrs. Carl Freeman, Mrs. A. B. Higgs, her home in Quincy, Mass. Mr and
Mrs. Ralph L. Smith, Mrs. Harry Mrs. Tirrell are returning Sunday.
Brown, Mrs. E. E. Stoddard, Miss
Ellen Cochran, Miss Helen McBride,
Mrs. Adelma Mullen entertained at
Mrs. H. P. Blodgett, Miss Harriet supper and bridge Wednesday even
Rankin, Miss Myrtle Herrick, Miss ing, with two tables in play. Honors
Lucy Rhodes and Mrs. C. E. Rollins. were won by Mrs. Ida Huntley and
Owing to the limited number of tick Mrs. Grace Lumsden. Others pres
ets being sold, reservations should ent were Mrs. Bertha Higgins, Mrs.
be arranged with one of the commit Kate Hall, Mrs. Ethel Clark, Mrs.
tee as soon as possible.
Winifred Butler and Mrs. Betty
French.
Mrs. Ralph A. Curtis entertained
recently at a bridge tea at her home
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Bridges who
on Grace street, with honors falling were delayed in their return from
to Mrs. Basil Stinson, Mrs Harold A. Boston arrived in the city WednesThomas and Mrs. Geneva Upham. ! day and are guests of Col. and Mrs.
j Basil Stinson for a few days before
Tlie Shakespeare Society will meet returning to their home in Swan’s
Monday evening at the home of Mrs. Island.
Ella Buffum. Grove street, with Mrs.
Nellie Hall as leader. Act IV., Scene
The meeting of the Junior Har
2, and Act V, Scene 2, of “Peer mony Club Wednesday evening at
Gynt” will be read, and papers will the BPW rooms had 15 members and
be presented by Mrs. Harriet Frost one guest in attendance. A lesson
and Mrs. Ruth Ellingwood.
in musicianship was held, with work
on the music memory contest and
Miss Florence Grover, young choral practice.
The meeting of
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. George March 18, will be devoted to a pro
Grover, Pine street is at Knox Hos gram, with these teachers furnishing
pital for tonsil removal.
pupils: Miss Mabel F. Lamb, Mrs.
Nettie Averill, Miss Margaret Stahl
The Universalist Mission Circle and Mrs. Emma Harvey.
meets Wednesday at the home of
Mrs. Emma Frohock, Park street,
Mrs. A. R. Havener was hostess to
with Miss Carrie Sherriffs, Mrs. the Thursday Auction Club at her
Charles R. Richardson, Mrs. Wilbur home on Broadway.
Cross and Mrs. Fred True as assist
ing hostesses. Relief sewing will
Mrs. Theresa Walker is the guest
follow the 12.30 luncheon, with the of her sister, Mrs. Albert Wallace in
business and devotional meeting at Thomaston.
2.30. The theme for the roll call and
devotional exercises will be “Thank
Mrs. F. E. Follett entertained
fulness" and Mrs. E. E. Stoddard will charmingly Wednesday at bridge for
present a paper on “Our Work in Miss Irma Fickett a student at the
Tokio.”
Leland Powers School in Boston,
The bridge party given at the ' who is home for a week’s stay with
Copper Kettle Thursday evening 1 her parents, Mr. and Mrs L. W. Fick
under the auspices of the Universa ett, Rankin street. The guests were
list candy table committee proved Dr. Ethel Crie. Misses Eleanor Seevery successful there being 21 tables. ber, Alice Collamore, Lenora Ney,
Three types of bridge were in order, Marian Sterrett and Dorothy Ster
pivot, contract and progressive, and rett, all of Thomaston and Miss
many attractive favors were given to Olive Edwards. Honors were won by
the winners. Mrs. George B. Wood Miss Collamore, Dr Crie and Miss
Ney with a guest prize for Miss
acted as chairman.
Fickett.
The Woman’s Foreign Missionary
The Ladies Aid of the Methodist
Society of the Methodist Church will
meet Thursday afternoon at the Church is giving a series of "chain"
home of Miss Minnie Smith, Spring teas that are proving popular. Mrs.
and Union streets. Mrs. I^ra de- A. W. Gregory was the first hoAess.
Rochemont will be programleader, entertaining last Friday Mrs. Mar
and Mrs.| Thelma Stanley will have garet Philbrook, Mrs. H. V. Tweedie,
Mrs. A. G. Dolliver and Miss Nettie
charge of the devotional exercises.
Britt, with Rev. Jesse Kenderdine
The BPW meeting 'Thursday eve and Mrs. Thelma Stanley as special
Mrs. Tweedie entertained
ning was particularly enjoyable, al guests.
though the attendance was some Thursday evening at her home on
what depleted owing to the severe North Main street, her guests being
weather. Supper was served under Mr. and Mrs. Henry deRochemont,
the direction of Mrs. Maud Hallowell Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Gregory and Mrs.
and Mrs. Annie O’Brien, and with Ida Simmons.
Mrs. Emma Harvey in charge of the
There will be a meeting of the
program many features of entertain
ment were presented, including or Senior Harmony Club Tuesday eve
chestral selections by Mrs. Harvey, ning at the BPW roms at 7.30.
violin, Miss Dorothy Harvey, piano.
James Agee, Harvard 1932, has
Miss Florence Dean, saxophone, and
Miss Marian Harvey, trumpet; trum been elected president of the Board
pet solas by Marian Harvey, and of Editors of the “Harvard Advocate"
saxophone solos by Miss Dean. The the monthly literary magazine.
skit “The Midnight Fantasy" was
Mrs. Harriet Frost entertained the
also presented by Miss Dorothy
Methebesec Club yesterday with 21
Harvey and Miss Dean.
members and two guests present.
Despite the inclement weather Mrs. Orissa Merritt as program
Thursday the meeting of the chairman had as her subject
Speech Readers Club drew a large "Changing American Literature."
number of members, who enjoyed a Mrs. Ruth Ellingwood compared
social afternoon following a brief poetry of the past and present, using
business meeting. Mrs. Charles Mc as subjects James Russell Lowell and
Kinney had charge of the refresh Amy Lowell. She read “The Vision of
Sir Launfal” by the late poet, and
ments.
“Lilacs” by Amy Lowell. Mrs. Alice
Mrs. Harold A. Thomas and Mrs. Karl presented an Interesting paper
Ralph A. Curtis entertained at a on “Lincoln,” and Miss Annie Frye
bridge tea Thursday afternoon at reviewed "The Man Who Dared to
Mrs. Thomas' home on Grace street. Be God,” by Robert Norwood. Miss
There were three tables, with honors Margaret Snow gave a fine address
falling to Mrs. Ernest Munro, Mrs. on “Creative Reading.” Mrs. Irene
Bmerson Sadler. Mrs. Ralph Stickney Moran, president, announced that
and Mrs. Henry Cunningham.
the executive board In charge of the
spring luncheon and annual meeting
The meeting of the Rubinstein will be supplemented by these mem
Club Friday afternoon of next week bers: Mrs. Minnie Rogers, Mrs. Nellie
promises to' be very interesting. Mrs. Hall, Mrs. Nina Beverage. Miss Frye,
Lilian S. Copping as chairman will Mrs. Irene Walker, Mrs. Helen Perry,
read from the successful play “Green Mrs. Julia Murray and Mrs. Hester
Pastures" which will be illustrated by Chase. Refreshments were served by
the singing of the spirituals used in the hostess, who was assisted by Mrs
the original production by members Ruth Palmer and Mrs. Julia Murray.
of the club in both solos and chorus,
with Mrs. Ruth Sanborn at the piano.
TENANT’S HARBOR
The “Largo" from Dvorak’s New
The Sunday morning subject at the
World Symphony will be played as a Baptist
Church will be another ser
duet by Miss Alice Fuller and Mrs.
Faith G. Berry. Among Rockland mon in the series, Luke's Pictures ot
people who have seen "Green Pas Jesus as The Perfect Man, entitled
tures" as produced in 'New York are "The Perfect Man in His Social Life.'
Miss Caroline Littlefield. Miss Hup There will be special music. Bible
per and Miss Beatrix Flint, also Miss school follows the morning service.
Margaret Ruggles of Thomaston and There are only four more Sundays in
.all have given most enthusiastic re the time limit of our inter-class con
ports. Non-members of the Rubin test. Remember your class expects
stein Club may attend this meeting you to help win—take someone with
bv paying the small admission fee. you. C. E. at 6 o'clock, topic, “What
Is the Church?" ls in charge of the
The hour is 2.15.
Service Commission. Following the
Avoid spring housecleaning work. evening song service.at 7, led by John
Riere are many ways the People’s Reid, the sermon subject will be
aundrv can help you. Telephone "Burdens: Have you any? what should
be done with them?”
170.—adv.
25-31
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12 DRESS COATS

THE REALM OF MUSIC

u

Gladys St. Clair Morgan

The Bon Ton Shoppe
(Next to Newberry’s)

*rhe recent death in Australia of the i est in the announcement that Mr
Is Offering
great Nellie Melba has recalled many ■ Goosens will retire as conductor of
Collars and Cuffs trimmed with Kit Fox, Wolf, Cara
interesting episodes of her career in 1 that orchestra at the close of the!
cul Furs. Black, Blue, Brown; in sizes 38 to 46
every part of the world.
j season, to become conductor of the .
As a Special Opening Week Attraction
It was at Monte Carlo in 1902 that j Cincinnati Symphony, of which ,
Sold from 59.50 to 75.00
Mme. Melba began her first artistic Fritz Reiner has for nine years been |
Starting Today
association with Caruso. “It may be j conductor. The Cincinnati Orches- J
Now priced $35.00
a surprise," she wrote, “to those who , tra offers a larger field, since it
have thought of Caruso merely as 1 gives 40 hofiie concerts each season
the fierce temperamental artist to together with concerts on tour
One Black Broadcloth Coat, caracul collar and cuffs,
<1 ♦ * «
learn that he was full of practical
IN THE NEWEST OF PRINTS
•
size 16; 59.50—Now $35 00
jokes, and that his bubbling sense of
‘You owe me ten shilling ’’
humor was so irrepressible that he
Say tjie bells of St. Helens.
Other Coats reduced to 25.00
LATEST IN STYLES
• When will you pay me?”
would make fun even in the middle
Say the bells of Old Bailey.
of the most poignant of scenes, such
“When I am rich.”
at
as the last act of La Boheme where
Say the bells at Shoreditch.
Now is the time to buy—finish out this season and
[ Mimi is dying on the bed.
In these days of newspapers, ra
"Never shall I forget one night in dio announcements, telegrams and
you will have a good coat to start another season
Monte Carlo, before an immense au the like there is no need for bells, is
dience thick with grand dukes and there? Spend a day in Sussex, Eng
princesses and marchesas, how I was land—a Sunday. —and .you will
All Sizes
_____beSTREET FLOOR DEPARTMENT
suddenly startled in the middle of lieve that you are living in the days
the death scene by a strange squeak when the town crier told the news,
ing noise which seemed to come from heralded by his bells; when the 5
Caruso as he bent over me, I went o’clock post arrived in the same way,
on singing, but I could not help won and the fresh muffins and railroad
dering at the time if Caruso was ill, trains, and boats on the canals, and
for his face was drawn and very sol first acts in the theatres and the
emn. a»d every time he bent down dustman and the chimney sweep.
there was this same extraordinary Old bells summoned soldiers to arms
noise of squeaking. And then with —the same old Sussex bells one
Miss Esther Seavey entertained her
a gulp which almost made me forget hears on Sunday mornings—politi
PORT CLYDE
Sunday school class last Saturday
my part, I realized that he had a lit cians to their seats, helpers to put
afternoon at her home. There were
tle rubber toy in his hand,, which at out fires, and so on. And who made
The heaviest snowfall of the winter 15 children present and a jolly good
the most pathetic phrases he was these bells and who repaired them? was
on March 5,
time was enjoyed.
pressing in my ear. You know how
A famous bell man in old England
Mrs. Orris Hupper and Mrs. Charles
difficult it is to stop laughing when you was a wandering tinker called John
Mrs. Celia Chadwick is in Medo
are supposed to be solemn; but when Waylett. He lived in the 18lh cen Hupper are spending a few weeks in mak for a few weeks.
Zvlton Hopkins of Hallowell and his
you are supposed to be dying, the tury, and was the best repairer in Massachusetts.
Mrs. Byron Boyle.'; of Cambridge. sister, Mrs. Chester Fowles of Au
temptation is almost too much to be England. His ways were simple. He
f)orne.”
lived like any tramp, sleeping where Mass., is a guest of Mrs. Ciyson Cof gusta were recent guests of Mrs.
Frank Hopkins.
Melba’s death has brought a poig he could, eating what he could beg. fin.
nant sense of personal loss to count When he came to a village he called
less thousands. Her first appearance on the vicar who greatly respected
in Boston was in 1894. when she him, and asked if the bells needed
| came as a member of the remarkable repairing. If they did, he used to
Abbey, Schoeffel and Gray Com dig a mold in a field near the church.
pany, and sang the part of Juliet in Then he pivoted a compass on a
Mechanics Building on March 1st. stake and drove it into the bottom ol
Her last appearance in Boston, in the pit. Around this he built up
opera, was at the Boston Opera brick work with a fire in it. The
House, March 10, 1914, and her last mold he stuffed with soft clay, bound
concert appearance was with the with calves’ hair. When the mold
Boston Symphony Orchestra on Dec. was thoroughly baked, metal was
29. 1917. Dr Muck conducting.
poured into it and the bell was done.I
» « * *
John Waylett’s good sound bells ■
In regard to the recent concert I yield a single note at a time. If a
given by the Rockport High School j bell is tapped just above the curve
I Band, enthusiastic reports have I of the top it will yield a note an occame to me woven around the splen- : tave above the consonant. If it is
I did way in which the young musi- tapped one-fourth from the bottom
clans acquitted themselves, partic it will peal a fifth of an octave, and
ularly in view of the fact that their at the three-quarter line it will
instruction covers such a short per sound a third of an octave. But there
One week of a forbidden paradise—glorious
iod. Mr. Hartshorn, the principal of is still further technique in this Eng
Rockport High School, is to be com lish bell ringing. There is "hunting,"
days—with the world forgotten—and then—?
plimented and congratulated for the and “dodging" and “snapping" and
commendable work he is doing “plain bob’ and “bob triple" and “bob !
among his pupils in a musical way. major" and “grandsire bob cater”
Clarence Fish who is instructing the and so on. Old John used to say
HE thousands of letters re al Magazine Company and Editor of members of the Band, deserves more that it would take 91 years to ring
ceived In the $50,000 Camel Cosmopolitan Magazine, and Roy than a passing word of praise. His all the changes on 12 bells at two
cigarette contest, advertised Howard, chairman ot the board of pupils always show up splendidly. I strokes a second, and some later I
in newspapers from coast to coast, the Scripps-Howard newspapers, recall with pleasure the fine work mathematician says that to complete !
were guarded in the same manner were judges of the contest which done by his pupil in the Rubinstein the sounds of 24 bells would take 117
with
as huge gold shipments. Photograph called for answers to the question, Club student day program a few billion years • ♦ » ♦
shows contest mail being loaded "What recent change has been made weeks ago. The lad played a trum
PHILLIPS HOLMES
A Boston University student, Lucia
into an armored truck at the Win in the wrapping of the Camel pack pet solo, in which was displayed
smooth
and
steady
tone,
with
good
In
Saylor,
is
chief
chime
ringer
in
ston-Salem, N. C„ postoffice under age containing twenty cigarettes
the bell tower of the Winchester Un
guard for transportation to the of and what are Its advantages to the phrasing.
e « # *
itarian Church every Sunday morn
fices of the R. J. Reynolds Tobacco smoker?” The huge response to
Those who have heard Ernest J.
Company. Charles Dana Gibson, the contest announcements proved Hill of Portland sing and had ing. The Winchester chime has a set
21 bells which include an octave
noted artist and publisher of Life, anew the great responsiveness of formed acquaintance with him in of
and a
Miss Saylor gives a 15Ray Long, president of Internation the public to newspaper advertising. Rockland visits when soloist for the i minute pre-service program of
Elks and in concert work will regret hymns, a program of ' sufficient
Mrs. C. E. Gilley is confined to her
to learn that he died last Tuesday : length to keep anyone in condition,
A Paramount drama
home on Broadway by illness.
DOWN AT ST. PETE
at the Maine Eye & Ear Infirmary i especially when the controls have to
following an operation for appendi- be operated under the handicap of
of the strangest love pact
robes. Her greatest ambition
OWL’S HEAD
two young lovers ever made
Large Knox County Delega- cltts two weeks ago. Mr. Hill had
been
active
in
the
musical
life
of
is
to
be
able
to
play
the
carillon
bells.
In the absence of the regular pas
tion Enjoying Waning Sea- Portland since coming to that city
tor, Rev. Helen H. Carlson, Rev. H. R.
IO
kZ'-i.
21 years ago. He was president of
Winchenbaugh will preach Sunday at
Home of
son
in Sunshine City
tHe Festival Chorus until its disso
11 a. m. at the Owl’s Head chapel.
Paramount
lution, always sang in it, and also a
There will be a luncheon of dough
Hints
For
Homemakers
(By John Lodwick)
Pictures
member of the Portland Men’s Sing
nuts, coffee, hot dogs and sandwiches .
St. Petersburg, Fla., March 2— ing Club
served at Town hall, Monday, Town
By Jane Rogers
ALSO
NOW
For 15 years he was at the Cyrus
meeting day.
With the Ne wYork Yankees and
NEWS
PLAYING
Curtis
Church
at
Wyncote,
near
■ the Boston Braves baseball teams in
BUCK
NOVELTY
Philadelphia, and was also connected
: training here, playing in exhibition with operatic work. Mr Hill pos
JONES
CARTOON
“THE LONE RIDER
COMEDY
j games with each other and major sessed a powerful tenor voice.
••♦•
’ league clubs from other Florida
A Orangee juice
Nettie Bird Frost, a former Rock
| camps, this month is teeming with
land girl, now living at Lisbon, N. H„
sport
events
including
tournaments
is a Suave Sub
is continuing in the interests of mu
of every nature to take place before sic. She is conducting the chorus
MONDAY-TUESDAY
stitute for vine ' the advent of April
choir in the Congregational Church ;
Marking the opening of the spring of that town; in fact re-organi»ed '
gar in. making
tourist season, the annual Festival that body of singers, and lends he: i
own fine contralto voice in its serv
dressings for
of States celebration this year, will ice. She is also very active in club I
: be confined to three days of activi work, where her artistry is much en- I
grapefruit or
ties. March 26-28 The annual float joyed.
parade in which Maine will again be
green Salads,,,
represented will be held March
Miss Ruth Lawrence who is study
Use tLe heavy
27, when more than a quarter million ing at the Eastman School of Music.! N selecting oranges for beverage
tourists will bb in the Sunshine City Rochester, N. Y., sends me a copy of
purposes, or for any purpose in
juicy, oranges.
to view the spectacle.
the Alumni Bulletin of February. It | which
the amount of juice Is partic
Mrs Carrie E. Brainerd, 31 Ma contains much interesting reading. [ ularly important, remember that
sonic street, Rockland ,is enjoying but one article that appeals to us , some varieties are much juicier
her first season here and is at the particularly is that pertaining to the , than others. Size for size, the heavApplegate Hotel. Mrs H. I. Hix, 31 presentation of Brahms’ German ier fruit js alway3 the juicier.
Masonic street is also spending the Requiem by the school chorus and ;
• -----winter at the Applegate Hotel.
orchestra during March, as Miss
it’3 often helpful to have firmly
E. E. Rankin, 693 Main street, Lawrence is a member of the chorus, fixed in your memory a few of the
Rockland, came here by boat to
The Brahms Requiem will be given : standard kitchen measures. One
spend his ninth season. He is staying for the public of Rochester in two . salt spoon equals three-quarters of
at 819 4th avenue north.
performances in Strong hall on the, a teaspoon; three teaspoons equal
►America’s New I hi ill
Mr. and Mrs. Joshua N. Southard. campus of the University College fori one tablespoon: sixteen tablespoons
Marlene Dietrich, the ex
10 Ocean street, Rockland, came to Men oh the evenings of March 21 j equal one cup; two cups equal one
otic woman of "Morocco,"
A Paramount
appears in her re: ond pic
this city by boat to spend their first and March 23. It will be given in ra- pint.
Release
ture. This time enacting
season, and have taken a bungalow dio performances in two sections, the I ---------------------------------------------the alluring siren of The
Directed by
at 321 4th street north.
first broadcast on March 18, the sec- 1------------------------------------ ----------- Blue Angel Cafe . . Ruling
JOSEF VON
tlie destiny of the man she
Miss Addie Carver, North Haven, ond March 25. Last year the chorus IN FIGHTING AGAINST
STERNBERG
has nude a slave to love!
is enjoying her sixth winter in the and orchestra gave two worthy per
Sunshine City and is with friends at formances of Bach's Passion, accord 
FLU-GRIP
159 4th avenue north.
ing to St. Matthew.
Keep the bowels open and take
A. C. Morse, 52 Mountain street.
Camden, motored here for his first
For those who have watched the 1
BROWN’S RELIEF
time and is staying at 450 Fifth ave success of Eugene Goosens as con
on.
rising and retiring
nue north.
ductor of the Rochester Philhar-1
Talking for file first time . . And in English
Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Gilchrest. St. monic Orchestra, there is interNorway Medicine Co.
in
George, have motored to the Sun
shine City for their first season and
have taken an apartment at 63C;
avenue south.
ADDED
Mr. and Mrs. F. James Ray, St.
“
BLOOD
AND THUNDER”
George, are alsq spending their first
AT EASTERTIDE
PARAMOUNT SOUND NEWS
season in the South. They have
ROCKLAND BRANCH OF PORTLAND
taken an apartment at 636’i 29th
That Most Personal of All
INSTITUTE OF MUSIC
j avenue north.
NOW SHOWING
Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Messer, Union,
Gifts—Your Photograph.
“FINN AND HATTIE”
423 Main Street, over Berman’s
have returned to this city for their
kA
with
third winter and are staying at 4659
Branches in principal cities
May we suggest an early
M-TZI GREEN
Queensboro avenue south.
“King Of The Wild"
appointment to insure de
A. B. Vinal, Vinalhaven, came here
by boat and is staying at 1401 10th
livery before April 5.
An institution of music with
An
educational
institution
avenue south.
teachers of recognized abili
whose facilities are within
HOME Ol PARAMOUNT PICTURES
Mrs. M. J. Oxton, West Rockport,
ty, making a specialty ot
the reach of all through
is enjoying her first season here and
violin instruction.
liberal
prices.
Champney’s Studio
is at 1135 12th avenue south.
Foot of Limerock Street
Tel. 892
Tel. 892
The writer was surprised to learn
ROCKLAND. MAINE
Wc are now having our opening
that the Crie Gift Shop is selling
22-tf
Orchestras are Forming
their new spring styles of wall papers
A PARAMOUNT PUBLIX THEATRE
at prices lower than are usually
-Member oeOur
Special
Representative will soon call on you
SHOWS AT 2.00, 6.30, 8.30. SAT. CONTINUOUS 2.00 TO 10.30
charged for last year's remnants.—
Photooraphkbs' Ass'n of America
28 29
adv.
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Militiamen Guard $50,000 Contest Mail

NANCY

T

CARROLL

“Stolen Heaven”

BEm SAYI♦ * ♦

I

MARLENE DIETRICH

EMIL JANNINGS

ANNOUNCEMENT

“THE BLUE ANGEL”

I
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new ships will be like the hull and
interior fittings—the best and latest
that can be built. There will be two
Have Been Ordered For East sets of single reduction geared tur
bines of the Newport News Parsohs
ern Steamship Lines—Res type
with underslung condensers,
shaft horsepower of 11.400, four
ervations Already Made
Babcock and Wilcox oil burning waWith the announcement that two tertube boilers, a working pressure
ships are to be built by the Newport of 375 pounds with 210 degrees super
News Shipbuildings and Dry bock heat or a total temperature of 850
Company at Newport News. Va.. for degrees and the ships will be
the Eastern Steamship Lines. Inc., at equipped with electric motor driven
a cost of $7,000,000 more than 50 per auxiliaries. Lux fire extinguishing
sons in the United States and and Rich Detecting systems with
Canada have asked that rooms be steam smothering lines in all cargo
reserved for them on the new ships compartments, and an automatip fire
—It’s a new experience! on
alarm in each compartment and
their initial trips.
The ships are to run between Bos stateroom. In the saloon passage
There is an old saying in northern 1 and then substract nine. Nothing will
ton and St. John. N. B and New- ways there will be on each ship 12 New England, that if you can live be left. What ls the number? AdNE of the chief reasons for the flash
York and Yarmouth. N. S It is nowthrcugh March you are good for the dress answers to Wanderer, care of
planned tc have the Boston-St. John
rest of the year. Well, here's one ' The Courier-Gazette.
ing acceleration and smooth speed
steamer in service May 1st. 1932 and
week already gone, with three to go.
$><$>$> i>
the New York-Yarmouth steamer in
and power of Nash Eight-80 and Eight-90
and chances good.
The fjalj0nai canners Associaservice June 15. 1932.
♦ -•>
Ition. in convention assembled, have
models is aircraft-type Twin-Ignition. In
The ships will be twin screw oil
But have a care, for the motor- unanimously voted to encourage
burners and are to be the very latest
each cylinder, two spark plugs placed op
ists will start the spring driving, bridge-auction bridge, blind bridge,
things in marine architecture Each
right soon, and you know what the I contract bridge, draw auction bridge,
will be fitted with nine transverse
posite each other, fire at precisely the same
figures last vear were. You don't’ !
auction bridge, progressive aucwatertight bulkheads—more than is
instant. The highly compressed gas ignites
required by the International Con
Well. every 16 minutes the whole year tion brid«e- suspension bridge, so
ference on Safety at Sea—which will
round, night and day, a person is cial duplicate bridge, three-hancf
at two points. It is burned more quickly,
permit the steamers to remain afloat
killed in an automobile crash some bridge, widow bridge and honeymoon
with any two compartments flooded.
where in the United States. And bridge. The canners committees re
efficiently. The result:—A more powerful
In addition, ships will be fitted with
every dav there are injured 2738 peo port that bridge is responsible for a
extra skins around the engine room
explosion—instant responsiveness—notable
ple. All by automobiles. So keep tremendous jump in the use of all
and fireroom spaces.
an eye open on the crosswalks. Don't canned goods, and they advocate
gasoline economy.—The moment you
"Which means." said Captain Eu
be one of those 2738 who will be hit more bridge and plenty of it. There
are Breakfast bridge clubs, After
gene E. O'Donnell, president of the
tomorrow.
step on the accelerator, you will realize
noon bridge clubs. Evening bridge
Fastern Steamship Lines, "following
$
&
$
$
clubs. All daylight and half the
the policy of the Eastern to lead the
the important difference Twin-Ignition
You know those little round, white night hours are now used by the
way in ship construction there will
"snowball" early spring turnips? bridge fans, and it only remains for
makes. Let’s go for a ride together—soon.
be incorporated in the new ships
The kind Sam Lawry likes to eat the canners to institute a Before
many marvelous devices to insure the
raw? About as large around as a Breakfast bridge club to make the
and comfort of Dassengers."
fThe National Owner’s Service Policy Assures Nash Owners ! safety
small baseball; juicy and sweet, circle comdete
The new steamers will have a speed
Capt. Eugene O'Donnell
when you pull them fresh and wash
iS>
of between 20 and 22 knots, a cruis
Standardised Service Everywhere
them under the pump, and then take
ing radius of 13 days at 18 knots an
out your jack-knife and slice off a j The canners claim that the good
hour and will each have a capacity
Eight-77 4-Door Sedan
Electrically bite? Well, this morning on my early ' wives play on to almost meal time,
Six-60 4-Door Sedan
for 756 passengers besides crews of sliding steel doors.
equipped galleys will be manned by trip down town I saw four of them , rush home, grab a good strong can
8-cyl., 116%' Wheelbase
i 178 men each.
6-eyl., 114%’ Wheelbase
The ships will each be 402 feet chefs and assistants who have been hanging up outside of four grocery ■ opener, reach into the pantry and
stores Each was as big as a big head of; dig out cans of jams, sardines, mack9 inches in length. 61 feet beam, will with the Eastern line many years.
"We may find it necessary later winter cabbage—abqut as big as a erel. tuna, olives, peas, beans, corn,
have a depth of 29 feet. 9 inches and
Delivered
Delivered
beef,
tongue, sandwich
will be of nearly 10.000 tons displace on. to build one or two more ships peck measure, and each weighed j corned
ment. Each ship will have a freight because everything indicates that about 28 pounds. That is what this spread, cheese, welsh rarebit, and 57
carrying capacity of 158.900 cubic the business depression is waning rich, delta soil does to vegetables, j other varieties, select three or four,
Eight-80 4-Door Sedan
Eight-90 4-Door Sedan
and we look forward to the best busi They harvest them here in February, and in five minutes have a fine com| feet.
8-cyl., 121’ Wheelbase
8-cyl., 124' Wheelbase
There will be 14 suites with tub ness in 1932 that we have had since You have to split a turnip that size binatiotv of indigestion on the table
baths, shower and toilet on each ship. the organization of our company," with an ax. And the indigestion it! for hubby to dally with on his return
12 special rooms with toilets, twin said Captain O'Donnell.
conceals is incomputable.
An $8 from work. Divorce increases, bridge
beds and folding UDper berths, and
increases, the canning business in
Delivered
Delivered
word.
! 15 rooms with toilet, shower and
creases. indigestion increases and the
4FULLY EQUIPPED — NOTHING MORE TO BUY
! Pullman berths. Thirty-seven spedoctor business is looking up. When
The grapefruit has been popular a man marries now, all he looks for
| cial rooms on each ship will have
as
a
breakfast
dish
for
about
30
’oilets. upper and lower be-ths with
Large or Small Lots
in a girl is a strong right arm. If it
years. The first one was brought to looks powerful enough to swing a
settees. 2 staterooms with twin beds
CALLED FOR
Florida by the Spaniards when they wicked can opener, then he knows
and folding berths, and there will be
,02 staterooms with upper and lower We are in Waldoboro the first two settled there in the 16th century. It the wife is a good cook and he is
days
of
each
week
and
all
week
of
is not a hybrid fruit, as most people sure of food, if nothing else. I never
berths and settees. Eighty stateA
NEW
DEAL
FOR
TODAY’S
DOLLAR
March 23-28.
think. In the Magic Valley they knew Ed Dean to be wrong.
, rooms will be equipped with upper
grow sour orange tree roots and
and lower berths. Besides there will
4- <$> 4> <8>
Tel.
Waldoboro
39
graft the young grapefruit tree on to
h» free berth accommodations for
The next starry night that you can
the sour orange root, because this see Jupiter, congratulate yourself
I 57 men and 30 women.
.MEDOMAK HOUSE
1 The hulls will be of steel of the
root will withstand disease better \ tbat you nve on the earth. Jupiter
j finest quality that can be made in
Park Street
Rockland
Tel. 1178
than the grapefruit root will. Over has nine moons. Some come up on
Mass. Live Poultry Co.
I America.
m Florida they graft on to a lemon one side. some on the other and
27-39
■ The engines and machinery of the
root, in some soils. A grapefruit root, when all nine get rising and crossing
rots in this delta soil very easily. A • over during the evening, it must keep
, sour orange root likes this soil and the fishermen busy guessing when
. will give you a bearing tree in four lbe next tide is due, and how much
: years.
1 the next school of herring will weigh.
<$'<$• j>
Printers who get out almanacs on
. i. that planet must be mathematicians
Many older New Englanders take
track of nlne moons But
^CHEVROLET
great pleasure in
cracking at the what ‘ place for romancc; and Jf
West and South,and they can .
see
onp moon over the left
see that anything
good ever hap- >
other ei ht
bc
pens there or comes from there. Re.
...
ccntly there was much criticism be- °'e
8 $><$>♦ <$>
cause Sinclair Lewis was awarded
NeRher Venug nQr Mereury has „
tl.e Nob.l prize in literature. One moon but Mars has two; Jupiter and
wise boy made the statement that no Saturn have n,ne moons each;
good literature ever came out of the Uranus has four moons, and Neptune
West or the South. So some one on,y Qne the same as we On Saturn
summed up that out of the west aU tbe moons but one g0 ,n the same
I came; Sinclair Lewis Theodore dircction; the odd boy travels alone.
1 Dreiser. Hamlin Garland. Booth
Tarkington. Willa Cather. Ec!gar_Lee
Lemons in the Magic Valley grow
Masters, Ernest Hemingway, Edna as large as grapefruit. (Watch 'em.
Ferber, Fannie Hurst. Carl Sand Bozei. J. T. Mann, editor of Farm
The big. modem Chevrolet Six is
burg. Lew Wallace. Mark Twain. and Ranch Magazine, was called a
William Dean Howells;—and as plain "liar” because he made that
a fine performer. It maintains
! many more from the South.
statement, and he has just written
high road speeds at a loxv, easy<5 •
«the Chamber of Commerce here for
Take a number of two figures, sub- half a dozen Ponderosa lemons
working engine speed. Its 50I tract 10. multiply the remainder by which will be sent to him to prove
three; divide the product by nine, his statement.
horsepower valve-in-head

MAGNIFICENT SHIPS

) 12 l).S

Drive a
Twin-Ignition

:

&

NASH

There is a difference

O

*959

’1435

in bonds
Some afford higher yields than others, some
mature in a shorter period than others, some
carry conversion privileges. It is often diffi
cult for inexperienced investors to determine
which type of bond is best suited to their par
ticular circumstances. For this reason it is
always wise to consult your banker before
buying. He knows your personal circum
stances and can advise you whether a par
ticular bond is suited to your needs. We are
always glad to serve our depositors in this
way.

ROCKLAND NATIONAL BANK

4085

s174O

NAS

H

POULTRY WANTED

Service

A Member of the Financial Institutions Group of Banks
Financial Institutions, Inc. ls a Maine corporation owning a majority
of the Capital Stock of 14 Maine banks having total resources of more
than $86 000.000. Over 85 per cent of the Common Stock of Financial
Institutions, Inc. is owned by Maine capital and the corporation is
managed by Maine men who have had long and successfiSW experience
in banking and financial operation.

irAt the Sign of
iNorth National Bank;

THOMAS-NASH COMPANY

Looking For Something?
Are you in need of reliable banking service? Ai'c
you looking for a bank strong and reliable, one fully
able to take care of your banking needs?
If so. we offer you our services. We have a Bank
with ample funds, courteous officials, fire proof
vaults burglar insured. We are careful with our
oans and conduct a sound, conservative bank, one
t will pay you to be identified with. Let us know
your needs.

Performance, too, proves Chevrolet
the Great American Value

engine operates with unsur
passed economy.

Six cylinders

enable you to creep along,
accelerate, climb hills, go fast—
and do it all smoothly, quietly

—with little shifting of gears.

If you have formed your opinion

of Chevrolet quality solely from

thc car’s fine appearance—
step into a Chevrolet and drive.
Because performance, too,

points to Chevrolet as the
Great Anieriean I’ulue.

loxv prices—Roadster. $475;
Sport Roadster, $195; Phaeton, $510;
Standard Coupe, $535; Coach or
Standard Five-Window Coupe, $545;
Sport Coupe, $575; Five-Passenger
Coupe, $595; Convertible Cabriolet,
$615; Standard Sedan, $635; Special
Sedan or Convertible Landau Phae
ton, $65(1. Prices f. o. b. Hint, Mich.
Special equipment extra. Low deliv
ered prices and easy terms.
\ew

The Sew Chevrolet Special Sedan—Product of General Motore

NEW CHEVROLET SIX
The Great American Value

See vour dealer below

SEA VIEW GARAGE,1NC
689 Main Street,

BAY VIEW GARAGE, INC.

Rockland, Me.
Camden, Me.

ALSO DEALERS IN CHEVROLET SIX-CYLINDER TRUCKS, $355 to $695, f. o. b. Flint, Michigan
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atopics
"sporty"
town.dayAtare
the dlscussed
Open Forum
q{ thp
by

_____
St. Petersburg. Fla.. March 3
Editor of Thc Courier-Gazette;—

Mrs. Southard on the street and to
note that Josh was loooking well.
I play shuffleboard with Ed Rankin
niee? my " Crescent Beach friends.

North National Bank
Rockland, Maine

leading educators, scientists, doctors

bunshine Lity a lVlisnomer and psychologists.
Rear-Admiral
__
Wonderful
' Byrdhere
- theMarch
exPlorer
—
wonderful Checker
Checker Richard
booked Espeak
u. - is
Stunts--- Old Friends
H was a pleasure to meet Mr. and

registered at thc Chamber of Com Helen Fales, Lura Fales, Joshua
merce.
Thorndike and Mrs. Pierson. Nor
In my diary I have record of two man Lermond is often in town, and
winters when every day during my I motored out to Gulfport to see the
visit was pleasant—an occasional beaut7u7s^
shower of course but of short dura- I■ lecting for Knox Arboretum
tion, followed by blue sky and sun
Henry A. Howard *
shine.
But what a change for 1931. Up to\
ENROLLING ALREADY
date we have had 17 rainy or cloudy (
1 days. On one occasion there were :
four sunless days In succession, and Many loung Men Ready , Tn spend
it was no wonder that visitors who I
,n the Cltixens Military
Training Camps
i are here for the first time, think thc
name "Sunshine City.” is very inapOpening of enrollment for the
I propriate. But notwithstanding the
Military
inclement weather, this is a nice place
Training Camps will present oppor
i in which to pass the winter.
The leading amusement is shuffle- tunity to 3300 New England youths
board, and there are three clubs. The to participate in summer camps aclargest one, located at Mirror Lake ‘ cording to Major General Fox ConPark. has 2838 members. This is the ner- commanding general of the First
\ largest club of the kind in the world. Corps Area
Already several hundred
and it is an interesting sight to watch
„
„ interest
..
ithe games in progress, shuffleboard, ed ™ut£s
| bridge, chess, checkers, bowling, roque. of New England, have deluged C. M_
quoits, etc., all out of doors.
V. C. headquarters in anticipation of
Rockland checker fans will be in-!thc event<
.
. ..
I terested to know that Newell W. Filling of all camp vacancies at-the
Banks, world champion, was here and earliest date, on record is predicted
gave several exhibitions. He played.^’ officials, despite the fact that th
I 35 checker and three chess games Quota to be obtained is the largest
simultaneously, and at the same time the ^irst
Brotton 6of las*
four blindfold or invisible games.
-nnlv are
: tables placed where he could not see yearthe f t
pp y
them and the moves made by num..
! ber, so that it was necessary to carry ;
the °th*rS
°laSSed
: a mental picture of these four games ; alternates.
t while playing thc other 38 He won
WHY MAINE OPPOSED
j all games but seven and these were
■ drawn.
There can be no action on the bill
I The annual convention of the
Anti-Saloon League will be held here proposing pensions for the widows and
next week, when noted leaders will orphans of World War veterans, due
I speak—F. Scottt McBride? Supt. Dr’ t0 the draln on the Treasury caused
J. M. Doran, formerly prohibltior by the passage of the bonus bill
commissioner, “Pussyfoot" Johnson House leaders assured Representative
and others. I have been expecting a Nelson of Maine Action on this bill
reply to Esten Porter in The Cou has been urged upon the Maine con
rier-Gazette. What is the trouble? gressional delegation in the House by
The baseball season opens at Wa telegrams from John J. Maloney
terfront Park March 9. and a major Maine State Legion commander. Net
league game is scheduled for near son took up the matter with Majority
Floor Leader Tilson and Chairman
ly every day during the month.
In “Tales from a Wanderer" Harry Snell of the rules committee who as
Daniels stated that the La Plaza sured him there was no chance ol
| Theatre of this city had closed. This action The whole Maine House dele
is a mistake. There are eight the gation voted against the bonus bill
atres here and during the tourist fearing that it would jeopardize pass
season they all do a good business. age of pension and relief legislation
St. Pete offers a great variety of I for needy veterans and their depend
wholesome amusements, but it is not ebt-s,
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